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AKE YOUR 
FIRST STEP 

TOWARD 
A CAREER 

IN THE 
USIC BUSINESS 

limülCWSHÜtMl 

AWARD 1989 AND 1990 
NOMINATED BEST 

RECORDING SCHOOL 
IN THE WORLD 

□ Highly selective, two-year training 
program 

□ Campuses throughout North America 

□ Current theory mixed with practical 
hands-on training 

□ Modem state-of-the-art 24-track 
recording studios and digital audio labs 

□ All classes taught by qualified, working 
professionals 

□ Job placement assistance 

□ Financial assistance available 

□ Fully accredited by ACCET 

6464 Sunset Blvd., The Penthouse, Hollywood, CA, 
U.S.A. 90028 (213) 467-6800 

112 East 3rd Ave., Suite 305, Vancouver, B.C., 
Canada V5T 1C8 (604) 872-2666 

410 Dundas St. East, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada M5A 2A8 (416) 966-3066 

290 Nepean Street, Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada KIR 5G3 (613) 232-7104 

451 St. Jean St., Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada H2Y 2R5 (514) 845-4141 

CTRCBAS 
mSTITUTE OF RECORDinG ARTS 



Explode Into the '90s 
That’s what the new Rhodes Model 760 and 660 multi-timbral keyboards are all about. Creative performance made simple. 

Harnessing state-of-the-art RS-PCM technology, in a performance-friendly manner, sets the Rhodes 760 and 660 apart 

from all other synthesizers. The new Rhodes Model 760’s 76 note keyboard provides maximum expressive capability and 

operational ease for all performance applications. With 128 sounds built right in, and on-board digital reverb, chorus 

and panning available at the touch of a button, the Model 760 offers enormous creative flexibility. Layering up to 

six tones across the keyboard, and having separately assignable MIDI channels for external sound sources, the 

Rhodes Model 760 provides virtually limitless performance potential. And to significantly expand the innovative 

possibilities, two card slots on the rear panel accept the optional Rhodes SN-U01 Sound Card Library. The 

61-note Model 660 has similar performance-oriented benefits, and both instruments feature velocity and 

aftertouch sensitive keyboards, with pitch bend and maximum controls, once again providing superior, 

musically expressive options. So whatever your customers’ performance requirements may be—the 

rigors of live concert, the demands of the studio, or simplified creativity at home—the Rhodes 

Model 760 and 660 are ready to perform! 

For all enquiries, contact: Rhodes Canada, (a Division of Roland Canada Music), 
13880 Mayfield Place, Richmond, BC V6V 2E4 (604) 270-6626 FAX (604) 270-7150 

Attention: Leon Rogers 

Rhodes 
“THE BRAND FOR PERFORMERS" 



Qn NOUNC ING THE 
YEAR WARRANTY 

BRYSTON TWENTY 

For over a quarter-century Bryston has been 

committed to designing and producing audio 

products with reliability, musical accuracy and 

value as our primary focus. It is widely known 

that Bryston’s policy on the warranty of our 

products has always been extremely generous if 

ever required. To further enhance our long term 

commitment Bryston is instituting a 20 year 

warranty program as of January 1st. 1990. This, 

as far as we know, is a first in our industry and 

as such will further demonstrate our continuing 

dedication to our customers. 

We are able to offer this for several reasons. 

One is because we consider reliability to be 

exceedingly important. We have applied 

techniques and materials in our everyday 

construction of electronic equipment more 

Bryston 10B electronic crossover 

typically utilized in the military and aerospace 

industries. All components used in Bryston 

power amplifiers are specified for continuous 

duty at maximum power, with typical safety 

margins of 250%. Also, the power transistors 

used in all Bryston amplifiers are 100% tested 

for safe operating area, both before and after 

installation in the circuit. They are then taken to 

a “burn-in” table where they are given a 

Bryston 4B amplifier 
Power amplifiers range from 50-800 watts 

capacitor load, a square-wave input signal, and 

set at slightly under clipping for a period of 100 

hours. During this time, the input signal is 

cycled three hours on to one hour off, to exert 

additional thermal stress. 

Following the burn-in period, the amplifiers 

are monitored for DC bias stability for 

approximately another full day. At this point, 

they are returned to the test bench for another 

complete checkout of all operating parameters 

and functions, at which time a test sheet is 

made, and included in the packing with the unit. 

At Bryston, we take very seriously the accurate 

functioning and long term reliability of our 

products. 

This new twenty year warranty is also 

retroactive. It includes all audio products 

previously manufactured and sold under the 

Bryston name. This warranty is also fully 

transferable from first owner to any subsequent 

owners. 

Bryston has always been dedicated to 

designing and producing products that deliver 

uncompromised performance, outstanding 

reliability and exceptional value. We believe 

our new 20 year warranty is one more example 

of our commitment. 

Bryston Marketing Ltd. 
Tel: (416) 746-0300 Fax: (416) 746-0308 
Brystonvermont Ltd. Tel: 1-800-673-7899 
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Technics 
MUSIC ■ CANADA - LTD. 

A Division of 
GREAT WEST MUSIC (1987) LTD. 

is pleased to announce 

3rd Technics z, / 
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ORPHEUM THEATRE 
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See your Technics dealer 
for details on how 
you could win a trip 
for two to Vancouver 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

TIPS • TRICKS • AND • TECHNIQUES 

Getting MIDI under control 
The Lexicon MRC and Sequencing 

ORC HI S / 

Sequencing lets you try out 
many different ideas. 
An MRC preset 
called ORCHES-4 
(shown to the right) uses 
the 4 sliders on page one to control 
program changes on four different MIDI 
channels and the 4 pushbuttons to 
audition the sounds. 
Select any 
voicing you want 
by moving the sliders to 
correspond to the appropriate 
synthesizer program. On page 2 the sliders 
are used as volume controls for the sounds selected. 
With this setup you can easily experiment with different 
voicings on-the-fly. What does the piece sound like using 
steel drums in place of pizzicato cellos? It could be great! 

The MRC MIDI Remote Controller is a powerful and efficient tool 
for control and data input with virtually any hardware or 

software-based sequencing environment. 

The MRC's 4 switches, 2 external inputs and 8 sliders 
(arranged on 2 pages of 4) can be configured to 
transmit almost any MIDI message you need. 
The examples here show just a few of the 
possibilities open to you once you get your 
system under MRC control. 

MIXLK-8 

Another useful setup included in MRC V3.0 software is 
MIXER-8 (shown below). It uses both pages of sliders to 
control8 MIDI volumes. The 4 pushbuttons are assigned to 
Stop, Start, Continue and note C4 (on chi). Automated 
mixing can easily be accomplished with your sequencer 
and the MRC. 

Did you ever want to cross fade one sound into another? 
Its easy, you can even assign it to one fader. Grouping — 
no problem - up to four controls can be slaved together. 
Mutes — once again, easily accomplished with the MRC. 
You can have remote Start,Stop, Continueand Song Number 
select too. Think of the possibilities! 

The MRC MIDI Remote Controller is designed to allow 
/ou to create a consistant control surface for all your MIDI 

equipment. Investing a little time interfacing 
the MRC to vour system can free 
you to use it for what you bought it 
for - making music! 

For more information and a set of MRC application notes, contact: S.F. Marketing Inc.. 

(Attn. MRC application notes), 3524 Griffith. St. Laurent. I’Q H4T 1A7. 



A SUPERnatural Evolution 
in Sound Synthesis 

D-5 L/A SYNTHESIZER 

D-10 L/A SYNTHESIZER 

D-20 L/A SYNTHESIZER 

D-50 L/A SYNTHESIZER 

The D-70 Super L/A Synthesizer 

Multi-Timbral L/A Synthesis RS-PCM with Multi-Band TVF 
Four-Tone Layering Tone Palette Full Range 76-Key Keyboard 
30 Voice Polyphony Easy to Read LCD Display 

Experience Limitless Creativity. 
Experience the D-70 Today 

at Your Nearest Authorized Roland Dealer. 

I^Roland 
Roland Canada Music Ltd. 
Montréal Toronto Vancouver 



It’s All In Your Mind 
Virtually every male, at some 

point in his life, experiences 
doubt, apprehension or what 

have you about his ability to perform 
sexually. Consequently, he finds himself 
unable to perform sexually, or at least 
not without some degree of difficulty. 
Survivors of such an ordeal quickly 
learn to think positively about their sex¬ 
ual powers. The non-survivors, of 
course, go into politics. (Dept, of cheap 
shots.) 

I always marvel at people with a self¬ 
imposed limited diet, my favourite being 
the ones who refuse to go near spicy 
foods. (One blandburger please, hold the 
flavour.) I believe that if you convince 
yourself that you can’t handle spicy food, 
then (surprise!) that’s exactly what hap¬ 
pens. It has been scientifically proven 
.that spices (and I’m not referring to 
those indigestible powders that come in 
little jars and probably form strange, in¬ 
soluble crystals in your kidneys or gall 
bladder) are harmless—they do not eat 
away at the linings of your stomach. 
(Toronto Star—food section—February 
20, 1990.) 

Perhaps an even better example of 
the power of positive thinking is the use 
of placebos. If you really believe or can 
be convinced that this harmless little 
sugar-pill will cure your headache, it 
will. The science of hypnotism provides 
the most convincing examples of the 
amazing powers of the mind. 

So, what has sexual dysfunction, spicy 
food, sugar-pills and hypnotism got to do 
with your musical career? Just about 
every musician I’ve ever met is guilty, to 
a greater or lesser degree, of selling 
themselves short. I’m talking about the 
belief, deep down in your heart of 
hearts, that “Hey, I’m not really talented 
enough to perform on the same stages 
as Bruce Springsteen, or k.d. lang, or 
Bryan Adams, or (name of your hero 
goes here.).” There is an old ism that 
goes: “Be careful of what you want, for 
that is what you will get.” Perhaps it is 
even more crucial to be careful of what 
you believe. In business, they say: "If 
you can conceive it, and you can believe 
it, you can do it.” 

Ask yourself, sometime: “What really 
stands between me and my dreams?” 
There is, of course, time. And there may, 
as well, be a few misconceptions, such 
as, for example, how hard you are going 
to have to work, how patient you are go¬ 

ing to have to be, and how many seem¬ 
ingly endless sacrifices you are going to 
have to make. All of that, someone is 
sure to remind you, builds character. 
But here’s the BIG question. What kind 
of a person will survive all of that, and 
actually see their dreams materialize? 
The kind of person, of course, who ac¬ 
tually believes that they can. 

Ladies and gentlemen, meet Alannah 
Myles! 
Up until the release of her 

phenomenally successful debut album 
a little over a year ago, you never heard 
of Alannah Myles. But trust me, Alannah 
Myles is someone you want to know 
about. That is, if you want to know what 
it takes to attain your ideal of success. 1 
couldn’t resist the temptation to grab 
this assignment for myself, and I’ve got 
to tell you that I’ve never in my life en¬ 
countered anyone with a clearer focus of 
who they are and where they are going. 
Also in this issue, look for Glenn Reid’s 
interview with Jean Marc of The Box, 
who details the recording of The Pleas¬ 
ure And The Pain in England with Mar¬ 
tin Rushent. I would also like to direct 
your attention to Ellie O’Day's piece on 
Vancouver’s Paul Janz, who had much 
success with the 1988 ballad "Believe In 
Me” and is currently riding high with 
“Every Little Tear” from his third A&M 

album, Renegade Romantic. 
For this issue’s business feature, we 

delve into management, following our 
most recent forays into A&R depart¬ 
ments and booking agents. These fo¬ 
rums are essential reading, loaded as 
they are with advice and insight from 
the top business minds in our quickly 
maturing industry. 
Much has been written about what 

equipment to use, but not about how to 
use it. For this issue’s Live Sound fea¬ 
ture, we’ve gone to some of Canada’s 
foremost live sound engineers, who all 
seem to agree on at least one thing: The 
quantity and the price of the gear you 
use does not necessarily equate with the 
quality of sound you’re getting. 

This is as good an opportunity as any 
to congratulate both the winners and 
nominees at this year’s Juno awards 
and, in particular, the folks at CBC Tele¬ 
vision and CARAS (Canadian Academy 
of Recording Arts and Sciences) who, for 
the second consecutive year, have had 
the courage and tenacity to feature live 
performances by some of our best Cana¬ 
dian artists. If you missed the show, 
watch for re-broadcasts on YTV. 

Editor 
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925 Bloor St. W., Toronto, Ont. (416) 588-7886 
828 Wilson Ave., Downsview, Ont. (416) 630-1625 
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Word War II 

In general, I really enjoy your maga¬ 
zine. There are a lot of great arti¬ 
cles, interviews and tips that are 

readable for musicians without degrees 
in music or engineering (unlike some 
magazines). This said, I am writing with 
my criticism of Jennifer Clark’s article 
entitled “Lyrical Integrity”, which ap¬ 
peared on page 66 of your February is¬ 
sue. 

Ms. Clark’s work upset me for a num¬ 
ber of reasons. First of all, her use of 
over-generalization is appalling. She 
seems to imply that anyone writing seri¬ 
ous lyrics today is obscured by some 
force, (Radio? The industry? The fans? 
Other musicians? She does not say.) and 
all the lyrics on radio are unemotional 
concoctions written to fit into an airplay 
format by songwriters driven by greed, 
with no pride in the integrity of their 
work. I beg to differ. If people like Bruce 
Springsteen or, more recently, Tracy 
Chapman or Melissa Etheridge don’t 
write with the kind of imagery and emo¬ 
tion that Ms. Clark is talking about, I 
don't know who is or ever was. On the 
home front, Tom Cochrane, Andrew 
Cash, Paul Hyde or Bruce Cockburn are 
virtual paragons of the virtues Ms. Clark 
preaches. Or even Rush; Neil Peart’s 
lyric writing is often neglected with all 
the attention given to the musical ability 
and world-wide success of Canada's pre¬ 
mier band. However, one look at the lyr¬ 
ic sheet of the band’s new album, Presto, 
reveals a tremendous sense of serenity, 
devoid of cliched, formula love songs. 
Perhaps Ms. Clark’s radio plays dif¬ 
ferent stations than mine, but between 
the latest Bon Jovi clone bands, I hear 
lots of great lyrics. 

On a personal note, I would just like to 
state for the record that I'm personally a 
rotten lyricist, and any advice published 
by CM, or by anyone else is much appre¬ 
ciated. My advice to Ms. Clark and any¬ 
one else writing for musicians and 
songwriters in particular: Don’t try to 
insult us, try to help and inspire us. 
Greg Wells’ article on keyboard solos on 
page 29 of the same issue inspired me to 
practice my own solo chops and try to 
use his suggestions to express my own 
feelings more through my solos. Inspira¬ 
tion is the name of our game, and any 
help getting it is a great gift. 
Jay Moonah 
West Hill, ON 

Here's some advice for you, Jay: Don't 
sell yourself short. As musicians, that's 
one of our most tragic flaws. Learn to 
say: “I'm a GREAT lyricist!" Then start 
believing it.—Ed. 

WESTBURY NATIONAL SHOW SYSTEMS LTD. 

SOLUTIONS! 

PHONE: (416) 752-1371 
FAX: (416) 752-1382 

Available exclusively at all Long & McQuade Stores: 
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When you need more than four 
The Sansui WS-X1 is more than a multi-cassette recorder-it's a complete 
6-track studio with mixing, eq, effects and mastering all in one. The WS-X1 s 
six tracks give you 50% more creative freedom than 4 track recorders. Plus, 
the WS-X1 is the only cassette studio that can be called complete-with a 
full-featured 8 channel mixer and on-board 2-track mixdown deck. 

WS-X1—the first all in one 6-track studio... 
And the only multi-track studio with these exclusive features: 

I High speed 6-track deck with 40Hz-15kHz response 
I Sansui in-line 6-track record playback head 
I 2-track standard speed mixdown deck 
I Full-featured 8-channel mixer 
I Dual mode meter bridge 
I 2 processor loops. 3 aux inputs 

Ask for a demo at your authorized Sansui dealer. 

Do a New Sansui 

Six-Track 
Distributed in Canada Exclusively By : 

omnimodra 
9653 Cote de Liesse 
Dorval. Quebec H9P 1A3 
Phone: (514) 636-9971 FAX: (514) 636-534 / 

SANSUI 
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Spot On 
“The Rock” 

For two years now I have been a 
subscriber to Canadian Musi¬ 
cian, and enjoy your approach to 

the “business.” I have been a member of 
See Spot Run, a Montreal band, for over 
seven years. We are songwriters, and 
have been recording with S.C.I. (Gary 
Moffat and Bill Szawlowski), but to sus¬ 
tain ourselves we operate as a top forty 
band. Because of the peculiar nature of 
Montreal’s live music scene, we are 
compelled to tour the entire country 
year round, averaging between 250 and 
275 performances per year. Living like 
this, you sometimes begin to feel out of 
touch. 

This is where your magazine comes 
in. We appreciate the approach of CM 
because it deals with the problems that 
Canadian musicians face in their quest 
for success in this country. Knowing 
that there are others out there trying to 
make some sense of this business be¬ 
sides our small team is important to us. 
Randy Bowen 
Montreal, PQ 

No Problem 
Paying the Rent 

I enjoyed the article by Nick Krewen on Rush entitled Presto Change-O. 
1 found it both informative and en¬ 

tertaining to read. There was one sec¬ 
tion of the article I’m very curious about. 
On page 32 and the top of 33 Nick dealt 
with Rush’s album sales worldwide. The 
number stated was 30 million. I feel this 
was probably a typing error made by 
Nick. Rush have probably sold that 
many units in North America alone. 
Tom Gorolonis 
Mississauga, ON 

According to Kim Garner at SRO/ 
Anthem, this figure is correct.-Ed. 

Rush-ian Politics 

I cannot think of what would make Nick Krewen refer to the late Ayn 
Rand as a ‘socialist’ author (Rush: 

Presto Change-O, cm, April ’90.) 
John Gordon King 
Calgary. AB 

Author Ayn Rand is to ‘socialism’ 
what Megadeath is to ‘easy lis¬ 
tening.’ 

Michael Dillon 
Sioux Lookout, ON 

It is doubtful that a ‘socialist’ writer 
would publish a book called The 
Virtue of Selfishness. Other than 

that inaccuracy, Nick’s article on Rush 
was great. 
Jennifer Schell 

Toque Off, Eh! 

Thank you for the David Henman 
article A&R Directors; What 
Are They Looking For In The 

Nineties? (cm Feb., 1990). It provided 
some valuable comments for both the 
virgin and accomplished demo artist. 

It is refreshing to read a national mag¬ 
azine which looks at all sides of the mu¬ 
sical industry and still remembers that 
the initial ingredient for the business is 
creative energy. 

Toques off to you down there! Keep 
up the good work! 
Ben Nind 
Yellowknife, NWT 

PRESENTING OUR FINEST PERFORMERS. 
SERIES 

► 8 different artists' models of performance grade Regal and Regal 
Tip Drumsticks and Brushes. 

► Hand-selected and inspected to Regal Tip's legendary standards of 
consistency, straightness, grain and appearance. 

-

REERLTiP by calato 
Calato Canada, 8407 Stanley Ave., Unit #1, Niagara Falls, ON L2E 6X8 1-800-225-7145 

► Individually matched for weight and balance according to each 
drummer's personal specifications and packaged in convenient 
3 pair sets. 

► Available in limited quantities only at participating Regal Tip dealers. 



i ne new i u-x. 
More than high output, 
high performance. 

Step up to TG-X. Grab the 
power. Hear the incredibly big, 
natural sound. Feel the solid 
precision engineering. Then get 
ready to dominate any stage with 
a mic that was born to rock. 

TG-X mies were created to put 
you out front at the highest volume 
levels. With the most advanced 
technology available in a road mic. 

So you get a sound that's aggres¬ 
sive, but extremely clear, with more 
detail. A sound that is distinctively 
Beyer. Give TG-X a sound check at 
your local Beyer TourGroup dealer 
and hear the difference. 

The TG-X Series from Beyer. 
When you need more than just 
volume. 

TourGroup beyerdynamic)))) 

ZZZ^^Z^TZ 325 Rue Clement, ouest / LASALLE, Quebec / H8R 4B4 
— — Z ” Telephone (514)364 2118 / Facsimile (514)364 0791 



Manitoba Home to 
New Recording Label 

Thunder Records Inc. hopes to 
produce up to five albums in its 
first year of operation. Two re¬ 

cording artists have been signed and ne¬ 
gotiations are currently underway to 
sign three more artists. However, the 
company’s major objective will be to 
support new, emerging artists. 

Company president David Wolinsky, a 
Winnipeg lawyer specializing in the en¬ 

tertainment field, is joined by Fred 
Turner, founder of Bachman Turner 
Overdrive and a well know writer and 
sound producer, and by Lorne Saifer, an 
artists’ manager who represents record¬ 
ing artists across Canada and in the U.S. 

For more information, contact: Thun¬ 
der Records Inc., Winnipeg, MB (204) 
944-9777. 

Trebas Moves 
Montreal 
Headquarters 

As of February of this year, 
Trebas Institute has re-located 
its Montreal headquarters. The 

new address is: Trebas Institute, 451 St. 
Jean St., Montreal, PQ H2Y 2R5 (514) 
845-4141, FAX (514) 845-2581. 

Songs for 
Soundtrack 

Bruce McDonald, director of the 
award winning film Roadkill, is 
in the pre-production stage of 

his next film, Highway 61. Artists inter¬ 
ested in being considered for inclusion 
in the soundtrack and who have materi¬ 
al of any style (master or near master 
quality) should submit a photo, bio and 
cassette of no more that two songs to: 
Rampart Music Corp., 7 Crescent Pl., 
#1909, Toronto, ON M4C 5L7. Atten¬ 
tion: Peter McFadzean. 

Music 
Holiday 

Scheduled for July 22 to 29 on 
Vancouver Island, the Shawnigan 
Lake Music Holiday is an oppor¬ 

tunity for amateur musicians to improve 
their musical knowledge and experience 
in a friendly, informal environment. 

For more information, contact: West 
Coast Amateur Musicians Society, 943 
Clements Ave., North Vancouver. BC 
V7R 2K8 (604) 980-5341. 

Nova Scotia 
Songwriters’ 
Association 

Incorporated in November ’89, the 
Songwriters’ Association of Nova 
Scotia (SANS) hopes to create both 

an information base and a support base 
for songwriters in that province. 
For more information, contact: 

Songwriters’ Association of Nova Scotia, 
41 Dahlia St., Dartmouth, NS B3A 2S1. 

EMI Music Publishing Comes to Canada 

In a move destined to enhance and 
broaden the Canadian music indus¬ 
try, EMI Music Publishing Canada 

has opened its doors in Toronto. A divi¬ 
sion of British-based Thorn EMI, one of 
the world’s leading and most successful 
music publishing companies, EMI Cana¬ 
da will aggressively seek out and pro¬ 
mote Canadian talent at home and 
abroad. 

"This means we can deal directly with 
creative Canadian talent on a world¬ 
wide scale.” say Hank Medress, presi¬ 
dent of EMI Canada. “I’m here to work 
with great Canadian talent and expose it 
to the rest of the world." 

Medress, in fact, has already signed 
his first discovery to a worldwide pub¬ 
lishing deal—Ross Harwood, a twenty¬ 
seven year old Toronto composer. 

For more information, contact: EMI 
Music Publishing Canada, 300 Rich¬ 
mond St. W., Toronto, ON M5V 1X2 
(416) 345-9277 FAX (416) 345-9284. 

EMI president Hank Medress announces the signing of Ross Harwood. 
(L to R) Irwin Robinson, president, EMI Music Publishing Inc. (New York); Hank Medress. 
president EMI Canada; Ross Harwood: Charles Koppelman. Chairman of the Board and 
C.E.O., EMI Music Publishing Inc. (New York). 
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AKG’s C409. 
For a moving 
performance. 

"EMboard's 1990 International Recording 
Equipment & Studio Directory, Oct. 1989. 

© AKG 1990 ® Akustiche und Kino-Gerate GmbH. Austria 

When you’re up on-stage you need a mic that moves with 
you. AKG’s C409 hypercardioid condenser MicroMic is 
designed for brass and winds, clamps securely to your 
instrument, and frees you to move around. 

It’s rugged, unobtrusive and technically able to pick up 
the full musical range of your instrument. It click stops into 
position to stay put and swivels to adjust tone. 

The C409 is terminated in an XLR-type connector for 
direct phantom powering. AKG’s Model C409/B can be 
used with our optional B9 power supply or modified to be 
used with any wireless system. 

The C409 joins AKG’s family of microphones, the most 
widely used in U.S. recording studios, according to a 
recent Billboard survey* 

AKG’s C409. It gives you creative freedom. 

Gould, 6445 Cole de Liesse, 
Montreal, QUE H4T 1 E5 

(514) 342-4441 

Hakg OOOUSCIOS 



the position of Vice President of A&R 
and Promotion at GRT Records from 
1968 to 1979, and the position of Vice 
President of A&R with CBS Records in 
Canada from 1979 to 1989. 

For more information, contact: Justin 
Entertainment Inc., 30 Malley Rd., Scar¬ 
borough, ON MIL 2E2 (416) 757-9991, 
FAX (416) 757-6315. 

L. Feldman & Associates has 
announced the addition of 

• Steve Blair to its agent roster. 
Steve moves from Toronto where, for 

the past eight years, he has represented 
such bands as Cowbow Junkies, Gowan, 
the Razorbacks, Ray Lyell and the 
Storm, Andrew Cash, the Breit Brothers 
and the Skydiggers. 

For more information, contact: S.L. 
Feldman & Associates, 3rd Floor, 1534 
West 2nd Ave., Vancouver, BC V6J 1H2 
(604) 734-5945. 

amillo Togni”, which is held 
every two years, aims to 
promote the musical pro¬ 

duction of young composers and develop 
their activity and professional level. 
Open to musicians born after December 
31, 1949, the contest deadline for sub¬ 
missions is July 31. 1990. 

For more information, contact: Alla 
Segreteria del Concorio Internationale 
di Composizione "Camillo Togni", c/o 
Associazion Nuovi Spazi Sonori, c.p. 
196- 25122 Brescia (Italia). 

Steve Blair 
Joins S.L. Feldman 

Composers 
Competition 

he Canadian Artists’ Code, 
which deals with many of the is¬ 
sues that affect musicians on a 

daily basis, has announced a change of 
address (see below). 

The Canadian Artists’ Code publishes 
the Arts Bulletin, a quarterly bulletin, 
and Arts News, a newsletter. 

For more information, contact: Cana¬ 
dian Artists’ Code, 189 Laurier Ave. E., 
Ottawa, ON KIN 1P1 (613) 238-3561, 
FAX (613) 238-4849. 

Vancouver’s 
Johnny Jet 
Records 
Established 

Canadian 
Artists’ Code 
New Address 

MCA Canada and Justin 
Finalize Distribution Deal 

MCA Records Canada and 
Justin Entertainment Inc. 
have announced the finaliza¬ 

tion of a three year distribution agree¬ 
ment in Canada. Justin, a new indepen¬ 
dent label headed up by long-time in¬ 
dustry executive Jeff Burns, will prima¬ 
rily be involved in the discovery and de¬ 
velopment of Canadian artists. Jeff held 

Vancouver record production 
company with an international 
focus and a mandate to find, de¬ 

velop, and establish new artists careers 
on radio and records, Johnny Jet Rec¬ 
ords is looking for male and female pop/ 
dance artists with the following 
qualities: great vocals, a fresh image and 
a unique ability to move people with 
their performance on record, in video 
and in person. 
For more information, contact: 

Johhny Jet Records Inc., 68 Water St., 
#300, Vancouver. BC V6B 1A4 (604) 
685-2002, FAX (604) 685-1062. 
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IT'S THE 
LITTLE THINGS 
ABOUT THE 
SPA THAT 

CREATE A GREAT 
PERFORMANCE. 

The new Soundtracs SPA Sound 

Reinforcement Console is the culmination of a 

painstaking programme of research. This British 

product combines outstanding audio with 

inherent reliability. 

Look at the layout - it's extremely 

logical. By demand, the module facilities have 

been inverted to provide an arrangement for 

faster, more precise control over a live mix. 

Look inside. No solid bus construction -

always prone to fatigue under touring 

conditions. Instead, a flexible, 

" fully balanced bus system for 

the ultimate in performance and 

reliability. Added security is provided in the 

form of automatic change-over between two 

power supplies plus dual battery back-up for the 

logic control. 

Most importantly, the SPA sounds great. 

Components especially selected to complement 

circuits and grounding arrangements specifically 

tailored for live sound. 

Just a few of the little things that add up 

to an exceptional Sound Reinforcement Console 

and a great performance. 

SOUNDTRACS 
Creative E ngineering 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

□ 32, 40 or 48 INPUTS 0 8x8 MATRIX O 8 x VCA 

GROUPS AND MUTE GROUPS □ 8 x AUX SENDS PLUS 

LOCAL AUX OUTPUTS ON EACH CHANNEL □ INPUT 

METERING □ 4 BAND PARAMETRIC EQ 

Distributed in Canada By: 

9653 Cote de Liesse 
DorvaI, Quebec H9P1A3 
PHONE (514) 636-9971 
FAX (514) 636-5347 
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Most Innovativ« Keyboard 

PEAVEY DPM3 

Puts The Music Back In Your Hands. 

Peavey Electronics Corp. 
Meridian, MS 39302-2898 
(601) 483-5365 Telex: 504115 
«1990 

* Totally DIGITAL PHASE MODULATION SYNTHESJ^tíÍPM) 

* Software-based voice/program generation 

K Dual Multi-Effects Processors^' 

* 16-voice PolyphoniM-voice Multi-TimbralDiial 
n ’¡i.i. n . Xi. i . .. 

DPM 3 
"Even under the microscope, the 
Peavey (DPM 3) sounds are uniformly 
excellent.'' — Craig Anderton, Electronic Musician Magazine 
"...a powerful contemporary sound.” 

—Keyboard Magazine 

"...Most Innovative Keyboard” 1990 
—Music & Sound 

* 27 MegaHerti DSP sound-generation eliminates 
dedicated hardware approach 

Ml 

internal functions 
For further information, call 
the DPM™ 3 Hoti^ 
1-601-483-5370 

* 720K byte/3.5" PC-compatible floppy disk drive 

K Software upgradable — Only a software update 
away from next year's model 

K MIDI or Disk loadable PCM Wavesample PAM 
expandable to 512K 

K 'Tape Deck" — Like 9-track 20,000 note MIDI 
Seguencer 

K "Up-Front" studio quality 16-bit PCM Wavesamples 

* 614ey dynamic keybed with "aftertouch" and 
^velocity sensitivity 

* 5 totally programmable 32-piece^um Kits 

K 100 Internal Programs (Expandable Io 200 with 
/Peavey Cache™ Card) s 

* Capable of operation as a MIDI Master Controller via 
Global DatíStorage and Multiple Channel control 



WsalBt 
of Talent 

for B® 
That’s just a sample of the talent covered by Canadian Musician in the last year. 

As Canada’s only magazine devoted to the needs of Canadian musicians 
everywhere, we cover more product news, more pro practice tips, and give you 
more business advice, in most cases prepared exclusively for you by the pros 
themselves. Canadian Musician tracks the progress, attitude and techniques of 

Canada’s most promising artists. 
Get in on the action! 

SUBSCRIBE TO CANADIAN MUSICIAN TODAY! 

Name _ 

Ad d ress _ 

City_ 

Prov. / State_Code_ 

(Please check one) 
Inside Canada 
□ 1 yr. $15.00 
Outside Canada 
□ 1 yr. $19.00 

□ 2 yrs. $26.00 

□ 2 yrs. $34.00 

□ 3 yrs. $35.00 

□ 3 yrs. $47.00 

□ 5 yrs. $51.00 

□ 5 yrs. $71.00 

Enclosed is my cheque or M.O. for_ 

Charge to my Master Card □ Visa □ American Express □ or Bill Me □ (please check one) 

Card No. _Expiry Date _ 

Signature _ 

Complete and mail today to: 
3284 Yonge St., 
Toronto, ON M4N 3M7 

□ Professional Musician 
□ Amateur Musician 
□ Music Educator 
□ Renewal 

□ Music Dealer 
□ Recording Studio 
□ Other _ 
□ New Subscription 

All credit card holders, call today (416) 485-8284. 
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When we make a Bach Stradivarius trom¬ 
bone, we use two sets of specifications. The 
first are those supplied by Vincent Bach. 
The second are those supplied by you. 

The list of Strad trombone options is so 
lengthy, you can virtually design your own 
instrument. You can, for instance, choose 
the free, full response of an open wrap 
design. Or, you can choose the solidly 
braced, compact trigger unit of a tradi¬ 
tional wrap. Or get an option within an 
option by choosing a convertible model. 

regular mouthpipes. And, on some models, 
open mouthpipes and removable mouth¬ 
pipes. Some models also offer a choice of 
regular or narrow handslide crooks. 

Open goosenecks are available. As are re¬ 
movable balance weights. And if mouth¬ 
piece selection is a concern, consider this: 
There are 38 tenor and 13 bass mouthpieces 
available—and that’s just the standard 
models. Each mouthpiece can be further 
customized to meet specific needs. 

The Selmer Company 
P.O. Box 310 

Elkhart, Indiana 46515 

In the tenor models alone, you get a 
choice of seven different bores. And in 
all models you get a bell selection that 
includes regular or heavy gauge in 
either yellow or gold brass. 

The option list doesn’t get any 
shorter in the handslide department 
There are traditional yellow brass 
outer slides. Or lightweight nickel 
silver outer slides. There are 

Bach offers all these options because at 
the professional level, there is no such 
thing as a one-size-fits-all trombone. You 
need an instrument that fits you. 

The best way to get that instrument is to 
visit a Bach dealer and build your own. 



Prezmith HPD6 
by David Henman 

This handy little device is a 
headphone distribution box that 
has a variety of applications. For 

the home studio, for example, you could 
plug it into the headphone jack of your 
portastudio and plug up to six sets of 
headphones into the HPD6. A similar ar¬ 
rangement could be utilized with a mix¬ 
ing board for rehearsals, particularly if 
you’re using a drum machine to keep 
the volume down to avoid disturbing 

that four-hundred pound neighbour who 
works the graveyard shift. 

This is a very high quality, made in 
Canada device that comes with a ninety 
day replacement/one year parts and la-
bour/five year labour only guarantee. 
For more information, contact 

Prezmith Engineering, 50 Carroll St., 
#304, Toronto, ON M4M 3G3 (416) 461-
4891 

Seymour Duncan 
84.40 
by Richard Chycki 

The Seymour Duncan 84.40 tube 
amp is aimed primarily at musi¬ 
cians playing club size gigs. My 

test model came equipped with a single 
12" Eminence Vintage speaker. A 2 X 
10" configuration is also available. 

The preamp section is well laid out, as 
is the whole general design. Two 
footswitchable gain channels share a 
single EQ section. The channels are 
each voiced very differently, so a com¬ 
promise EQ setting yields surprisingly 
good results. Several pull gain switches 
pack more than enough oomph for the 
84.40 to really rock. 

And does this thing rock! At low lev¬ 
els I found the tone a little on the dark 
side. After consulting the well written 
manual, which strongly recommends 
that the masters be cranked up for best 
results, 1 had no trouble obtaining a 
variety of sweet (but really loud) tones. 
There is no mud here. Patching my 
Yamaha SPX900 into the effects loop 
resulted in some positively heavenly 
sounds at levels that can easily keep up 
on a loud stage. 

My only qualm was the reverb. Its 
overall tone was not overly enticing and 
the springs had a very easy tendency to 
feed back. With so many inexpensive 
digital reverbs on the market, why not 
scrub the ol’ spring reverb and save the 
buyer a few bucks. 

Overall the 84.40 is a real workhorse 
amp. Compact, efficient and highly 
recommended. 

Manufacturer’s Response 
The Seymour Duncan 84.40 certainly is 
well suited to the musician playing club 
gigs, but it’s not limited to that. Many 
well known guitarists in the US have al¬ 
ready incorporated the 84.40 into their 
concert stage setups. The Duncan en¬ 
gineers have also developed a simple 
modification that allows easier access to 
those sweet tones at lower volumes, 
thus eliminating the “dark side’’ noted 
on the test unit. Finally, the spring 
reverb was included to complement the 
“vintage” appeal the 84.40 offers. The 
reverb tanks were over-tightened in the 
cabinets in the first production run, 
causing feedback. This has also been 
rectified. 
For more information, contact 

Erikson, 378 rue Isabey, St. Laurent, PQ 
H4T 1W1 (514) 738-30Ò0 

Richard Chycki plays guitar in Winter 
Rose. 

TORONTO 
RECORDING 
WORKSHOP 

The Toronto 
Recording 
Workshop believes 

that sound engineering is best 
learned through direct hands-on 
training in a fully-equipped, 
working studio. 

Recording 
engineering, at 
the Workshop, 

is taught in our in-house, 
24-track studio. Our programme 
includes MIDI/sampling and 
computer-related technology. 
We offer three month certificate 
programmes and job placement 
assistance. Call for our 
free brochure. 

We have three ex¬ 
citing new 
courses available: 

"Making Music Make $en$e" -
conducted by a top Toronto en¬ 
tertainment attorney and artist 
manager and focusses on 
important music business 
elements such as contracts/ 
copyrights/publishing/ 
merchandising. 
"An Introduction to Recording" 
"Production & Mixing Techniques" 

Call today for registration details! 

^ nM/ 
374 BERING AVE. TORONTO. ONT M8Z 3A9 CANADA 

TEL, (416) 237-0101 TELEX, 06-984570 
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HARMONICAS 
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 
AT A REASONABLE PRICE 

Used by many professionals including 

NORTON BUFFALO 

MIKE PETERS (ALARM) 

PETER ‘MADCAP RUTH 

SUGAR BLUE 

AT YOUR LOCAL MUSIC STORE 

• FROM SELECTED 

MUSIC WHOLESALERS 

• EXCLUSIVE IMPORTER 

HOUGH MUSIC COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 954, STATION B 

WILLOWDALE, ON M2K 2T6 

Mandolin 
Brothers, Ltd. 

would like to thank 

Music & Sound Retailer 
magazine and "Ml SPY" 

For their glowing review of our company: 

"The acoustic store that has 
everything! ...An amazingly 
wide selection of well-looked-
after instruments, clearly 
marked prices, and the 
freedom to try guitars for 
comparison. It's a nicely laid 
out place with a very relaxed 
atmosphere. " 

New, used, vintage and collectible flattop, 
jazz, electric guitars, banjos, mandolins 
and electric basses. We ship worldwide. 

Free Catalog 
(718) 981-3226 

62V Forest Avenue, Staten Island, NY 11)310 

Fender 
P-Bass Plus 
by Norman Hartshorne 

For a number of decades the 
Fender Precision has been a 
standard choice for bassists. It 

has a proven road record and. despite its 
ruggedness (mine has endured more 
than its share of abuse), it maintains the 
kind of quality that is more often associ¬ 
ated with more fragile instruments. 

But always there’s that same query: 
“Nice bass, but is it a pre-CBS?” Fender 
has rendered that question pointless 
with the introduction of the Fender 
P-Bass Plus, an American made instru¬ 
ment of considerable quality and worth¬ 
while innovation. Much of this, of 
course, is due to the electronics. Fend¬ 
er’s Lace Sensor pickups are nearly im¬ 
pervious to external interference, a con¬ 
stant threat with conventional single¬ 
coil pickups. An additional treble pickup 
delivers plenty of high end. 

A unique feature is the series/parallel 
switch. When the pickups are placed in 
parallel, there is an increased output 
signal and a boost of the lower 
frequencies. This very natural sounding 
option is like having active electronics 

without the batteries. 
The neck is equipped with a Bi-flex 

truss rod, meaning adjustments can be 
made in convex and concave directions. 
I found the factory setup very much to 
my liking, but fine tuning the neck to 
your own personal test should be quite 
simple. 
The Schaller adjustable keys are 

smooth and precise, but if that’s not 
enough, you have the option of using the 
fine tuners at the bridge. 

Obviously, I’m sold. The P-Bass Plus 
is an exciting instrument to play. It’s 
sensitive to the touch, and with all the 
electronic improvements you have 
access to pretty well any sound you’re 
looking for. 

However, if you have your heart set 
on a vintage bass, don’t worry. There 
will be lots of trade-ins available once 
the word spreads about this terrific in¬ 
strument. 

For more information, contact TMI, 
P.O. Box 279, Port Coquitlam, BC, V3C 
3V7 (604) 464-1341 

Audix OM-2 
An Affordable Alternative 
by David llemnan 

Incorporating VLM (Very Low Mass) technology, the Audix line of 
microphones is well worthy of your 

consideration as a very high quality al¬ 
ternative to the “standard” brands. 

Audix is a newcomer to the micro¬ 
phone world, where established names 
tend to rule the waves. 1 suggest you 
comparison shop, when looking for a 
mic, and then, when all is said and done, 
compare for price. This kind of quality 
and reliability at such a low price is not 
easily dismissed. 

The OM-2 has a dynamic, moving-coil 
transducer with a hyper-cardoid polar 
pattern. 

I used the OM-2 in a live situation for 
about a month, and found it to be a trou¬ 
ble-free mic with a clean, transparent 
sound and excellent off-axis rejection, 
which is especially crucial for vocals or 
any instrument where isolation is a fac¬ 
tor. 

For more information, contact TMI, 
P.O. Box 279, Port Coquitlam, BC V3C 
3V7 (604) 464-1341 
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Drawmer M500 
Versatile Dynamics Processor 
by Peter Lee 

The introduction of the M50O dy¬ 
namics processor provides a 
classic example of what DSP 

(digital signal processing) is all about. 
Performing seven different types of dy¬ 
namics, including de-esser, gate, 
expander, compressor, limiter, panner 
and auto-fader, it also contains various 
utility functions such as stereo link, fil¬ 
ters for side chain operations, MIDI, and 
a record function that allows the user to 
commit up to sixteen envelopes to mem¬ 
ory to be used with the gate program. 
Another impressive feature is its ability 
to cascade dynamics together. In 
mixdown, for example, the M500 can be 
inserted across the mix buss as a buss 
compressor. But you can also assign the 
fade program after the compressor so 
that it will perform an autofade on the 
mix. 

There are 128 patches (1 through 50 
are user-programmable) and editing is 
achieved by using the twenty-one keys 

bv Norman Hartshorne 

Although roughly three times as 
expensive as more conventional 
strings, the seemingly high price 

of Maxima Gold strings is justified by 
their considerably longer string life and 
superior performance. 

The key here, of course, is the twenty-
four carat gold plating, which resists dirt 
and corrosion. The inner steel core has 
also been given an anti-corrosion treat¬ 
ment. 

Maxima Golds are loud strings, pro¬ 
viding great sensitivity and a broad dy¬ 
namic range. They have a pleasing, 
"elastic” quality that makes for effort-

on the front panel to select the various 
modes and viewing the parameters on 
an 80 X 2 LCD. Four arrow keys are used 
to scroll through the parameters, and 
once the cursor is positioned over a spe¬ 
cific parameter, the value may be 
changed with the rotary controller. The 
same LCD screen also shows input, out¬ 
put and other types of metering. There 
are two scales and one overload LED for 
each channel. 

I was very impressed with the per¬ 
formance of the M500. Engineers will 
appreciate the high degree of flexibility 
and the high quality dynamics. It is qui¬ 
et, easy to use and, as I have discovered, 
impossible to part with. 

For more information, contact Head-
Water Imports, 635 Caron Ave., Wind¬ 
sor, ON N9A 5B8 (519) 256-5665 

Peter Lee is a house engineer at 
McClear Place recording studios in To¬ 
ronto. 

less string bending. Sustain is abundant, 
with each string holding true right up 
the neck. 

I’ve been using these strings on a 
Fender P-Bass Plus for several months 
and thus far they show no sign of wear, 
proving once again that gold is a good in¬ 
vestment. 

For more information, contact Sound 
Music Distributors, 20 Melham Crt., #9, 
Scarborough, ON M1B 2T6 (416) 224-
4799 FAX (416)224-4707 

Norman Hartshorne is the bass player 
in The Business. 

©IAHT 
ONTARIO INSTITUTE OF 
AUDIO RECORDING 
TECHNOLOGY 
500 NEWBOLD STREET 

LONDON, ONTARIO N6E 1K6 
_ (519) 686-5010_ 

SOUND EDUCATION 
The audio recording technology 
program is an intensive one year 
course of study designed to prepare 
the student for a career in the audio 
and music recording industry. 
Courses of instruction begin at an in¬ 
troductory level and accelerate rap¬ 
idly, combining to provide the stu¬ 
dent with knowledge and practical 
skills in all aspects of audio record¬ 
ing. 

COURSES OF STUDY INCLUDE: 

RECORDING ENGINEERING* 
MUSIC THEORY/ANALYSIS 

ACOUSTICS* 
STUDIO MAINTENANCE 

MUSIC BUSINESS* 
MUSIC PRODUCTION 

EQUIPMENT ALIGNMENT 
LECTURES/SEMINARS 

COMPOSITION ANALYSIS 
AUDIO FOR VIDEO* 

LIVE SOUND ENGINEERING 
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY/MIDI* 

and much more... 

‘Available as part-time studies. 

Our 2 in-house 24-track studios pro¬ 
vide the professional facilities neces¬ 
sary for practical hands-on training. 
For further information, full program 
description and admission require¬ 
ments, please contact the registrar. 

• Registered and approved as a Private 
Vocational School under the Private 
Vocation Schools Act. 
• Financial assistance may be available 
to those who qualify. 

SOUND RECORDING STUDIO 
500 NEWBOLD ST. 

LONDON. ONTARIO N6E 1K6 
(519) 686-5060 

• TWO FULLY COMPLEMENTED 
24-TRACK STUDIOS 

• AUTOMATED MIXDOWN 
• AUDIO/VIDEO/MIDI 
SYNCHRONIZATION 

• ON-STAFF ENGINEERS 
AND PRODUCERS 

• PROJECT & HOURLY RATES 
• HOME OF SIGNATURE RECORDS 

CONTACT: GEOFF KEYMER 

Maxima Gold 
Bass Strings 
24 Carat Gold Plating 
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by Howard Druckman 

I IMI IMM I 
Will the eighties be 

remembered as a decade 
of technological overkill? 

Maestro Fresh-Wes 

Maestro Fresh Wes 
Suburban Toronto rapper and Juno Award winner Maestro Fresh Wes 
recently signed a Stateside record deal that’s seen his debut LP, Sym¬ 
phony In Effect, scaling the American charts. At press time, it was well 
on its way to gold in Canada. 

“We use a lot of sampling." says Wes. “A lot of artists will take a 
whole piece without getting permission. But the way I sample is to 
take two bars here and there, touch and go. using bits and pieces. A lit¬ 
tle Rolling Stones in one spot, a little Teddy Riley in another. None of 
my songs rely or depend on a specific sample. My music is mostly 
stripped down to beats and rhymes anyway, and everything else is 
just to enhance that. 

"My DJ uses Technics turntables, and we used a DAT machine to 
make our demos, rather than quarter-inch tape. The quality is great, 
even better than a CD, so we just mailed record companies our digital 
cassettes, and they EQd it from there. 

"I don’t think sampling is going into overkill, though, ‘cause 1 like 
what’s going on. Of course, sometimes it’s overdone and it gets redun¬ 
dant. But 1 don’t think we have done that.” 

Regatta 
A rockin’ Toronto trio who lace their powerful pop melodies with solid 
R & B chops. Regatta have established themselves with the hot single 
"Wherever You Run," from their self-titled debut LP. 

“I think technology has affected us most in the recording of our 
demos,” says bassist Matthew Gerrard. "Our setup at home is an Akai 
12-track and an Atari computer with a SMPTE box to synch them up 
together, so our demos can be of studio quality. We put guitars, bass 
and background and lead vocals on the tape, and all the drums and 
keyboards in the computer. But when we went in to do the album, we 
did a lot of it live, and basically used the same technology that, say, 
Led Zeppelin used to do their albums. 

"I guess you can get too involved in the technical side of things. Af¬ 
ter you've bought your computer and spent so much time sampling a 
bass guitar to try and make it sound real, you might ask why you 
didn’t just use a real bass player in the first place." 

“Sequenced drums can be a distinctive instrument of their own." 
says guitarist/vocalist Chris Smith. "As long as they’re not used to 
emulate real drums, they really do have their place." 

"Some sequenced bass things are also really cool," says Gerrard. 
“It’s pointless to double a sequenced bass with a live one. but it can 
sound good to play another part around that. If the sequenced bass is 
not meant to be a real bass player's type of part, it can work well.” 
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Frank Marino 
Veteran Montreal rock ’n’ roll guitarist Frank Marino, of Mahogany 
Rush fame, recently released an instrumental track, "Babylon”, on 
1RS Records’ prestigious No Speak guitar music compilation. 

“Looking back from 1990, it seems like there was a whole lot of ex¬ 
cess technology in the eighties,” says Marino. “But I think it’s going to 
go so much further that if you ask the same question in 1997, we’ll say 
'No, not at all.’ 

"Sooner or later these guys in the laboratories will be able to figure 
out how to mimic guitars with their chips, and then it’s going to be 
voices...Before you know it, it’ll be one big faction of people who use all 
this stuff, and all these purists like myself who want to do it the old 
way. 

“They could never really mimic the guitar electronically - there’s 
too many nuances in the way it’s played. So they used MIDI pickups 
and stuff to let you use your guitar to play synthesizer. If we can’t 
make the guitar come out of a synth, maybe we can turn guitarists into 
synth players.’ 

“But other people used guitar technology in a good way, like making 
amplifiers with programmable equalization. You used to have to turn a 
tone pot one way, and a treble switch the other way, and change set¬ 
tings for every song. Now you can use programs that set the EQ at the 
touch of a button. Reverbs and delays have been made so much better. 

“But I’ve always maintained that no matter what kind of devices 
they come out with, it really comes down to what the guitarist is 
playing.” Frank Marino 

Tim Karr Tim Karr 
Metallic rock ’n’ roller Tim Karr left Montreal as a teenager to seek 
his fortune in L.A. clubland. After several lean years, he was recently 
signed Stateside, and his debut album, Rubbin’ Me The Right Way, 
has created a buzz across the continent. 

"Recording, we use SSL boards,” says Karr. "They’re really good 
for mixing. But as far as the music and the instruments, it’s all stuff 
that you could have played in the ’60s. There’s no samples, or tons of 
sequencing, none of that crap. We just plug in and play it. There’s not a 
lot of outboard stuff. Once we put it down dry, we just take the effects 
from the board. 

"So many people are sampling backing vocals and stuff right now, 
and it’s not real. What’s the difference between that and lip-synching? 
Even lead vocals now are being sampled, for the high parts! 

“Some bands start out as a real hardcore rock ’n’ roll thing, and with 
production, they make a lot more money. But you wonder where 
they’d be without that production. With some songs out now, there’d 
be nothing there without the sampled vocals and the 500 voices in 
back. Like John Cougar said, if you can pick up an acoustic guitar, sing 
it, and put it across, it’s a good song. If you gotta start layering all 
kinds of crap around it. you got a problem!” 
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Guitar Identification 

How To Date 
Guitars Made 
by Fender, 
Gibson, 
Gretsch, 
Martin 

INCLUDES 150 ILLUSTRATIONS, 9.95 

Fender Stratocaster 

Ilie 
Stratocaster 
Success Story. 
Complete 
Pictorial 
Review. 

150 ILLUSTRATIONS 
+ 4 PAGE COLOR SECTION. 9.95 

Gibson Electrics 

A Complete 
History of All 
Electric Guitars 
by Gibson Inc. 

190 PAGES INCLUDING 
32 PAGES IN COLOUR. 27.95 

Kicke it backe r 

A Complete 
History of The 
Development 
of 
Rickenbacker 
Instruments 

246 PAGES INCLUDING 
32 PAGES IN COLOUR.41.95 

Or Get All 4 
for only $79-95 

Send this ad and a cheque 
or money order to: 

Northern Melodies, 
49-6AThe Donway W., Ste. 503, 

Don Mills, ON M3C 2E8 
(416) 761-6014 

compress the top end between the 1:5 
and 2:1 ratios, with 3 db gain reduction 
when an open chord is hit, to give your 
sound a lot more attack. Also, no matter 
where you play on the neck, the bottom 
end of the sound will be even, without 
woofing, giving your overall tone punch 
and clarity. 

Incidentally, the DC 24 can limit, com¬ 
press and gate simultaneously. 
WARNING: Do not over-compress 

the top end or the pick attack will be 
slurred. If you want to hear more attack, 

Right now you are 99% 
on your way to 

retaining your sound or 
bettering it, 

without blasting everyone 
to Palookaville, or 

deafening your soundman. 

y now, I’m sure that you have 
heard that a low stage volume is 
essential to your soundman 

getting a better house mix. Well, here 
are a few suggestions on how to achieve 
a lower volume without sounding like 
you’re playing out of a transistor radio. 

I've heard people say that they have a 
great sounding amp when it’s cranked, 
but when the master volume is turned 
down they lose a lot of sustain and the 
top end gets brittle. One solution is to 
modify the amp with an effects loop. 
This way you can take the preamp out¬ 
put into a compressor and return it to 
the main amp input. Also, you can open 
up your master volume and use the 
compressor output volume as your main 
level control. The compressor will also 
add “punch” to your sound. If you don’t 
want to interfere with your amplifier el¬ 
ectronics, try the Rocktron “Juice Ex¬ 
tractor.” With this, you plug your speak¬ 
er output into the Juice Extractor and it 
gives you six outputs and a three-band 
fully parametric equalizer. Now you 
have to return into a power amp. 

Either way, there is a new compressor 
I strongly recommend by Rane Elec¬ 
tronics called the DC 24. Marshalls and 
other 4 X 12 cabinets give a great 
“chunky" sound, but it is also 
accompanied by an annoying “woofing” 
on the lower end. The DC 24 was given 
to me by Bill Coons at Contact Distribu¬ 
tion for a trial run. This stereo compres¬ 
sor has the unique feature of becoming a 
two-way crossover with an independent 
low end and high end compressors. With 
this I was able to achieve what was pre¬ 
viously only possible with the dynamics 
section of the SSL console that was used 
for my guitar sounds on the Lee Aaron 
Bodyrock album. Take either the 
preamp output of the loop, or one of the 
outputs of the Juice Extractor, into the 
DC 24 crossover input. The crossover 
output should return to the main amp 
input of the effects loop or the power 
amp (via your effects). Now you can set a 
crossover point on the front panel (try 
around 400 hz) and compress the bot¬ 
tom end at a 10:1 ratio. While chugging 
on a chord where you notice a lot of 
woofing, set the gain reduction with the 
threshold control to read 6 db. When 
you hit an open chord, there should be 
no gain reduction. If there is, back off on 
the threshold, not on the ratio. Now 

turn up the top end level of the DC 24 af¬ 
ter setting the above-mentioned com¬ 
pression for the top end. 

Right now you are 99% on your way to 
retaining your sound or bettering it, 
without blasting everyone to 
Palookaville, or deafening your 
soundman. 

On stage you must work within the to¬ 
nal range of your instrument. I hear 
guitarists with huge sounds that are 
great until the bass player fires up. He 
can't hear because the bottom from the 
4 X 12s is blurring out his bottom end. 
So you end up in a volume war, which 
puts you out of the front mix. Try this: 
Once you have the sound you like, back 
off on the bottom level control of the DC 
24. Your bass player is already operating 
in that tonal range and you won’t miss 
the sub lows when he’s playing with you 
anyway. 
Also, Marshall cabinets are uni¬ 

directional and long-throwing. So stand 
at your cabinet(s) and see if they are 
pointed directly at your soundman’s 
head. If they are, you are probably not in 
the mix. A very slight angling of the cab¬ 
inets is enough for the sound to pass by 
the soundman and reduce your apparent 
volume, putting you back in the front 
mix. 
John Albani plays guitar with the Lee Aaron 
Band. 

How To Be Kind To Your 
Soundman (and still like your sound) 
by Jolin Albani 
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SOUND. ALESIS HAS IT ALL! 

MIDIVERB III. Award Winning, Easy to Use. 
Today's hottest recording sounds. Combines the technical award winning 
design of Midiverb II with user-friendly programmable features. The 16 bit 
stereo digital effects processor is capable of generating Delay, Reverb, Chorus, 
and EQ simultaneously. 15kHz bandwidth, 200 memory locations, and 
complete MIDI implementation. 

QUADRAVERB. ‘Product of the Year. 
The number one selling multi-effect processor in the world. Provides 4 effects 
simultaneously. You can process reverb, delay, chorus, flanging, pitch detune 
or phasing. Add 3 band parametric or 11 band digital graphic EQ. All in stereo. 
20kHz bandwidth, 24 bit processing, 90dB dynamic range. Digital recording to 
live sound. Quadraverb has it all. 'Musicand Sound Retailer 

DATADISK. Universal MIDI Storage System. 
Those magical sounds created on your Midiverb and Quadraverb, store fast and 
safe on Datadisk. Uses universal 3.5" floppy disk. Unlike other units with 

storage limited by their data buffer, Datadisk stores and retrieves up to 640K 
of data. 32 character LCD. Datadisk is the universal storage system for use 
with all your MIDI equipment. 

1622 MIXER. Space Age Design, Superb Performance. 
Alesis 1622 Mixer is designed to do more things tor more people. Delivers 16 
power-packed channels to put you in total command of your music. Alesis 
invented a new way to build mixers called monolithic composition. The result: 
a production centre with more sends (6), more returns (8). more input points 
(54), and superior control for a cleaner, more powerful mix. All at a price that 
sounds as good as your music will sound! Alesis has it all. 

Alesis Corporation • 3630 Holdredge Avenue • Los Angeles. CA 90016 
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Meet The Team. 

■ 

Mobile and Installed Sound Systems 
If sound is important in your life, sooner or later you will own a Bose Sound System. 
Whether you compose, listen or perform, it takes just one experience to know the 

highest quality comes from Bose. 

C Concerts □ Churches C Music Videos □ Dance Bands □ Solo Entertainers 
□ Schools/Universities C Sports Events □ Disc/Video Jockeys 

□ Corporate Functions □ Clubs and Discos □ Restaurants/Lounges 
□ Nightclubs/Ballrooms C Concert Hall/Auditoriums 

□ Conference Centres/Meeting Halls C Cruiseliners □ Cinemas/Theatres 
□ Outdoor/Environmental Applications □ Recreational Facilities 

□ Entertainment □ Stadiums/Sports Arenas 

Better sound through research. 

Dealer Enquiries: Bose Ltd., 8-35 East Beaver Creek Road. Richmond Hill. Ontario L4B 1B3 Telephone (416) 886-9123 Fax (416) 886-9134 



Meet The Team-

Call your nearest 
member of the 
Bose Team 
of Professional 
Product dealers 
for sales or service: 

ABI Audio Video 
Systems Ltd. 
Dartmouth, N.S. 
902-468-2807 

Electrosound 
Victoria, British Columbia 
604-389-0005 

Hirtle’s Stereo 
West Royalty, P.E.I. 
902-894-7666 

Kostar Limited 
Montreal, Quebec 
514-271-1564 

Necessity Sound 
Toronto, Ontario 
416-248-9925 

Orchard Sound 
Norval, Ontario 
416-451-2804 

Stage Sound Productions 
Toronto, Ontario 
416-532-2569 

The Watt Shop 
Regina, Saskatchewan 
306-525-5497 

Transi-Son Sonorisation 
Inc. 
Quebec City, Quebec 
418-527-3377 

Ultrastage Inc. 
Niagara Falls, Ontario 
416-356-0499 or 
Toronto, Ontario 
416-531-7845 

United Light & Sound 
Edmonton, Alberta 
403-455-6482 

Technique and Technology: 
Friends or Foes 
An Interview with Bobby Wiseman 
by David Henman 

Last year’s Country Music Awards 
show in Ottawa was a memora¬ 
ble experience, due in no small 

part to Blue Rodeo’s live performance of 
“House of Dreams” from Diamond Mine 
(see Inside CM in the Dec.'89 issue). But 
a big part of that memory is the result of 
watching, or more accurately, sensing 
the reaction of this very traditional and 
relatively conservative audience to this 
decidedly unconventional and unconser¬ 
vative performer. Decked out in army 
fatigues, head shaved, body and limbs 
flailing about like some primitive tribal 
dancer, one can perhaps not even imag¬ 
ine what the members of this audience, 
here to honour their country music 
peers, heroes and hopefuls, were think¬ 
ing. Nonetheless, Blue Rodeo’s music, 
delivered with the authoritative sense of 
dynamics and understatement that is 
the trademark of country music, gave 
rise to a standing ovation. 

As much a part of Blue Rodeo’s appeal 
as Jim Cuddy’s youthful voice and looks, 
Greg Keelor’s brilliant lyrics and crimi¬ 
nally unrecognized guitar work. Bazil 
Donovan’s soulful bass playing (he’s also 
quite an accomplished guitarist!) and 
Mark french’s inspired drumming, is 
Bobby Wiseman’s over-the-edge-but-al-
ways-in-control keyboard magic (to say 
nothing of his recent performances on 
accordion, harmonica, mandolin and 
soon, violin). 

Coming from a family in which every 
member was a professional or amateur 
musician, Bobby was surprised to dis¬ 
cover that he could actually make mon¬ 
ey doing something he loved. 

Somehow, although he has been play¬ 
ing piano since the age of three, Bobby 
manages to keep an open mind, particu¬ 
larly in his assessment of the contem¬ 
porary keyboard player with his push¬ 
button, paint-by-number technology. “If 
a person is talented, they’re talented," 
he declares. “I saw Count Basie, before 
he died, playing a somewhat minimalist 
piano style; yet it was very exciting, be¬ 
cause he just placed the notes so per¬ 
fectly. He probably developed his high-
velocity style performing with big bands, 
where it may have been difficult to be 
heard. You’ve got to be open to checking 

out what someone is doing. The con¬ 
verse is true, too. There are people who 
have very sophisticated technique who 
are boring, as well.” 

Nor does Bobby feel that this technol¬ 
ogy is unsatisfying or detrimental to 
children or anyone else who is attempt¬ 
ing to learn an instrument. “If you’re 
turned on to music, you’re turned on to 
music!" Wiseman knows whereof he 
speaks. Even his first experience with 
formal lessons, in which his very strict 
piano teacher used the threat of physical 
violence (“She threatened to burn my 
fingers with her cigarette”), did not di¬ 
lute his passion. 

He does caution that a person who 
has been learning music via the one-fin¬ 
ger method is in for quite a shock when 
they sit down to play with other musi¬ 
cians, but explains that we have no more 
to fear from these easy-to-play key¬ 
boards than from calculators—you still 
have to understand arithmetic in order 
to use them properly. 
Formal Studies 
Bobby found his later experience of 
studying music improvisation at York 
University to be somewhat “intellectual 
and competitive”, compared to the jam 
sessions he soon discovered were taking 
place at Grossman's Tavern. “The main 
thing I got out of York was studying with 
Casey Sokal. That was why I came to 
Toronto.” 

More recently, he studied classical 
music with Carla Hartsfield. “I’ve al¬ 
ways tried to be involved with what I 
don’t know how to do. I learned a Cho¬ 
pin Etude from her, which I performed 
recently with Eugene Chadbourne. We 
did it for piano forte and electric rake! I 
worked my butt off to learn that piece, 
and I felt very proud. 1 was thinking, 
Tve never studied classical music be¬ 
fore and now here I’ve worked on it for a 
couple of months and I’ve got it down. 
Ha!Ha!Ha!’ Then I went to a library and 
listened to Louis Lortie perform the 
piece and I cried; I felt so stupid.” 

As for advice to aspiring keyboard 
maestros, Bobby has this to say: “People 
figure ‘Oh! All I need is this machine or 
that machine.’ It’s silly, because what 
they need is to get musical.” 
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Rock Riffs, and facts 

about the music biz that 
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Home Recording for Musicians—MS001 
by Craig Anderton. How to make pro-quality demos at home using affordable equipment— 
covers equipment, theory and practicalities. 182 pages. $19.95. 

The Musician's Guide To Home Recording—MS002 
by Peter Mclan and Larry Wichman. Learn to record great demos with the instructional guide no 
musician should be without. 320 pages. $24.95. 

Recording Production Techniques for Musicians—MS003 
by Bruce Nazarin. A complete overview of modern-day multitrack record production. Includes 
diagrams, illustrations and figures for budgets. 96 pages, $18.95. 

The Songwriter’s and Musician's Guide to Making Great Demos—MS004 
by Harvey Rachlin. How to make and market demos, from choosing the right songs to submitting 
them for best results. 96 pages. $16.95. 

How To Succeed in the Music Business—MS005 
by Allan Dunn and John Underwood. Guide for the aspiring or established professional 
musician—updated edition. 88 pages. $12.95. 

Some Straight Talk About The Music Business—CM002 
by Mona Coxson. Second edition of the Canadian bestseller on establishing a lasting career in 
the music business. Includes appendix of recommended reading and resources. 208 pages. 
$19.95. 
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Music in Advertising—MS007 
by Fred Miller. A look behind the scenes at how jingles are written, sold and recorded at major 
advertising agencies. 104 pages. $12.95. 

The MIDI Home Studio—MS008 
by Howard Massey. A step-by-step guide to how to use MIDI in a home studio environment with 
over fifty easy-to-follow illustrations. 96 pages, $18.95. 

MIDI for Musicians—MS009 
by Craig Anderton. Takes the mystery out of MIDI with easy-to-understand diagrams and illustra¬ 
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MIDI Gadgets—MS010 
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MIDI for Guitarists—MS011 
by Marty Cutler and Bob Ward. A guide to the new devices that allow a guitarist to control MIDI 
equipment. 128 pages with soundsheet, $18.95. 

Guitar Gadgets—MS012 
by Craig Anderton. The guitarist's guide to electronic gadgets. Includes demonstration record. 
192 pages. $18.95. 
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market. Over 50 categories plus appendix. $26.95. 
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Learning From The Masters 

by Pat Kilbride 

= Hammer-ons, T=Thumb, P=Pull, x=Ghost or Deadened Note Key: 

TTPTT 

A native of Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Pat 
Kilbride pumps the bass for Ian Hunter. 

and the musical rewards of this ap¬ 
proach will be readily apparent. 

One of the best examples of a style 
where the bass is an integral part of 
more than one aspect of a song is that of 
the unsung hero of Motown, James 
Jamerson. (I must recommend the book 
and cassette tribute to Jamerson, Stand¬ 
ing in The Shadows of Motown, pub¬ 
lished by Hal Leonard.) His playing per¬ 
fectly illustrates how a bass line, when 
approached with a degree of artistry, 
can enhance the melody by introducing 
a hook of its own as well as providing a 
solid low-end groove. These points are 
in no way meant to negate the value of 
simplicity. In many songs nothing 
sounds better than relentless, pumping 
eighth notes. Overactive playing in this 
context is nothing short of annoying. 
But for all those who have an 

occasional desire to impress the fans in 
the front row (of course, I would never 
succumb to so puerile an impulse...) I 
leave you with Example 2. This slap ex¬ 
ercise incorporates hammer-ons, ghost 
notes and percussive rhythmic patterns. 
Learn it properly with a metronome at a 
slow tempo. It looks worse than it 
sounds. 

It is obvious from listening to elec¬ 
tric bass players today that there is 
a raised standard of technical profi¬ 

ciency. Go into a music store and you’ll 
notice that where once guitarists held 
court, doing tepid imitations of Van 
Halen’s “Eruption”, young bassists have 
now staked their claim with a flurry of 
fast triplets and two-hand tapping. 
These innovations are amazing to hear 
and, in the right hands, a welcome addi¬ 
tion to the bassist’s arsenal. However, 
this heightened technical awareness 
does not always manifest itself in 
musicality. With beginners, this may be 
attributed to such basics as lack of 
chordal knowledge or a bad sense of me¬ 
ter. In this limited space the only reme¬ 
dy I can offer is to find good teachers 
and/or books (my favourite is The 
Improviser’s Bass Method by Chuck 
Sher) that stress the fundamentals. 
Without these, technical dexterity is left 
foundationless. In other instances, this 
deficiency may be the result of music 
listening habits which ignore the legacy 
left by great bassists in all styles of mu¬ 
sic. 

For instance, when the word “funk” is 
mentioned, many players immediately 
think of the thumb-style playing which 
is so prevalent today. Those who do may 
want to check out the staccato finger 

style of Francis Rocco Prestia, whose se¬ 
minal rhythm section work with Tower 
of Power is still unparalleled, or Jaco 
Pastorius (Weather Report, solo albums, 
Joni Mitchell, etc.) People tend to revere 
Pastorius most for his pioneering 
fretless techniques and his lyrical solo 
approach. However, he is also responsi¬ 
ble for some of the most savage R&B 
grooves ever recorded. (Example 1 is a 
typical Jaco lick in this style.) 

Another case in point is the often 
overlooked role of melody and rhythmic 
variation in bass lines. Most bassists are 
familiar with the concept of “locking in” 
with the bass drum. This has undeniably 
resulted in the general tightening up of 
rhythm sections. However, becoming a 
slave to the bass drum can become an 
aural hindrance. One must always be 
aware of all stimuli from every section of 
the band, especially vocals or any princi¬ 
pal melodic line. If one’s focus on forging 
an inextricable link with the bass drum 
is overemphasized, the song may end up 
sounding stiff or too contrived. Many of 
the most influential players, from the 
great reggae bassists, to Paul 
McCartney to modern fretless player 
Pino Palladino (Paul Young) have estab¬ 
lished distinctive styles by creating pro¬ 
vocative bass lines which function on 
more than one level. Learn their parts 
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HANDS ON 
School of Modern 

Recording 
3886 Chesswood Drive 
Downsview, Ontario 

M3J 2W6 

(416) 638-3869 

LEARN how to do it RIGHT! 
RIGHT in the STUDIO! 

The Hands On School offers an intensive 
six month program leading to a diploma 
in Recording Technology. All theoretical 
lectures and practical labs are held in a 
state of the art 24-track recording studio. 

Areas of study include: 
- ANALOG AND DIGITAL RECORDING 
- MIDI TECHNOLOGY 
- SMPTE TIME CODE AND SYNCHRONIZATION 
- AUDIO/VIDEO POST-PRODUCTION 
- STUDIO MAINTENANCE 
- SIGNAL PROCESSING 
- MUSIC THEORY AND PRODUCTION 
- SOUND REINFORCEMENT 
- JOB SEARCH TECHNIQUES 
- AND MUCH. MUCH MORE! 

Call or write for a brochure and 
enrollment application. 

Some Straight Talk 
About The 
MUSIC BUSINESS 
You won’t find a more 
brutally honest and 
sincere book on the 
business of music. 
From the start, Mona 
Coxson warns her 
readers about unethical 
booking agents, 
dishonest personal 
managers, and small¬ 
time recording 
personnel who promise 
the moon and stars one 
night and go out of 
business the next. 
To survive in this 
unique and competitive 
industry, you must 
learn as much as you 
can about the music 
business...starting with 
Some Straight Talk 
About The Music Busi¬ 
ness. The essential 
handbook to a long, 
rewarding career in the 
music business. 
Order your copy today! 
Send $19.95 plus $2.00 
postage & handling to: 
CM Books, 3284 Yonge 
St., Toronto, ON M4N 3M7 
or call (416) 485-1049. 
VISA, MC or Am/Ex 
accepted. 

Fill Designation 

for Thrumming 
by Jim Norman 

In the February '89 issue, I intro¬ 
duced “The Art of Thrumming.” 
With the response to the article, 

and the reception of my band Graphite 
at the Toronto Jazz and Blues Festival, I 
have been prompted to tell more. 

In Graphite I use a Yamaha RX21L, 
which is a percussion machine, and a 
Yamaha RX5, which is a drum machine, 
in MIDI. 
The programs for these two ma¬ 

chines—programs that complement 
each other and leave holes to play the 
acoustic kit to, still leaving space for the 
rhythm to breathe—would best be exe¬ 
cuted by a drummer/percussionist who 
has developed a distinctive playing 
style. That style would then show up in 
the two programs. 

In one of my compositions, “Time 
Parent,” the percussion machine is in a 
one bar pattern in 6/8, and the drum ma¬ 
chine has a three bar pattern in 7/12 (or 
a 21 beat figure before it starts again). In 
accompanying this rhythmic composi¬ 
tion, the drum kit is played in 6/8 with 
the percussion machine. Then, the 7/12 
rhythm is slowly introduced from the 
second machine (more drum oriented 
than percussion oriented), and the 
acoustic kit is “phase-played" from the 
6/8 to the 7/12, until there is a rhythm in 
seven established against the six. Dur¬ 
ing the unfolding and establishing of this 
rhythmic melody, thrumming fills are 
superimposed on top of the cycle. 

A simple example of “Fill Designa¬ 
tion" is as follows: on the kit. at the end 
of every four bars, one would play a fill, 
signifying the end of a group of four. 
This first fill is designated to the kit. 
The second fill is designated to a ma¬ 
chine (Thrum), the third fill, the kit, the 
fourth fill, the kit, the fifth fill, the ma¬ 
chine (Thrum), the sixth fill, the kit, the 
seventh fill, the machine (Thrum), and 
the eighth fill on the machine (Thrum). 
What will be discerned here is a 

paradiddle figure (RLRR LRLL), not as a 
rudiment, but as “Fill Designation" (Kit/ 
Machine/Kit/Kit/Machine/Kit/Machine 
/Machine, or KMKK MKMM). 

The fills don’t have to be every four 
bars; they can be wherever is tasteful or 
in call response with a musician. The 

point is that thrumming takes on a sys¬ 
tematic movement, allowing the player 
to think ahead. Remember, through all 
of this the player is still playing the kit, 
playing the music, and in a musical idi¬ 
om. playing off the musicians; listening. 
The concept is concluded with the fill 
designation, alternating between the 
two machines, so that the first machine 
fill could be on the percussion machine, 
and the second machine fill on the drum 
machine, third on percussion machine 
and fourth on the drum machine. This 
would be seen as RLRL; again, not as a 
rudiment but PCM DRM PCM DRM. 
When this approach is relaxed, and one 
is familiar with a variety of combina¬ 
tions, the fill designation of the 
thrumming becomes a cyclical, tumbl¬ 
ing, looping, mobius strip type of think¬ 
ing, 

Okay, so you need another brain. And 
another limb wouldn't hurt. The player 
must really want to do this. The result is 
a Different Drummer, with a different 
feel to the music. Though machines are 
involved, there is still a “Seat of the 
Pants” excitement, a call and response, 
and the human element of making a 
mistake and turning it into a new idea. 
Practise, practise and visualize, like the 
athlete visualizes going over the hurdles 
before actually going over them; that is 
using the other brain, not just the lobes 
and coordination. (A lot can be done in 
the dentist’s chair: count the drill revo¬ 
lutions and bite the guy on every seven 
hundred and eighty thousandth revolu¬ 
tion; a pattern will come up.) 

These are some of the ideas we use in 
Graphite. I hope that as time goes by 
drum machine manufacturers will real¬ 
ize that many players like to play the 
machine, and will make button 
placement more user friendly to the 
hand, to enhance the approach I call 
“thrumming." 

Jim Norman is a Toronto percussionist. His 
band Graphite has been voted "Most Original 
Trio, Class of ’87" (The Toronto Star). He has 
played with Domenic Troiano, Rough Trade, 
Salome Bey's Indigo, and spin-offs from Nex¬ 
us. 
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YOU CAN EITHER BUY TEN OF THESE 

OR YOUR FIRST PROFESSIONAL WIRELESS SYSTEM. 

Is there a choice? No one wants to get 
tangled up in guitar cables any more. And 
“affordable” wireless systems always cost 

Enough said. Just that VLP is available 
in Instrument, Lavalier and Hand-Held 
systems. And at this price, no one else even 
comes close. 

F 
SAMSON 

more money and deliver a lot less 
performance than you were hoping for. 

Now you have a choice. VLP from 
Samson, the company that gives more 
people the freedom of wireless than 
anyone else in the world. 

VLP is the only VHF wireless 
system that delivers professional 
touring sound and RF performance 
— for the obviously affordable price 
of $299 (Cdn.)* 
’Suggested list price price for VLP Instrument system. 

© Copyright 1990 Samson Technologies Corp omnimedia 9653 Cote De Liesse, Dorval. Quebec H9P 1A3 
TEL. (514) 636-9971 FAX (514) 636-5347 
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It's faken 
filleen years. 

The 200 Delta establishes a 
new standard for compact mixing 
consoles. 

But its sophistication doesn’t 

simply mean the most advanced 
technology. 

Achieving such performance at 
this price has taken all our fifteen 
years of unrivalled experience in 
mixing console design. □ 

(In particular, the development 
of the world’s most popular mixer, 
rhe Series 200B.) 
A And the most advanced pro¬ 

duction system in the recording 
industry. 
□ With so much behind it, it’s no 
wonder the 200 Delta is so far ahead. 

Call Soundcraft Canada today 
at (514) 685-1610 for more details 
and the name of your nearest 
200 Delta dealer. O 

Soundcraft 



Why Fix It 
If It Isn’t Broken? 

and woodwind musicians in Canada, U.S.A., 
and Europe, and a trumpet player. 

by Dr. Jack Train 

Most scholars agree that the 
best teaching is by example, 
and the best teacher is expe¬ 

rience. 
The following case history is true. It is 

a story of a musical career ruined by 
poor advice, poor decisions and inappro¬ 
priate treatment. 

Many years ago, a friend was advised 
that his embouchure could be improved 
if he straightened a crooked front tooth. 
He consulted a dentist who knew noth¬ 
ing about embouchure, who advised re¬ 
moval of the offending tooth and its re¬ 
placement with a fixed bridge. The den¬ 
tist’s intention was to flatten the front 
teeth artificially by placing a “cantilever 
bridge (free-end).” This was completed 
and, to be sure, our friend’s embouchure 
improved and his lip no longer suffered 
from the crooked tooth. 

Very shortly, the tooth supporting the 
bridge began to suffer. The stress of the 
cantilever, natural function, plus the 
trauma of six to eight hours daily trum¬ 
pet playing, caused the other supporting 
front tooth to become irreversibly dam¬ 
aged. His gums were chronically swol¬ 
len, his bridge loose and his embou¬ 
chure bed began to “cave in.” His den¬ 
tist now recommended the extraction of 
the other front tooth and the construc¬ 
tion of a new larger bridge, using the 
two lateral incisors, one on each side of 
the space. 

The scenario was repeated and short¬ 
ly afterwards the roots of the lateral in¬ 
cisors were so badly involved 

periodontally, that they too became 
untreatable. The bridge and their sup¬ 
porting teeth were soon lost. 

By now, his periodontal condition had 
spread to the adjacent teeth, his gums 
were falling away from the roots and 
root decay invaded nearly all of his re¬ 
maining teeth. His teeth and the new 
bridge became demonstrably loose. 

Our friend’s trumpet playing was in 
serious jeopardy, as he no longer could 
play for sustained periods. His teeth and 
gums hurt every time he played, and 
playing in the upper register was almost 
impossible. His bleeding gums were 
fouling his horn. 

It was at this point that we became in¬ 
volved in his care. Appropriate referrals 
were made to various dental specialists 
and, following some very difficult 
periodontal surgery, several root canals 
and a fourth new bridge, he began to 
play trumpet again. By now, he had lost 
in excess of fifty percent of his top teeth 
and had endured almost twenty years of 
very costly dentistry. 

He was forced to modify his musical 
career as he no longer was able to play 
for extended periods. 

Regrettably, even with the finest 
treatment, the dental condition would 
re-activate to be followed by periods of 
remission. He discovered that if he 
stopped playing, the periods of remis¬ 
sion would last longer. Very quickly, he 
learned he could no longer play. The 
discomfort was too great and the strain 
of his embouchure on his weakened 
teeth and gums proved too much. 

At this point, his career as a perform¬ 
ing musician ended. It is not possible to 
speculate whether or not our friend 
would have developed gum (periodontal 
disease) if he had not removed that 
healthy front tooth many years ago. One 
thing, however, is certain. The removal 
of the healthy tooth and the placement 
of the cantilever bridge, so many years 
ago, activated and exaggerated what 
most probably was a minor gum condi¬ 
tion. It is very likely that if the tooth 
were not removed, his condition recog¬ 
nized and appropriate referrals made, 
our friend would still be performing. 

Our friend tried to fix something that 
wasn’t broken. A simple brace with an 
elastic should have corrected his crook¬ 
ed tooth without interfering with his 
embouchure. 

FOR CRYING OCT LOGD. 

GET AHEAD 
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sounD invfswnis 

629 Eastern Avenue. 
Unit 2. Toronto. ON 
M4M 1E4 
(416) 465 4888 

MUSIC MINUS ONE * 

MMO makes the most unique cassettes 
in the world, music minus the solo melody 
part. With these tapes providing the back¬ 
ground music you can play your instru¬ 
ment surrounded by a full symphony or¬ 
chestra, sit in on a rock session, or join a 
jazz combo with the hippest cats on basin 
street. 

Write for your free catalogue to: 
MMO/MAYFAIR MUSIC 
2600 John St., Unit *209 
Markham, ON L3R 2W4 
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Making Machines Groove 
by Don Breithhaupt 

It’s easy to sit back and say, “MIDI 
productions don’t groove,” until 
you run into blatant exceptions like 

Earth, Wind and Fire’s new album, Heri¬ 
tage. When you hear sequencers and 
samplers creating knock-down dance 
tracks that rival any live band you’d care 
to name, it’s time to stop disparaging 
digital and get down to work on your 
own stuff. 

Here’s my method for getting your 
gear to, er, kick: 
1) Know what you’re imitating. Even 
when you’re building the most futuris¬ 
tic, industrial groove of your career, the 
principles of an old-fashioned rhythm 
section still apply. Don’t make the kick 
drum hyperactive. Don’t move the 
backbeat away from beats 2 and 4 unless 
you’re matching a push somewhere else 
in the band, (especially on the bass 
track). Use dynamics for the hi-hat; 16 
consecutive hits with the same “on” val¬ 
ue make for a very tedious bar. Finally, 
remember that drum fills are meant to 
momentarily disturb the groove. If you 
don’t want your groove momentarily 
disturbed, don’t set up every section 
with a fill. 

2) Don't quantize 100%. Leaving small 
errors in the track helps to maintain 
“feel,” that mysterious commodity. In 
general, this rule works: the louder the 
sound, the more quantizing it requires. 
Kick, snare, and bass tracks sound good 
when they’re extremely tight, while hi-
hat, percussion and synth tracks can do 
with a little more breathing room, i.e. 
less quantizing. If you’re dealing with a 
track that’s been entered in step time, 
try shifting all the notes a few clicks past 
the beat—this can lay back a rigid¬ 
sounding sequence. 
3) Swing that mutha. Although there are 
still plenty of tunes around that are dead 
straight, the emergence of hip-hop and 
the much-imitated Soul II Soul feel have 
paved the way for more swinging 
grooves, or shuffle funk patterns. It gen¬ 
erally amounts to a 16th-note triplet feel 
superimposed over a standard backbeat. 
You can either program the feel in real 
time and quantize gently, or use the 
swing function on your sequencer or 
drum machine to get things bouncing. 
But beware: pushing everything to a 
strict triplet feel tends to sound too 
perky. The sweet spot is somewhere be-

Don Breithaupt is a freelance musician and composer who runs Green Dolphin Studios in Hamilton, 
Ontario. He recently wrote and co-produced Rikki Rumball's single, “It’s A Wonderful Life". 

tween 50% and 67%. For an example in 
which different elements of the track 
have different amounts of swing, check 
Michael Jackson’s "Another Part of Me.” 
4) Work subtractively. By that I mean 
throw all your ideas in, then decide 
which ones to keep. Don’t edit yourself 
too early in the process. When you’ve re¬ 
corded everything you can think of, try 
muting various tracks to find the magic 
combination. Less is more. Maybe the 
shaker was interfering with the hi- hat. 
Maybe the cowbell was one element too 
many. Maybe the rhythm guitar was 
covering up that sexy effect on the 
snare. 
5) And speaking of effects, try making 
them part of the groove. An eighth¬ 
note-oriented track with a timed delay 
suggesting sixteenth notes is sometimes 
better than programmed sixteenths. 
Check the stereo-delayed violins in 
Steve Winwood’s “My Love is Leaving.” 
On the other hand, don’t be afraid of 
leaving some things dry. Hi-hat, kick, 
bass, rhythm guitar samples and clav 
parts are often better left alone. 
6) It ain’t over 'til it’s over. Even when 
you’ve got all the parts written, there 
may be more you can do. Dropping the 
tempo a few clicks can give the track 
some much-needed breathing room. 
The spaces between the notes are as im¬ 
portant as the notes themselves. Playing 
your sequences back with different 
sounds can shed new light; with the 
drums chugging away full tilt, you may 
be able to use a round synth bass sound 
instead of that edgy sample you started 
with. Also, if you’re looking for a dance 
groove, take the levels down on all your 
harmonic instruments—piano parts, 
pads, rhythm guitar—and let the bass 
and drums do the talking. Most impor¬ 
tantly, walk away from your work for 
awhile. You won’t know if it’s good until 
you come back to it fresh. 
One last thing—whoa, get those 

floppies out of your hand, bub! We’re not 
quite through. I have to tell you not to 
bother with any of the above unless 
you’ve got a decent song. Without a mel¬ 
ody, a lyric, a hook...something...you’re 
building sand castles. Never expect a 
groove to save a lame piece of music. 
Think of your sequencing package not as 
a cure-all, but as a little recording studio 
with some nifty extras. 

Okay, you can go now. 
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IN A WORLD 
FULL OF CHAOS 

MDCIS 
ORGANIZED 

MUSIC DIRECTORY CANADA IS A 

DREAM COME TRUE. WITH OVER 6,000 

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF ALL KINDS 

OF MUSIC RIZ PEOPLE AND PLACES. 

These days, the Canadian Music Industry is SO BIG, SO SPREAD OUT, SO 
CONFUSING that finding the contact, product or service you need can be 
a NIGHTMARE! 

COMING SOON—to save the world from music industry muddle—bigger and better 
than ever before—the all new, all improved, all inclusive: MUSIC DIRECTORY 
CANADA (5th edition). 

It's the only resource you'll need to keep tabs on the who, what, when and where of 
the music business in Canada. 

More than 6,000 listings, clearly organized into over 60 categories, cover every 
aspect of the biz. It's easy to use and completely updated AND still a terrific deal at 
just $26.95 plus $3 shipping and handling. 

Don't wait for copies to reach the stores—order your copy of the new Music 
Directory Canada NOW and be prepared to take on the music industry in the '90s. 
Use the handy order form below or call us at (416) 485-1049 and use your credit card. 

NO MORE MUDDLE FOR ME! PLEASE ORDER MY NEW MUSIC DIRECTORY CANADA. 
I would like to reserve_copies of the Music Directory Canada, 5th edition, at $29.95 each 
(including shipping and handling). 
□ I am enclosing a cheque/money order for $_ 
□ Please charge my: CVISA nMasterCard OAmerican Express 

Card No:_Expiry Date:_ 

Signature:_ 

Name_ 

Address_ 

Prov/State_Code_Telephone ( )_ 

Complete and return to: CM BOOKS, 3284 Yonge St., Toronto, ON, M4N 3M7 (416) 485-1049, FAX (416) 485-8924 



Preparing Your Showcase 

Guitarist Rick Mead (left) and bassist Chris Caron (right) of A&M recording artists. Syre. with 
CM editor David Henman at the Canadian Musician booth during Make Music Day. 

by Sharon Tracey 

The showcase: For a band or solo 
artist hoping to make tracks (lit¬ 
erally) in the music business, no 

event is more important. How can you 
ensure your showcase isn’t just another 
live performance, and that the industry 
and other listeners will want to hear 
more from you in the future? What are 
some key considerations when organiz¬ 
ing this pivotal step in your career? 

Mary Arsenault of Be Bop Promotions 
in Toronto is publicist and promoter for 
the band Syre, for all the artists on A&M 
Records’ new children’s label, and for 
the El Mocambo Tavern (a popular 
showcase spot). Arsenault stresses that 
the organization of a showcase is direct¬ 
ly influenced by your intended goal. For 
the novice band, a basic aim may be to 
find management. The group may invite 
two or three prospective managers to 
come hear them in live performance. 

When a band is more established, it 
will be ready to organize a major show¬ 
case for the record companies, media, 
etc. The performer with a record deal 
prepares a showcase (of sorts) for the al¬ 
bum release party. If a band or solo ar¬ 
tist chooses not to perform live at such 
an event, they should be planning to 
“showcase” a video, visually reinforcing 
the profile of themselves they’ve pres¬ 
ented on the record, Arsenault states. 

“Get the word out along the industry 
grapevine,” she suggests. Industry peo¬ 
ple receive many requests to hear new 
bands; you must find a way to pique 
their interest. For example, if you're 
hoping to work with a particular agency, 
“make sure you’ve got someone who’s in 
with the agent" to get him/her excited 
about your music, she states. “To get 
some sort of buzz going, work on it 
months in advance.” 
Arsenault may begin as much as a 

year in advance to promote a band’s al¬ 
bum release and accompanying party. 
The earlier you arouse curiosity and in¬ 
terest in your work, the better. 
As you approach the date of your 

showcase, choosing a location will be¬ 
come an important consideration. 
Arsenault recommends that the venue 
suit your band and its image. Select a 
club where you’ve played before and 
have developed a reputation with the 
audience. Those “built-in fans” will lend 
support, and give you that extra surge of 
confidence. 

In addition to the regular patrons, 
consider others you’d like to see in your 
audience. If you're fortunate enough to 
be promoting an album, invite a variety 
of people from the record company to 
get them more interested in your band. 
“A big company could be pushing twenty 

albums a week,” Arsenault notes. If 
you're promoting your group with the 
staff, salespeople and anyone else from 
the company who’s able to come to the 
showcase, you’ll have a greater chance 
of seeing your album pushed by the 
company. 

Perhaps your career is not at that 
stage yet. but your showcase guests can 
still include record company personnel; 
you may want to send tapes to the A & R 
directors, along with the invitations, to 

j further encourage them to attend. 
“ Remember to invite retail people; 
2 having heard and met you, they’ll be on 

the lookout when your album is re-
3 leased. The local press can also help 
= spread the word that you’re a band to 
c watch and, of course, you'll want to have 
I radio DJs and television VJs on the list. 
x Anya Wilson (of Anya Wilson Promotion 

and Publicity) recommends that you 
send invitations to writers from the local 
college paper and to the campus DJs. 
She also encourages investing some 
money into your showcase to have a 
“real big party. Invite all your friends, 
splurge on some free drinks and sched¬ 
ule it at a reasonable hour.” 
She recommends beginning as early 

as six p.m., so that media guests can stop 
by for a drink after work and catch a set. 
Similarly, Arsenault suggests that you 
do at least two sets: “Don’t do one nine¬ 
ty minute set that begins at 11p.m.,” she 
cautions. 

When it comes time to inviting the 
guests, bear in mind the basics of effec¬ 
tive promotion. Toronto-based promot-
er/publicist Joanne Smale stresses that 
you use creative invitations (on paper— 
not just by “word of mouth”) that are 
complementary to your music. She sug¬ 
gests giving some type of souvenir item 
as well. Wilson advises that you give suf¬ 
ficient notice; send the invitation at 
least one week in advance, and follow up 
with a reminder by phone or fax two or 
three days before the date. 

Take Arsenault’s advice for the actual 
showcase performance. Don’t suddenly 
try to project a whole new “you” that 
you’re not comfortable with—dress con¬ 
sistently with your own image, and play 
as usual. Finally, let your manager and 
publicist do their job for the night-
helping you feel as relaxed and confi¬ 
dent as possible, so that you can give 
your best performance! 
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By David Henman 

ALANNAH OPENS THE 1990 JUNO AWARDS AND STEALS THE SHOW! 

Luck is what happens 
when preparation 
meets opportunity. 

While many of us are 
waiting for our ship 

to come in, 
Alannah Myles was 
busy swimming 
out to hers. 
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THE IDES 
OF MARCH 

On Thursday, March 15. around mid¬ 
day. a chill went up the collective spine 
of the Canadian music industry as ra¬ 
dio announcements, office chat and 
telephone conversations revealed the 
fact that Alannah Myles’ first 
American single, "Black Velvet." had 
just bumped Janet Jackson out of the 
number one spot on Billboard 
magazine's cherished Top 100. With 
lightening speed (“Black Velvet" had 
been out for less than three months; 
furthermore. Janet Jackson was on tour 
promoting her own record). Alannah 
Myles skyrocketed from total obscurity 
(in the U.S.) to the absolute pinnacle of 
commercial success—a number one 
record. 

For those embittered souls who are 
quick to conclude that success like this 
can only be the result of luck, knowing 
the right people and a corporate sell¬ 
job. stop reading now. Neither this, nor 
any other similar account is ever going 
to convince you that success is no 
accident; or that it is not offered, on a 
silver platter, to those fortunate few 
with good looks and a mastery of the 
science of mediocrity. 

The story of Alannah Myles' over¬ 
night success (it was a long night—ten 
years, roughly) is nothing less than an 
object lesson for every artist in this 
country who aspires to commercial 
success, to mainstream recognition of 
their talents. It is about the three indis¬ 
pensable elements of any kind of suc¬ 
cess: conviction, or an unwavering be¬ 
lief in yourself (see Inside CM. else¬ 
where in this issue); teamwork—a 
group of people with a shared vision; 
and perseverance. 

YEARS OF 
REJECTION 

Recently I came across a demo tape, 
perhaps the first of many that Alannah 
had been sending to every record 
company, big or small, for nearly ten 
years. What's great about this tape is 
how awful it is. Unless you believe that 
the first time Eric Clapton strapped on 
a guitar and opened his mouth he 
sounded wonderful, this won t come as 
a shock. It's the kind of demo that an 
A&R head would listen to for about 
thirty seconds and go. "Right. Next?" 
More to the point, however, it’s the 
kind of forgettable attempt where, after 
a round of across the board rejections, 
the artist in question is only too happy 
to pursue a career in word processing. 
End of story. 

Alannah Myles or. more accurately, 
the team of Alannah Myles, producer/ 
songwriter David Tyson, manager/ 
songwriter Christopher Ward and en¬ 
tertainment lawyer Stephen Stohn. 

endured years of rejection. As you'll 
see as you read on. what initially 
threatened to destroy their ambition 
eventually made them that much 
stronger. 

THE A&R 
DEI’ARIMEM 

The first big breakthrough was a three 
song demo and accompanying video 
that landed on the desk of. among 
others. Bob Roper, former head of A & 
R for WEA Music Canada and now 
personal manager for Sharon. Lois 
and Bram. Like everyone else before, 
during and since. Roper was impressed 
with her conviction: "A year and a half 
ago she was talking about the fifth 
video for the fifth single. You sort of 
take that, quite honestly, tongue-in-
cheek a lot of the time." chuckles 
Roper. The timing was off. however. "1 
had just signed three or four acts, and 
that put a good-sized dent in my 
budget. Usually, you sign two or three 
acts a year: and when you do three or 
four things in a short space of time, 
when the fifth one comes along, you've 
got to take a real hard and fast look at 

“I’m always nervous 
when artists are overly 

reactive to what 
happens to be on the 
radio at the time.” 

it. Also, at the time, she had no band. 
She knew who the band was going to 
be—three out of four members, at least, 
all top players. There was no 
management. Christopher was writing 
songs, he was a (MuchMusie) veejay, 
he was on the road. etc., etc. So there 
wasn't what you would call a Bruce Al¬ 
lan in the picture. Given all of that, we 
decided not to go with it.” 

However, having just returned from 
New York on behalf of acts like Blue 
Rodeo. Roper was privy to the fact that 
Tunj Arim. Senior V.P. of A&R for 
Atlantic Records in the U.S., was 
looking for an “edgy, rock/pop female 
artist." At Roper's urging, the package 
was forwarded to Arim. 
Much of Alannah's impact on 

people like Bob Roper stemmed from 
the fact that her goals were so clearly 
defined and articulated. "That's part of 
a selling point", explains Roper.“of any 
artist who comes through the door. It's 
the opposite extreme from the artist 
who calls you up and says. Tm a 
writer; I can do anything you want. 
What are you looking for? 1 can do 
that.' versus somebody coming in 
who's got a complete package, sitting 

down and saying. "This is what I am. 
This is where I'm going to take it. Do 
you want to come along for the ride? 
And. how can you as a label help me 
attain what it is I want?' It's been her 
determination that's made this work." 

"There was something magic, some¬ 
thing different in her voice and her de¬ 
livery that really touched something in 
my heart." explains Tunj Arim from 
his Atlantic Records New York office. 
"She didn't care if she had to work 
twenty-four hours a day. That is very 
rare: usually the artist expects other 
people to do it for them. She had so 
many qualities that I really liked the 
first time I met her." 
The lesson here, says Arim. is to 

never give up. "People don't realize 
how long it takes. Look at Phil Collins, 
or Genesis. With Genesis, it took at 
least eight or nine years.” 

Tunj Arim is one of the many people 
aware of Myles' powers of prophecy. 
"It scares me sometimes. The things 
that she told me three years ago. about 
ninety per cent of them have come 
true." 

MANAGEMENT 
Danny Goldberg, of Gold Mountain 
Management, is Alannah's manager 
for the world and. with Christopher 
Ward, her co-manager for Canada. 
Tunj Arim played her demo for 
Goldberg, to attract his attention. After 
meeting her he decided he wanted to 
be involved. "I was real impressed with 
the music, but I believe that the artist is 
as important as their music. A lot of 
very talented people don't have the 
right attitude. I was very impressed 
with the clarity of her thought process 
about what it was that she was doing. 
She really had a fully developed sense 
of who she wanted to be as an artist, 
more so than most new artists. I've 
really never met anybody that was 
quite that focused. The other thing that 
impressed me was that as an artist she 
marches to the beat of her own 
drummer. She wasn't just trying to 
copy what was commercial at the 
moment. I'm always nervous when 
artists are overly reactive to what 
happens to be on the radio at the time. 
That's kind of like driving by only 
looking in the rear view mirror. On the 
artistic side she had almost a rebellious 
iconoclasm. I've found that the most 
successful artists are the ones that are a 
little different from what is going on at 
the moment rather than the ones who 
try to synthesize all of the things that 
are going on." 
Myles' attitude towards manage¬ 

ment. says Goldberg, was very realistic. 
"She’s not into hand-holding. She’s 
always focused on the work that 
has to be done." 
Goldberg shared some advice with 
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us regarding looking for a manager: 
"It's better to wait to find the right 
manager than to get stuck earlier in 
your career with the wrong manager.” 

A LAWYER’S 
VIEW 

Entertainment lawyer Stephen Stohn 
is a songwriter who put himself 
through law school in order to learn 
about the business and legal aspects of 
the industry. He met Alannah about 
ten years ago. when "she was writing 
songs, and singing, and wanted to be a 
rock 'n' roll star.” Stohn’s involvement 
was. at first, informal. Impressed with 
the demo tapes she and Ward were 
putting together, he helped her "shop" 
them around, sending them out to 
record companies. "It's hard to tell at 
what point it evolved into a 
'professional' relationship.” puzzles 
Stohn. It was Stohn, in fact, who 
convinced them to create a video to 
complement the three song demo that 
would get them an American record 
deal. His reasoning was that the demo 
was too good, a sure thing, and that 
they shouldn't leave anything to 
chance. The video, he said, would 
showcase Alannah, and answer the 

inevitable question. 'What does she 
look like on stage?" “As well, it would 
set it apart from other tapes the record 
companies were receiving at that time. 
It wasn't usual, three years ago. to do 
video demos." 

Stohn, of course, became deeply in¬ 
volved in negotiating the record deal, 
once it was established that Myles 
would be signed to Atlantic Records in 
the U.S. In getting to that point, 
however. Stohn stresses that. 
"Persistence is the key. Even if you 
have an excellent tape, it's so hard to 
get a deal. You just have to keep on 
trying and not give up. Alannah 
visualized what she wanted, and went 
after it. She would not be sidetracked." 
Record deals are generally pretty 
similar, explains Stohn. "You get a 
royalty of roughly a dollar an album, 
sometimes expressed as a percentage 
of the retail price, and sometimes as a 
percentage of the wholesale price. 
There's a million different ways that 
they chip away at it. The recording 
costs and half of the video costs are 
generally deducted from the royalty. 
So. if you produce an album for 
$150.000 and there's two $50.000 videos, 
you've built up an unrecoupable debt 
of $250.000; you've got to sell 250.0IX) 
units to break even. And so. 1 would 
have a conversation like that with 
Alannah. 250.000 is a good selling 
record; it's two and a half times 

platinum in Canada, and the record 
company would be delighted if you 
sold that many on your first album. 
She didn't even want to talk about that. 
She'd say. Tm selling at least a 
million!' " (The album has, thus far. ex¬ 
ceeded seven times platinum in Canada 
and platinum in the U.S.- Ed.) 

The recording contract with Atlantic, 
says Stohn, "is about sixty pages in 
length, and literally every sentence of it 
is negotiable.” But the question in the 
minds of many in the industry is: Did 
signing an American deal make the 
difference? Would she have been as 
successful, as quickly, h id she signed a 
Canadian deal? "I have a tremendous 
amount of faith in the WEA group of 
companies." says Stohn. "I think 
they're superbly managed; there are 
other companies that are very insular, 
and if you sign to the Canadian arm. it 
spells almost certain doom for you in 
the United States. The United States 
companies look down on their 
Canadian counterparts, and vice versa. 
They're set up to be such islands' of 
profit centres, and they're basically 
accountant-driven. If the U.S. 
company has a choice between selling 
a Canadian artist, or one of their own. 
they say. 'Hey. let’s promote our own 
artist. We've just sunk $250,000 or 
$500,000 into it. so why should we 
worry about promoting one of these 
Canadian artists?' This is true with a 



number of companies, I fear. In the 
WEA group of companies, and I think 
the reason they've got such a tremen¬ 
dous market share in Canada and the 
United States, they have developed this 
incredible team spirit. It comes out in 
their creative side and it comes out in 
their financial side. So. it was entirely 
appropriate for Bob Roper to com¬ 
pletely. unselfishly say. 'Hey, this is a 
brilliant act. I want to get it down to the 
States immediately.' That’s the 'team' 
thing to do. But. had Bob's plate not 
been full, and we'd signed here. I 
firmly believe that it would have ended 
up the same way. When the sales 
started to happen in Canada—and. of 
course, it was Canada that drove the 
initial sales efforts—Atlantic would 
have looked at it in the same way. 
whether she was signed directly to 
them or not.” 

Not that Atlantic was sitting around 
waiting: They were working "Love Is" 
in the U.S. when it was out in Canada, 
but “MTV. for whatever reason, just 
did not play the video, and there was 
nothing the record company could do 
to convince them to play the video. 
That was a very critical blow, and one 
that was very difficult to recover from.” 

PRODUCING 
THE RECORD 

Producer/songwriter David Tyson has 

been part of the “team" for about five 
years. "There was.” he says, “ a lot of 
chemistry between the three of us.” 
Much has been made in the media of 
Alannah's so-called "attitude”. It is dif¬ 
ficult to imagine that people like Tyson 
or Christopher Ward and. later on. 
engineer Kevin Doyle and lawyer 
Stephen Stohn would want to devote so 
much of their time, energy and faith, 
especially with no money involved, in 
someone who was negative, arrogant or 
bitter."She's probably the most positive 
individual I've ever met." confides 
Tyson. "She never wanted to give up on 
anything. In the studio it was a case of 
'do it until we drop.' It's a shame that 
certain people have the wrong 
impression of her. She's got a great 
deal of energy, and sometimes people 
misinterpret that. It would be great to 
dispel the rumour that she's negative 
because it's exactly the opposite. She's 
very strong in what she wants and what 
she believes in. 

“I would hope that Canadian artists 
realize that with enough tenacity and 
hard work, combined with talent, they 
can reach the international level. Also, 
it's very important to be as schooled 
and prepared as possible. It's not a 
whimsical field to be in. Knowledge 
pays off.” 
Tyson stressed the importance of 

teamwork. "There's no question that 
three heads are better than one. Plus, it 

makes the process a lot more enjoya¬ 
ble." 
As producer of Alannah's album. 

Tyson has some advice to impart to 
other aspiring recording artists. "The 
best time spent is before you go into the 
studio. The number one most impor¬ 
tant priority, for us. was songs. The best 
arrangement in the world won't make a 
bad song good. Secondly, you do have 
to have good arrangements. If you're 
going for radio, you're dealing with a 
specific format." 

THE VIEW 
FROM THE 

MIXING DESK 
Kevin Doyle engineered and mixed 
over two-thirds of the album, including 
all of the singles, but has been part of 
the team for over three years. Much of 
that time in the studio was spent 
searching for the right focus, the right 
approach, the right attitude. The lead 
vocal for “Love Is", for example, was 
recorded and re-recorded a number of 
times. The method used, which has be¬ 
come the norm for many singers, "was 
to record multiple complete vocal 
takes, and assemble one." says Doyle. 
This is the best approach when the “at¬ 
titude" of the vocal is crucial. "It’s hard 
to get into an attitude when it's 'Okay 

The Calm 
Before The Storm. 

For those who want a little more from 
their drums, here's a drum set that has 
been completely redesigned to bring 
the storm that lives inside you out into 
the open. 

Introducing The Spirit Plus. 
In your choice of mirror chrome, black, 
dark blue or metallic red, this set offers 
a 16" X 22" bass drum. 10" x 12" and 
11" x 13" tom toms. A16" x 16" floor tom. 
And a 6.5" x 14" chrome-plated steel 
snare with 10 lugs for accurate tuning, 
plus an original Zoomatic strainer and 
internal tone control. 

Also, all four double-braced stands 
release with just a quarter turn for easier 
adjustment. The hi-hat stand adjusts 
with the bottom cymbal filter, and its ad¬ 
justable clutch and chain drive linkage 
provide smooth pedal action. 

To hold your snare tightly in place, 
the snare stand features an adjustable 
basket, as well as rubber basket tips to 
protectits shell. 

To find out more, check out your 
local Slingerland dealer today. Or write: 
B&J Music, 469 King St. W. Toronto, On¬ 
tario M5V 1K4. 

Then take the Spirit Plus by storm. 
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Introducing a microphone that represents a major 
breakthrough in performance—the Beta 58. It is the 
best dynamic microphone ever designed for hand-held 
vocal applications. It incorporates a host of significant 
advances over all currently available live performance 
microphones: 

Distinctive Shure sound, with smooth presence 
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A true supercardioid pickup pattern. 
Extremely lightweight, yet incredibly rugged. 
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Singular immunity to hum. 

It is the microphone to take you to and through the 
90’s—and beyond. 



she has a great band, there's a good 
chance that the next album will be rec¬ 
orded live off the floor.“ 

here, listen to four lines and then 
punch in and sing' ”. 
Another method employed was that 

of recording two or three tracks at a 
time. "I would like to see the industry 
use this approach more often. Usually 
you record all the bed tracks first, then 
a lot of the overdubs, then you do all 
the vocals. It puts a tremendous 
amount of pressure on the singer for 
three or four weeks in a row. It burns 
them out.” An AKG 414 mic was used, 
“and we had to use a lot of 
compression, because of her dynamic 
range. She's just a flat-out singer." 

Yet another interesting technique 
was recording the drums toward the 
end of the process. “It gave the 
drummer a better overall picture of 
what the song should sound like." 
Because there was no band, at that 
point. the entire album was 
overdubbed, instrument by instrument. 
"We came, virtually, from Alannah 
singing in the Holiday Tavern for a 
hundred dollars a night, and all of us 
putting our faith in this. Everyone 
would love to be in her band now. but 
back then it was a dream to have the 
players she has now. We couldn't af¬ 
ford to hire a whole band to rehearse 
and then go into the studio." Now that 

MARKETING 
The vice-president of national 
promotion and special projects for 
WEA Canada Music is Kim Cooke. 
Kim. too. was taken with Alannah's 
determination: “She had a very firm 
and highly developed vision of who 
she was and what she wanted her 
music to be and 'they' pursued that 
vision single-mindedly, without 
compromise; when I say ‘they’. I don't 
mean just her. I mean the team of 
Myles, Tyson and Ward. Also. 
Christopher has to get a tremendous 
amount of credit in all of this. He's a 
very intelligent man. He’s had a lot of 
experience in this business. He knew 
all of the pitfalls to stay away from. He 
took things step by step. He built on 
their momentum as they went along; 
he didn't try to rush things. He showed 
tremendous insight and ability in 
being able to handle and orchestrate 
everything, all the while holding down 
a full-time job at MuchMusic. The 
lesson there is; Choose your business 
associates, in terms of your manager 
and what not. as carefully as you 
possibly can." 

Another thing that other artists can 
learn from this story, remarks Cooke, 
is, “If it takes you two or three years. 

make the best possible album you can; 
and keep going back, working on 
songs—try not to have one or two good 
tunes, and the rest a record that doesn't 
measure up. not that any artist con¬ 
sciously tries to do that; but work and 
work until you know you've got the ten 
or twelve best songs you can possibly 
deliver. The depth and the strength of 
this album is a testament to the work 
they put into it." 
Ward's expertise was further 

exemplified, notes Cooke, in his 
dealings with American A & R people: 
“Don't come up every month and say 
Here's the bed tracks for two more 
cuts.' and then come up a month later 
and say. 'You know, this is mixed, 
but...' There's so much going on at a re¬ 
cord company that, unless we have di¬ 
rect control of what's being recorded, 
we're more interested in hearing it 
when it's ready. Present us with the fi¬ 
nal product. Christopher was very 
smart in not burning out our attention 
span early in the game by playing us 
endless tracks in the formative stage. 
He walked in and delivered a two-by-
four to the head with the finished prod¬ 
uct. and from that point on we were 
completely gung ho." 

CHRISTOPHER 
You may recall Christopher Ward 
from his early days on television. 

Photo: Aldo Mauro 
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hosting his own half-hour show, front¬ 
ing his own band and performing his 
own songs. (The show was alternately 
known as Catch-Up and After Four.) He 
also put out a number of records. 
Ward's relationship with Alannah 
evolved from a romantic to a romantic/ 
professional to a purely professional 
one. over the course of ten years. In 
fact, the romantic part of this 
relationship ended just before the 
making of the record, and so strong 
was the belief in the music at this point 
that they simply moved on. 
"There were a lot of years of 

despair.” recalls Ward, "when both of 
us really thought that we were good at 
what we did. and deserved an opportu¬ 
nity to be heard, and for some reason 
or another it just didn't happen. We 
supported each other. And it was grati¬ 
fying. too. when people like David 
Tyson and Stephen Stohn came on 
board, and began believing as well. On 
everybody's part, it was an act of 
faith—there was no money changing 
hands. When other people start believ¬ 
ing in you. that helps to fortify your de¬ 
termination.” 

Most of the songs on the album were 
written by Ward. "We demoed a lot of 
songs, and the ones that she sounded 

the best singing were the ones we re¬ 
corded." 

Like many of us. Ward went through 
a period several years ago "when I 
bought a four-track recorder and a 
drum machine and a synthesizer and 
all that stuff. I wanted to make my own 
demos at home, practice doing ar¬ 
rangements of songs, and maybe turn 
my songwriting around—maybe write 
to some rhythm grooves instead of 
writing to the guitar. I did that for a 
year or so. with varying results, and 
then one day I just realized I was really 
bored with that. It didn't do a thing for 
me. I put all the machines back in the 
boxes, and I never took them out again. 
I went back to writing with acoustic 
guitar and a notebook and a pen. on a 
table, and that is it. I find that I write a 
lot of ideas in my head first, and then 
figure out how to play those ideas. That 
way you're operating, in a way. without 
physical restrictions of any kind; 
you're working purely from your own 
imagination." 

What made the process easy, from a 
songwriting and arranging point of 
view, says Ward, was working with an 
artist who knew exactly what she 
wanted. "The thing that I've seen with 
so many young artists is that they 
aren't quite sure who they are or what 
they do best, or what is the most real re¬ 
flection of themselves. They try all 
kinds of different things, hoping that 

the public or. on the first level, the A & 
R guys will respond to one aspect of 
their work, and they'll go. 'Oh. 1 see. 
that's the part that works. Well. I'll pur¬ 
sue that alley.' You can't wait for some¬ 
one else to tell you who you are." 

The moral of the story, says Ward, is 
that "Good things come to he or she 
who hangs in. We all have waited our 
turn. Alannah. David and 1; we've all 
been through a couple of different lives 
along the way. But we believed in our¬ 
selves individually and. later, as a col¬ 
lective. There came a point, after a cer¬ 
tain amount of rejection, where it was 
almost like we slipped through into a 
new level of enlightenment, and we 
went. It doesn't matter. It's really good. 
People will hear it at some point. Even 
if we don't get signed tomorrow, or we 
get turned down, all around, all over 
again.' which had happened too many 
times, it was just like we knew: We're 
on to something. This works. This 
makes sense." 

It wasn't a matter of following what 
was on the radio. Ward stresses. "The 
problem is that if you try to do that as 
you're developing your career, by the 
time you do get signed and make the 
album and put it out. everything's 
going to be different. You really do 
have to follow your own muse. If you 
know that what you're doing is right for 
you. don’t let anybody tell you any 
different." CM 

GHS & ERIC JOHNSON 

Manufactured by G.H.S. Corporation, 2813 Wilber Ave., 
Battle Creek, Ml 49015, USA 

Heralded as one of 
America's greatest guitarists, Eric Johnson 
takes listeners light years away... 

'There are certain key components that I 
rely on to shape the sounds I want. GHS 
Nickel Rockers are truly one of those very 
important ingredients. Their balanced 
tone and great intonation have made 
them a mainstay and preferred choice 
with me for many years." 

Eric Johnson and GHS Nickel Rock¬ 
ers—off on an odyssey, transcend¬ 
ing the conventional and exploring 
new galaxies in guitar sound. 

AN INTERGALACTIC 
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Performance you can take to the bank. 

Phil, George and Dan Zeo — of Zeo Brothers’ 
Productions in Hatboro, Pennsylvania — their 
livelihoods depend on component performance. 

They use Electro-Voice EVX woofers exclusively in 
their low-frequency boxes. 

Each EVX 150 and 180 can handle up to 1,000 
watts of continuous power, delivering extremely 
high output and low distortion. 

Our exclusive HeatWick™ design efficiently 
dissipates heat, providing high power handling 
and long-term reliability. 

And our specially designed, extended-length 
4-inch voice coil virtually eliminates dynamic¬ 
range power compression. 

Previously the Zeo’s had been using components 
from another major speaker manufacturer. “Since 

“We think EVX woofers 
are the finest low-frequency 
reproducers in the world. 
Nothing moves air like an EVX.” 

If your curiosity has been piqued, 
and you would like to arrange an EVX demo, 
please contact Ivan Schwartz, Electro-Voice 
concert sound marketing manager — 
616/695-6831. Additionally, we would be happy 
to provide free technical assistance for box design. 

EVX woofers — a sound investment guaranteed to 
play reliable dividends. 

we started using the EVX’s, we haven’t had a 
single failure due to overpowering — and they’ve 
been in continuous use.” 

“They’re also an easy replacement for the other 
drivers, which meant we could use EVX’s in our 
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a MARK IV company 

Electro-Voice, Inc. 

600 Cecil Street 
Buchanan, Michigian 49107 

Phone: 616-695-6831 

Mark IV Audio Canada, Inc. 

345 Herbert Street 

Gananoque, Ontario K7G2V1 

Phone: 613-382-2141 

existing low-frequency cabinets.” 

Zeo Brothers Productions — providing sound reinforcement for concerts and events with acts ranging from the Outlaws to Harry Connick Jr. 
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“Once you’re out there, you’re no longer a person. 
You’re a product...You are a commodity, 

no matter how serious you are, 
how artistic you are, how great a degree 

of integrity you have in the eyes of the critics.” 
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döul Janz 
RENEGADE SEAIIST 
ill 've always been a very analyti-
’ ' I eal person,” admits Vancou-

I ver’s Paul Janz, who recorded 
JL his first album while studying 

philosophy on a full university schol¬ 
arship. The Canadian-born writer and 
performer spent his formative years in 
Switzerland, studying piano and voice, 
and then (to the chagrin of his opera 
mentor, Sandoz) took his rock group 
Deliverance to the charts. 

He returned to Canada ten years 
ago, and has deliberately built a career 
on unforgettable pop melodies. He’s 
just released his third A&.M album. 
Renegade Romantic, brimming with 
potential hit singles. The first single, 
“Every Little Tear”, was the most-
added record in its first week of re¬ 
lease on all three formats of pop/rock 
radio in Canada. 

Paul is a painstaking craftsman. “If 
any part of a song doesn’t feel right, if 
1 don’t get some kind of rush, some¬ 
thing’s not right.” For an analytical 
person, however, he makes a lot of 
room for subjectivity and intuition. 
“1’11 sometimes go through past ideas, 
and BAM! All of a sudden there'll be a 
marriage, or it’ll give rise to an idea 
that creates a whole new element in 
the song. Some of those might sound 
clinical—introducing a descending 
bass line, for instance, or adding four 
bars before the chorus. But that is the 
art of honing your craft—being able to 
retain the integrity while creating the 
song. 1 can be extremely critical. 

“1 worked on ‘Every Little Tear’ 
very intensely for about six weeks. 
Títere were periods 1 went through. 1 
knew I had a great groove in the verse. 
1 went through a chorus, and it was 
really happening; but as I was working 
on the lyrics, something just changed, 

and I switched around the chorus so 
that it never landed on the root. Every 
chord is a leading chord. I didn’t do 
that on purpose. It just felt like that’s 
how it should be. 

“The songs of mine that are most 
believable—even ‘Believe In Me’ or ‘1 
Won’t Cry’ on the last record—have 
usually taken longer for me to write 
than songs that don’t have quite the 
depth. You can get too analytical and 
kill the vibrancy with sterility; but as 
I’ve grown as a writer, I’ve learned to 
work that out as a positive.” 

Paul was something of a musical 
prodigy, singing in gospel choirs in 
Switzerland by the age four, then a 
popular gospel quartet. He found time 
to play trumpet with the local Salva¬ 
tion Army Band, and to listen to Eu¬ 
rope’s window on American rock ’n’ 
roll. Radio Luxembourg. In the early 
1970s he was admitted to the Basel 
Conservatory of Music. As well as ex¬ 
celling in piano and voice, he took on 
arranging and conducting studio ses¬ 
sions with the Basel Symphony. 

“What I do understand is how mu¬ 
sic works,” Janz modestly confesses. “1 
love music theory. It's valid as long as 
you don’t use that as a formula. Ideas 
still have to come from the gut; but it 
does give you more tools to work 
with.” 

As for vocal training, Janz says—in a 
husky baritone that belies his ‘pop’ 
voice—that it gave him breathing 
technique. He figures he'd deafen 
himself if he tried to sing open-throat¬ 
ed in front of stage monitors. 

Though Paul hasn’t yet become an 
international household-name, he’s 
already had several radio hits: “Be¬ 
lieve In Me” (1988 Juno Song of the 
Year; he also won Album, Artist, Male 

Vocalist and Keyboardist of the 
Year); “I Won’t Cry”, “Close My 
Eyes”; as well as the Iron Eagle // clos¬ 
ing theme, “Enemies Like You and 
Me”, for June Pointer and Billy Vera. 

Paul emphasizes that the trick to 
creating those songs is blending 
creativity, craft and sweat. “Over and 
above that, 1 think it’s building rela¬ 
tionships with people in other areas of 
the industry. Once you’re out there, 
you're no longer a person. You’re a 
product. Any good record company 
will never treat their acts as product. 
But you are a commodity, no matter 
how serious you are, how artistic you 
are, how great a degree of integrity 
you have in the eyes of the critics.” 

Paul is a believer in building rela¬ 
tionships, whether it’s with his wife of 
seventeen years, or his manager of five 
years, Michael Godin (who left A&.M 
in Toronto to manage Paul in Van¬ 
couver), or his publisher. 

“What makes a hit song happen af¬ 
ter you’ve got the goods—in terms of 
writing and recording—is building re¬ 
lationships with people so that they’ll 
mirror that same energy that’s in that 
song, so they’ll be willing to go out 
and kill for it. I’m really fortunate to 
be with A&M in Toronto, who have 
stuck with me for four years.” 

And what makes a great song? “A 
song is most important in the context 
of what it elicits in the listener. It has 
to elicit the same emotion in the lis¬ 
tener that the writer had when they 
began writing the song. It’s fairly 
nebulous. A ‘great song’ is very 
subjective. I think anybody who writes 
in a vacuum is fooling themselves. 1 
get no greater joy than to see some¬ 
thing I’ve written and performed 

Continued 
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Janz 
move somebody in a positive way 
emotionally.” 

If there’s a great deal of accessibility 
to Janz’ own rich, singalong melodies, 
it comes naturally and from what he’s 
accustomed to singing. What makes 
you want to sing along more than gos¬ 
pel songs? And six years ago, when 
Paul was attending university, record¬ 
ing his first album on spec and trying 

to support a family, he brought home 
cheques by singing commercial jin¬ 
gles. Paul also acknowledges that he 
was the type of teenager far more into 
the Beatles than the Stones. 

Nevertheless, each album has its 
odd-song-out. On the last album, 
Electricity, it was the title cut. On this 
one it’s the final track, “Saddle Up.” 

“I write quirky little things like 
that, and 1 like to have it represented 
on the record. There’s something 1 dig 
about it —sort of a twist at the end of 
the record, a left-jog. It was very pre¬ 
meditated to put it at the end. Musi-

JANZ’ JEWELS 
As heartfelt as Paul’s music is, it takes 
a lot of micro-chips to produce, either 
in the studio or on stage. 

Guitarist Tom McKenzie, like many 
West Coasters, uses Larivee guitars 
(with EMG pickups) through two Hi 
Watt 50 watt heads, modified by Rick 
St. Pierre at Wizard Research. His 
switching system is designed by Gra¬ 
ham Brown at Calder Music (North 
Vancouver). He plays through two 1 x 
12" cabinets with Celestion Classic 
90 watt speakers. 

Bassist Miles Hill uses Warmoth 4 
and 5 string basses, a Groove Tube 
bass preamp, Carver power amp, a 

pair of Electro-Voice 81503 cabinets 
and a Samson wireless system. 
Keyboardist Rob Bailey uses a 

Yamaha rack and controller; an array 
of Yamaha, Oberheim, Prophet and 
Voyetsa modules; a MIDIed Mini-
Moog; and Kurtzweil, Emax, Yamaha, 
Roland and Dynacord components. 
The brains are in Mac hardware and 
Mark of the Unicom and DigiDesign 
software. 
Michael Root uses a customized 

Yamaha kit, Sabían cymbals, and a 
full set of Roto Toms for touring, with 
a Tama Imperial bass drum and metal 
snare. 

cally they’re a little easier to write. 
You can afford to be off-the-wall, and 
you can bring in phrases that have no 
relation to the previous or following 
one. The big thing to me is the groove. 
I’d like to do a dance-mix of it.” 
Janz doesn’t do anything too 

unusual in the recording process. He 
starts with SMI-TE striping and a click 
track, then a rough keyboard track; 
then, step-by-step, all the parts go on. 

When recording this album, Janz 
was far more prepared than the other 
two. Everything was demoed quite ac¬ 
curately, though a few adjustments 
were made in the studio, including 
changing the bridge to “Every Little 
Tear.” This time the record company, 
both the U.S. and Canadian offices, 
required four “singles” before he 
could go into the studio. And this is an 
artist with a track record! 

“I think Canada is getting to be in a 
very unique situation, something like 
Australia,” suggests Paul in parting, 
from the perspective of a world-citizen 
who played with Deliverance in East 
Germany when the Wall blocked 
nearly everything but radio signals. 
“There’s everything from the resur¬ 
gence of Neil Young, to the pure pop¬ 
rock of Alannah Miles, to the Cowboy 
Junkies and Jeff Healey and Mary 
Margaret O’Hara, or a great New Age 
artist like Susan Bourne. There’s such 
a huge reservoir of talent!” CM 
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B8 PRO. 
NEW FROM SABIAN. 

HEAR THE DIFFERENCE hen you're buying 
cymbals you think 
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Price? OK, maybe it's not your 
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THE ECSTACY AND THE AGONY 
OF RECORDING 

THE PLEASURE AND THE PAIN 



By Glenn Reid 
and David Henman 

Most of the country is famil¬ 
iar, by now, with Montre¬ 
al’s pride and joie (take 
that, Sault Ste. Marie), 

The Box. Their third album. Closer 
Together, exceeded platinum in 
sales. And in late ’89 they travelled 
to England to a studio owned by pro-
ducer/engineer Martin Rushent (Hu¬ 
man League, Pete Shelley and The 
Go-Gos, among many others in a 
long and successful career) to record 
The Pleasure and the Pain for Alert 
Records. 
There have been a couple of recent 

changes in direction for The Box. 
Lead vocalist Jean Marc, for exam¬ 
ple, was once the principle 
songwriter in the band. “Now it’s 
evolved into a real band effort,” ex¬ 
plains Jean Marc. “Sometimes what 
people call a band effort is really just 
one guy writing. No, this time out it’s 
more like one guy comes with an 
idea for a song and it goes through 
the, uh, the ‘hackering machine.’ We 
put it together.” 

The new album illustrates the fact 
that the band has moved away from 
the high tech, digital sounding pro¬ 
duction values that have become fa¬ 
miliar in the last few years. 
“Actually, we decided to change 

the sound. Our goal, our purpose, 
was to have a band sound. Because 
today, with all of the keyboards 
hanging around, and all of the artists 
who are relying a lot on arrangement 
to create a ‘sound,’ the danger is that 
you will sound like everybody else. I 
mean today, with all the keyboards 
available, especially the ones that 
are difficult to program, like an Ml 
or a DX7, you end up using presets. 
Now everybody can afford a key¬ 

board these days; and chances are, 
the band next door is using the same 
presets you are. And the 
arrangements often—not always but 
often—take away a bit of the basic 
sound that you could have if you 
decided to head for that band-type 
sound. So what we did, with no idea 
what we were going to sound like at 
first, was just strip the band down. 
We took out most of the keyboards, 
just kept a few trademark sounds 
that we have used since the begin-
ing, and which are there only to fill 
the gap between bass and guitar, 
and we kept the band to the bare 
minimum: bass, guitar, drums and 
lead singer. 
“I thought that this approach to 

the kind of music that we would be 
doing for this record would lead us 
into paying more attention to the 
songwriting. Instead of the arrange¬ 
ment writing the song, the song itself 
would have to work in that naked 
type of structure. If it works like that, 
chances are you’re headed off in the 
right direction. 

“Of course, we couldn’t stop there. 
We didn’t want things to be too bare 
either. We didn’t want to sound like a 
garage band. So, that’s how the pro¬ 
ducer came to mind.” 
Martin Rushent focused much of 

the band’s energy on preparation 
and pre- production, which consisted 
of twenty sixteen-hour-a-day re¬ 
hearsals, ten in Montreal and ten in 
England. “It speeds the process up in 
the studio,” explains Rushent, “and 
leaves more time for spontaneous, 
creative elements to happen. You 
have to get it so that everybody 
knows the arrangements backwards. 
It’s very difficult to over-rehearse the 

bricks and mortar of a record.” 
As has become standard proc¬ 

edure, only the drums (along with a 
click track) were recorded on the ba¬ 
sic tracks, even though the whole 
band was playing. (The band per¬ 
forms with a click track live, as well.) 
“Because we were also simulta¬ 
neously firing triggers from sam¬ 
plers, to beef up the basic sound, it 
was quite a complicated set up,” ex¬ 
plains Rushent. “So we decided to 
pump for all eleven drum tracks in 
one go. It worked out to one a day. 
We followed that procedure with 
everybody.” 
Much of the drum sounds on the 

record are the result of ambient (as 
opposed to close-up) miking techni¬ 
ques: “Most of the ‘real’ drum 
sounds are picked up on Calrec 
Sound Fields, which are well away 
from the drum kit, and you’re 
basically picking up the room. The 
close-mic sounds were blended with 
selected samples that (drummer) 
Philippe brought with him.” 
The bass guitar sound came from 

a 4 X 12 cabinet with metal cone 
speakers, an Ampeg amplifier and a 
DI “mixed together with various in¬ 
verted phase relationships.” For the 
guitar, direct outs were taken from 
Roland digital delays into a Marshall 
(with a 4 X 10 cabinet); a Mesa-
Boogie and a Traynor amp. A Korg 
Ml was the predominant keyboard 
used. An Ovation and a B & K mic 
were employed for the acoustic gui¬ 
tar parts. “The B & K mic was used 
on the vocals, as well,” says 
Rushent. 
Another standard operating pro¬ 

cedure was used for recording the 
Continued 
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lead vocal, that of recording a num¬ 
ber of complete takes and then print¬ 
ing one “composite” of the best 
parts of those takes. 
“What Martin did, basically, was 

to take the band as is, and not bring 
in things like new vocal arrange¬ 
ments, or anything else that did not 
already exist in the band,” says Jean 
Marc. “Plus, he’s an engineer; he en¬ 
gineered this record, too.” 
Despite the “traditional” ap¬ 

proach to recording that Rushent 
and The Box adhered to, they were 
fortunate to have access to some 
technology that is still in its early 
stages. Explains Jean Marc: “We 
used a console that is one of three 
prototypes that Trident has been de¬ 
veloping. The Trident factory is 
about five or ten miles away from the 
studio where we recorded, and they 
loaned Martin one of these consoles 
in exchange for his advice and help 
in developing the unit. This console 
does not process analog sound, ex¬ 
cept at the input stage. Past that, it 
converts all information to the digit¬ 
al domain. The EQ, for example, is 
actually processing digital informa¬ 
tion, so there’s no limit to how far 
you can go. And it’s fully automated. 
Everything is stored on computer 
diskettes and can be recalled at any 
time, instantly.” 
As impressed as The Box were 

with Rushent’s professionalism, he 
in turn found the band to be “really 
hard working, and exceptionally 
good players. And they’re very en¬ 
thusiastic, which is equally impor¬ 
tant.” Martin Rushent offered a little 
bonus in speaking on this subject, 
however: “I was very impressed with 
the standard of musicianship in the 
band. I’ve spent about four or five 
weeks in Canada recently, because 
of this project, and I’ve seen quite a 
few bands. I’m very impressed with 
the Canadian music scene generally. 
It’s certainly a lot more exciting here 
than in Britain right now, where, 
while there’s lots of bands, they all 
tend to formulate into the same pat¬ 
tern; whoever’s the current hot band, 
ninety percent of the up and coming 
bands are a carbon copy of them. In 
Canada there is a tremendously 
broad spectrum of bands.” 
The Box is one of those workman¬ 

like bands that quietly goes about 
the business of making the best mu¬ 
sic, live and on record, that they pos¬ 
sibly can, and let the chips fall where 
they may. And for that, we are 
eternally grateful. cm 
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MANAGEMENT 
There comes a point in nearly every artist's 

career when they begin to feel that they 
need someone to manage the "business" 

side of things. This may be due to the onslaught 
of success, whereupon an artist finds him/herself 
in demand, and unable to cope with a myriad of 
details that deplete the time and energy that 
should be devoted to one's art. It may be due to 
the artist's vision of a Colonel Parker (Elvis' 
manager), a Brian Epstein or a Bruce Allen who 
can magically transform the unknown artist into a 
household name. Quite often, the need for 
management surfaces when the artist gets a call 
from an A & R director who expresses interest in 
the demo tape that was submitted, and wants to 
know if the artist has a management situation in 
place. Occasionally, the manager "discovers" 
the artist (e.g. Elvis, The Beatles); and 
sometimes management evolves from a more 
casual relationship. 

■ What is the most effective way for an 
artist to approach a manager? 
• William Seip (Helix, Ray Lyell & The Storm, Big 
Bang): The artist should have a "hook" in their presentation 
which serves to distinguish them from the myriad of submis¬ 
sions I get; for example, the artist that produces their own EP 
and sells it in quantity without significant distribution or 
airplay. 
• Leonard Rambeau - Balmur Ltd. (Anne Murray, 
George Fox, Frank Mills): Come prepared. Have a realis¬ 
tic approach to the music industry: Know that it is a business. 
• Lou Blair (Loverboy [co-management], Zappacosta): 
Call first, then send a tape, photo and bio. I like to be "sold" 

prior to receiving a package. 
• Mark Stainback - Sky Is Falling Inc. (Tom Cochrane 
and Red Rider): Send a tape of three or four songs and invite 
the prospective manager to a Uve showcase. A recommenda¬ 
tion from other industry people helps to attract a manager's 
attention. 
• Brookes Diamond (Rita MacNeil, John Allan 
Cameron): A manager should be approached with flair, per¬ 
sistence, confidence and a track record of success, however 
brief. 

■ Do you have any compunction about 
managing an artist who is not signed to a re¬ 
cord label? 
• Ross Munro - Random Entertainment Inc. (Rik 
Emmett, Danny Brooks): Some of the best artists around 
are not yet signed to a label! If they have great material, I'll 
help them get a deal. 
• Mark Stainback: There is nothing wrong with managing an 
unsigned artist; every superstar was bom unsigned. The only 
reason to enter a management relationship, however, is if both 
parties share a common vision of the artist's career. They must 
believe passionately in the music and be convinced that they 
can, in the short term, convert other people into "believers", 
and get that record deal. 
• Wayne Thompson - Headquarters Entertainment 
Corp. (The Nylons, Billy Newton-Davis): Managing an 
unsigned artist gives me an opportunity to guide their career 
from the start. 

■ What three qualities could an artist culti¬ 
vate that would make it difficult to turn 
down a chance to manage them? 
• Joanne Smale (Willie P. Bennett, Jane Bunnett): An in¬ 
ternational record company contract and tour, an eagerness to 
play tour dates, and the ability to write good, accessible 
songs. 
•Jeff Rogers - Swell Inc. (The Pursuit Of Happiness, Art 
Bergmann, One Free Fall): A good act with a strong poten¬ 
tial for success; it also helps if I get along personally with the 
artist. 
• Mark Stainback: Aside from working with an artist who al¬ 
ready has an ongoing career, it would be difficult to turn down 
an artist who has demonstrated outstanding songwriting 



Are You Ready For It? 
by David Henman 

abilities and excellent musicianship (especially if one is a fan 
of the artist's genre); an artist who displays a genuine image 
and stage persona; an artist who is stable and mature in per¬ 
sonal and business relationships and who has built a fan and 
critical following and attracted the interest of record labels. 
• William Seip: An artist with a burning desire to succeed, a 
winning attitude and great songs sung with a unique voice. 
• Lou Blair: An artist who is hungry to succeed (self-motiv¬ 
ated), has an original and innovative style and a total focus on 
their career - an artist who is willing to do what has to be done! 
• Wayne Thompson: Great songs, great attitude, rich par¬ 
ents! 

■ Is it essential for a management company 
to have—or have access to—substantial fi¬ 
nancial resources? 
• Leonard Rambeau: Yes. 
• Wayne Thompson: Unfortunately, yes. 
• Gerry Young - Current Management: Yes, because it 
all comes down to the manager and the artist finding the re¬ 
sources necessary for a career. 
• Ross Munro: It helps, but it's definitely not a key factor. At¬ 
titude, aptitude, contacts, honesty, finesse and common sense 
are far more important. 
• Brookes Diamond: It's not essential. Contacts, knowledge 
and a solid reputation combined with the real essential - com¬ 
patibility - are more important. 
• Mark Stainhack: No, although deep pockets never hurt 
anyone. Management should have sufficient resources to de¬ 
liver the very best services to the artist and to assist the artist 
without becoming either a bank or a charity. The term "suffi¬ 
cient" maybe subjective, and in the early stages of a career 
management may need to waive or defer commissions. The 
key, for both management and artist, is to avoid extravagant 
and unnecessary expenses. Artists with a future are able to 
support themselves and their careers in the marketplace. 
• Larry Wanagas - Bumstead Productions (k.d. lang 
and the reclines): This depends on the level and experience 
of the manager. A young manager may need another job for 
income, so as not to add to the artist's financial problems. 
• Fefer Karroll - Taylor/Karroll Organization Inc. 
(Annihilator, Rocky Swanson, Jess Lee): You can't 
pick up the phone to call a record company if you can't pay 
the phone bill. It costs a lot of money to raise a management 

profile in the industry. It certainly helps to have cash flow, 
whether it is generated by live performances, private invest¬ 
ment or whatever means you design. The artist should be pre¬ 
pared to finance as much of their own career as possible. 
Don't lay the total burden on management. This is a key factor 
in managers not taking on more artists. 
• Lou Blair: Yes! The availability of financial resources al¬ 
lows the manager to make career decisions that are not motiv¬ 
ated by immediate money pressures. 

■ If the earning potential of an artist is obvi¬ 
ous to you, how essential is it that you actu¬ 
ally like that artist's music? 
• Larry Wanagas: The first priority is to love and understand 
the artist's genre. 
• Mark Stainhack: It is not essential to like an artist's music 
in order to provide a manager's professional services, but it is 
very important to at least understand and appreciate the mu¬ 
sic in order to maintain motivation and to offer experienced 
and heart felt advice. Everyone in the music industry, regard¬ 
less of their job, began their careers as music fans, and this 
enthusiasm should always win over greed. 
• William Seip: For me, that is where it all starts. If I don't 
love the artist's music, I cannot represent them. Money follows 
your love of the artist's music. 
• Lou Blair: Liking the artist's music is not overly important; 
understanding the artist's music and fans is crucial. You can't 
promote what you don't understand. 
• Peter Karroll: If the earning potential of an artist is obvious 
to me and it is going to make money relatively soon into the 
deal, then I will find a way to love the artist's music. Seriously, 
though, I manage acts that range from extreme heavy metal 
(Annihilator) to traditional country ( Jess Lee), and I love both 
acts for their musical excellence. 
• Leonard Rambeau: Very essential: I have to enjoy what I 
do. I won't work a project that I don't like. 
• Ross Munro: I think a manager must at least be able to 
"appreciate" the artist's music and understand what elements 
make the music commercially viable in that particular genre. 
However, the artist's music doesn't have to be your "all-time 
personal favourite." 
• Gerry Young: If I couldn't hear something I liked in the mu¬ 
sic, it would be difficult to manage the artist. I mean, there 
must be some belief, or else you become an old whore. 



BEGINNINGS 
>>>>>>>>> 
BY MICHAEL McCLOSKY 

LEXICON LXP-1 

RICHARD LACHANCE, BRUIT-BLEU 

Advice from 

the pros on 

equipment and 

techniques to 

maximize your 

sound. 

. jj y e’re all well aware of 
■ /■/ how much time and money 
r F musicians spend developing 

their individual sound. Finding the right 
guitar, the perfect keyboard, the best 
combination of cymbals—it all adds up. 
But for most musicians it is an expense 
borne gladly in the pursuit of that 
signature “sound”—something that will 
rise above the pack to catch a listener’s 
ear. What most of us often fail to realize, 
however, is that without the right PA 
system, set up and run properly, the 
only person who is ever going to know 
how you sound is you. The sound from 
your instrument or your voice is only 
the first step in presenting your music 
to a live audience. It is the next step, the 
PA, that determines whether the audi¬ 
ence is hearing you as you hear yourself. 
Whether you are running your own 

system, renting production, or employ¬ 
ing a soundman, every band can benefit 
by knowing how that system works, and 
how they interface with it. 

With that in mind, we went to a cross¬ 
section of working soundmen and PA 
companies and asked them the ques¬ 
tions: “What is essential in a good, small 
PA system”, and “How can you get the 
most out of it?” 

Their answers revealed that, although 
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>>>>>>>>> 
GETTING THE MOST 
FROM A SMALL PA SYSTEM 

ELECTRO-VOICE SHURE BETA 57 
N/DYM SERIES II 

ALESIS MIDIVERB III 

some principles are universal, there is a 
lot of room for individual preference. 
Like music, live sound is an art, and the 
people who practice it well combine a 
creative approach to problem solving 
with a thorough knowledge of their 
equipment. Their advice is presented 
here as a guide to making your own 
equipment choices and solving some of 
the most common problems encoun¬ 

tered in a live situation. 

For any smaller or regional band, the 
size of a PA system is an important con¬ 
sideration. Bob McPhee, who has stood 
behind the board for Gordon Lightfoot 
and Bruce Cockburn, as well as many 
club acts, sums up the situation: “I think 

you have to have enough power to push 
your cabinets, enough microphones to 
cover the band properly, and a good 
monitor system, but it has to be able to 
fit in a small truck because of your bud¬ 
get. You have to make sure it’s going to 
be loud enough and efficient enough.” 

The largest items in a PA system are 
the speakers. But new technology has 
dramatically reduced their size. 
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GORDON LIGHTFOOT 

COSTAS LAKOUMENTAS. 
WESTERN SOUND 

GABOR SZEPESL PA PLUS 

Costa Lakoumentas is the President 
of Western Sound, a Vancouver PA 
company that supplies a wide range of 
acts. He told us that recent innovations 
have "virtually eliminated” the large, 
multi-box stacks. 

“That sort of thing”, he says, “is being 
supplanted by the more compact, pro¬ 
cessed speaker system that comes with 
an integral electronic processor, which 

not only equalizes and provides a cross¬ 
over, but also provides some speaker 
protection. 

“Certainly, I would urge anyone who’s 
going to be getting into a PA system 
these days to look at processed speaker 
systems first and, if they can afford 
them, that’s the way to go. They’re more 
compact, they’re easier to move (and) 
quicker and easier to set up. They give 

much more reliable results, not only for 
inexperienced people, but also for the 
professional who goes in and doesn’t 
want to spend a lot of time monkeying 
around with his crossovers, or spend a 
lot of time EQing the system to make it 
sound decent.” 
Gabor Szepesi, whose company, PA 

Plus, has provided rental equipment to 
Lee Aaron and Chalk Circle, agrees: 
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“Most companies now are using full¬ 
range boxes for the top end and sub¬ 
woofers to go along with them. For a 
500-seater it would probably take two 
full range boxes a side and two or three 
subs per side.” 

Once you have an efficient set of 
house speakers, how can you place them 
to maximize their potential for covering 
the room? 

Peter Harris, whose main gig is 
running sound for The Nylons, offers 
these tips for room coverage: “Place the 
speakers in some position where they 
won’t be obstructed by people standing 
in front of them. I’m a great believer in 
getting stuff like that up as high as pos¬ 
sible. If you can fly it, fine. There’s not 
too many club acts that go in and fly 
PAs, though. But get it up high and point 

it at the people, not the walls. 
"One advantage is that the guy in the 

front row is actually farther away from 
the box that way; he doesn’t get blown 
down. 

“As far as phase alignment and all 
that stuff goes, it’s really a crapshoot. I 
try and rely on the guy who owns the 
stuff to know how it’s supposed to be 
aligned. And more often than not, unless 
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ALANNAH MYLES 

TOURING WITH ALANNAH MYLES: 
The Advantages of a Modular System 

When Alannah Myles’ sound people put together a touring sys¬ 
tem, they faced the challenge of having to go from clubs to aren¬ 
as with the same PA. To solve the problem they went to Bruit-
Bleu, a Quebec City based PA company, who assembled a mod¬ 
ular system. Company president Richard LaChance elaborates: 
“She had a select problem of being still in a club gig situation, 
and having to tour a ‘semi’ full of band gear, sound and lights; 
she was going from a soft-seater to a club, to another soft-seater, 
to a club—day in and day out. 

“The console was a Yamaha PM3000 with a full rack of effects, 
etc. She had a full monitor system, including a 40 x 12 monitor 
desk, with twelve wedges and two side fills. And they were 
getting all that equipment, plus the band gear, on any kind of 

stage in a club! 
“They had a modular PA system—that is, a four-way JBL sys¬ 

tem—a two-box system that they were employing in amounts of 
twos and fours. When they were going into larger venues, they 
were bringing in anywhere from eight to twelve pieces. 

“People are going to be seeing a lot more of this, because a 
5OO-seat club that has a cover charge of fifteen bucks to get in 
plus bar privileges can pay as much as $5,000 for a one-nighter 
for a good act to come in, if they carry their own sound and lights. 

Tm sure a lot of bands that do 200-to 500-seat halls will carry 
small but very efficient PAs, because today with all the 
processer-assisted equipment and all the high-tech gear, it’s 
easy to get very compact, very powerful PA systems.” 

it looks ridiculous, I'll take his word for 

Mixing boards have also come a long 
way in simplifying their operation. Bob 
McPhee explains: “Most boards these 
days have patching on the back of the 
console. If you make up a proper wiring 
harness, then you’re not going to have 
any problems with it.” 

Costa Lakoumentas is excited about 
the new generation of programmable 
boards: “We're seeing more and more 

manufacturers offering programmable 
boards that have MIDI interfaces, 
boards that have programmable VCA 
subgroups and VCA mutes. Con¬ 
sequently, I would say anyone who is 
looking for a board nowadays can pick 
up a lot more in terms of value. 

“Also, for the smaller band that may¬ 
be cannot afford separate lighting and 
sound guys, getting a board with a MIDI 
interface and using it with MIDI effects 
and also tying it in to a MIDI lighting 
controller can be a real big advantage, 
because now all of a sudden one guy can 
trigger all the changes. 

“Allen and Heath have a new board 
with individual, programmable mutes on 
all inputs and outputs, and it is MIDI-
controlled and has about thirty-two 
memories. For the smaller group just 
starting out, that is going to be terrific.” 

Today’s selection of microphones shows 
an enormous variety of products on the 
market, but old traditions die hard, 
according to Lakoumentas. 

“I find that a lot of musicians will go 
out and buy something because it was 
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HOW DOES YOUR 
BACK UP, STACK UP? 

Back Up 
Your success depends 
on your backup. Your 
equipment must perform 
to the highest standards. 
But what about the 
people who make it? Can 
you depend on them to 
keep your sound on the 
road instead of in the 
shop? 

Over 25 Years 
Yorkville Sound has been 
backing up professionals 
with pro audio gear for 
over 25 years. Advanced 
CAD/CAM engineering 
combined with years of 
research brings you prod¬ 
ucts that sound better, 
work harder and last 
longer. All mixers, amps 
and speaker cabinets 
are built to exacting 
specifications and tested 
exhaustively in our 
Toronto plant. 

Better Products, 
Better Warranty 
Yorkville backs you even 
further with a 2 year 
UNLIMITED TRANSFER¬ 
ABLE WARRANTY. If a 
problem occurs, your 
Yorkville dealer will have 
it repaired FREE (includ¬ 
ing speakers and EVEN 
IF YOU BREAK IT!) 

Check Us Out 
Get down to your 
Yorkville dealer soon 
and find out how 
affordable good 
back up can be. 

Yorkville 
You'll be hearing from us... 

IN CANADA 
YORKVILLE SOUND LTD. 

80 Midwest Rd Scarborough. Ontario 
M1P4R2 • (416)751-8481 

IN U.S.A. 
YORKVILLE SOUND INC 

4600 Witmer Industrial Estate. Unit «1 
Niagara Falls. New York 14305 

(716)297-2920 

élite yiLÜIOPAO STAGE Micromix 



The ALL vocal and instrumentation 
range of stage and studio professional 

microphones from Sennheiser. 

Available from selected dealers 
across Canada. 

SENNHEISER 
All enquiries, contact: Sennheiser Canada (Inc.), PRO Division 

221 Labrosse Ave., Pointe Claire H9R 1A3 Tel. (514) 426-3010 FAX (514) 426-2979 



SOUND 
the accepted standard. I used to play 
guitar myself, and what I wanted was a 
Gibson Les Paul. And when I could 
afford it that’s what I bought. I didn’t 
really go out and audition anybody else’s 
guitar. And in microphones it’s always 
(Shure) SM58s. I encourage musicians 
to really try a whole range of different 
microphones. I think that if you’re a 
vocalist you should find the mic that 
works for you. Buy your microphone 
and, whether or not you’re renting your 
whole PA, always take your mic with 
you. Once you become accustomed to 
working with your own mic, you may 
find that you can get a lot more out of 
today’s microphones than 58s or 57s. So, 
rather than getting hung up on the 
brand names that have been there over 
the years, experiment a little bit. Try 
and find your own sound.” 

Peter Harris also recommends exper¬ 
imentation. “A lot of people say, ‘Use 
this kind of condenser for overheads,’ 
but I think there is just so much out 
there now, as far as different kinds of 
products, that it would be more practical 
to try and get a selection that is only one 
or two different types of microphones 
and have a lot of each—a selection that’s 
kind of general purpose, and that you 
could put pretty much anywhere. There 
are a lot more mies like that than ever. 

“I work for The Nylons, and they’re 
really prejudiced towards SM58s, which 
are a great old workhorse, but to me 
they’re a little bit on the outdated side. 
The guys like them because the pickup 
pattern is very forgiving and wide. They 
do a high energy song-and-dance rou¬ 
tine, so their mic technique is a little bit 
on the sloppy side, and the 58s will for¬ 
give that; whereas something with a 
really tight super-cardiod pattern is not 
as forgiving, and if you back off the mi¬ 
crophone the whole bottom end drops 
off. 

“1 would say try something in the 
middle of the road, like the Electro¬ 
Voice 757, for example. They’re a fairly 
reasonable microphone with just a little 
bit higher design technology than the 
58.” 

Gabor Szepesi says that microphone 
popularity “changes all the time. This 
year we’re using a lot of the new 
Electro-Voice mies. They sound great, 
and we can get them really loud on the 
monitors, with good projection. 

“The old SM58 is still probably the 
best vocal standby, because of its dura¬ 
bility. Everything else sounds better 
than it does, but doesn't last! So you 
can’t have both, I guess. Basically E-V 
has got it covered. Sennheiser makes 
good drum mikes. I don’t like to get into 
any of the Japanese mies. They definite-

Tempus 
TEMPUS INSTRUMENTS INC. 
3-12320 kites Rood, Richmond, BC, 
Conodo V7E 3R7/Tel: (604) 277-5711 

Yours truly, 

Mike Konn is a serious, professional 
musician. The equipment he buys is lit¬ 
erally the tools of his trade. When your 
as serious about your sound as Mike is, 
there is no compromising. We at Doyle 
Custom Enclosures are very proud to 
have earned the respect and trust of a 
musician of Mike’s calibre. For it is the 
professional musician that this compa¬ 
ny is dedicated to. 

My sincerest thank you to those of 
you who have supported my company 
and passed on the word for the past 
nine years. 

Gerard Doyle 
President 

Steve’s Music (Toronto) 416-593-8888 
12th Fret (Toronto) 416-694-8162 

Music Plex (Brampton) 416-455-2222 
Palmer Audio (Guelph) 519-821-4455 

Doyle Custom Enclosures 
(Factory) 416-755-9101 

. MIKE KONN, DOYLE, 
B15S, JBL E140 SPEAKER, 
12th FRET CUSTOM BASS 

ÍDOYLE1 
^CUSTOM ENCLOSURES^ 
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ten, a lot of people don’t want to be Dl’d. 
They want you to mic their amp—which 
is cool—but the big problem is that a lot 
of them are used to a sound that they 
can only get out of the amp running full 
bore. They only thing I can suggest in 
that situation is to carry along with you 
some Sonex foam. It comes in 4' x 4' 
sheets. You’ll find that if you carry a 
couple of sheets with you and use them 
in certain key spots to absorb some of 
the energy that’s coming off the stage, 
you can eliminate reflections, help con¬ 
trol the sound coming off monitors and 
eliminate some of the feedback that you 
get. 

“I think that if you are doing a good 
job of setting up your monitors, you can 
actually give that guitar player enough 
level coming back in a monitor so that 
he won’t need to have that big Marshall 
cabinet cooking. One of the most effec¬ 
tive ways is by using side fills of some 
sort. The big advantage there is that 
you’ve got controlled dispersion out of 
those side fills. There’s a big problem 
with something like a Marshall cabinet 
in that it uses all cone-type speakers. 
Cone drivers have very low directivity, 
which means it doesn’t matter which 
way the cabinet is facing, you still get a 

lot of sound spilling out, off-stage. 
“If, on the other hand, you use side 

fills, which might have a horn and a low 
frequency driver, you can get a substan¬ 
tial amount of level, but it’s fairly well-
directed into the area that you want to 
cover. 

“I think a judicious application of 
monitors and a very light hand in deal¬ 
ing with the musician is what’s impor¬ 
tant.” 

Harris recommends that on a small 
stage you “point the actual stage cabi¬ 
nets where they’re needed. If the drum¬ 
mer can’t hear enough of the bass play¬ 
er, I’d put an extra bass cabinet behind 
the drummer and point it right at his 
head. Instruments with a lot of bottom 
end can really mask a monitor system 
out pretty quickly, and all of a sudden 
you need big, huge cabinets and stuff 
that most of these stages don’t have 
room for." 

Another consideration for your band is 
where to go to actually purchase your 
PA. “The music store,” says 
Lakoumentas, “is definitely the re¬ 
source to go to for information and di¬ 
rection with musical instruments. How¬ 
ever, after a certain point, and that point 
comes quite early, they’re completely 
out of their element in PA. Now, the one 
recommendation 1 would make to the in¬ 

dependent musician who’s considering 
getting his own PA system is to go to a 
number of PA companies. Stay away 
from the music stores for that type of 
advice, because the music stores are 
generally dealing in more entry-level 
types of equipment, which don’t offer 
the sophistication, just the price. 

"Go to a couple of PA stores and listen 
to a number of alternatives, then go out 
and see a couple of these systems in ac¬ 
tion. What you learn from doing this is 
that you get the benefit of all the experi¬ 
ence that the PA company has acquired. 

“Not to knock music stores—some of 
them have very capable PA depart¬ 
ments. But, unless the guy you’re talk¬ 
ing to is a seasoned soundman who’s 
been out gigging on his own, take what¬ 
ever he says with a grain of salt.” 

Szepesi’s advice is more blunt. “Don’t 
buy; rent from companies who know 
what they’re doing and have researched 
the market place and made the mistakes 
a long time ago. It’s silly for bands to 
take five years, shave their expenses 
and buy a system. One guy in the band 
always ends up eating it, when it’s all 
over." 

Having the best PA in the world still 
can’t prepare you for those situations 
where you have to use the house PA. 

“In ninety percent of those situa-

J ü Britain’s Famous 

...at factory direct pricing. 

CALTON 
CASES 
are now manufactured 

In Canada 
• 2-piece molded 
fibreglass shell 

• heavily padded 
custom fitted 
interior 

• heavy-duty plated 
hardware 

For more information, call or write: 

CALTON CASES OF CANADA 
Bay 3, 4215 Brandon Street S.E. 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2G 4A7 
Telephone: (403) 243-4099 I-

Full-time studies 
for aspiring professionals 

i— in a city alive witn music. 
Two-year diplomas in Performance, Recording Arts, 
Composition, and General Music. Individual instruction: 
suPstantial ensemble and studio playing; a demanding 
programme and superb facility on an exciting 
campus entirely devoted to the performing arts. 

FOR INFORMATION 
CONTACT: 
The Registrar 

It wWJTT W Box 1796
L V \W ^4 \ wL EDMONTON, Alberta T5J 2P2 
U \ \ Wk A k 11 (403) 483-2380 
1\ » \ „ s rfh Grant MacEwan 

Community College 
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TESLA 

Tesla exclusively uses Randall’s 
R412, R215 speaker enclosures driven by 

the powerhouse RGT100 NT’s. 

RcuidaJL 
Wil 1(0 KT TU8« »If H 
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These are the amps that helped power 
Tesla to “back to back” platinum 
albums. Try one today and find 

out why. 

The Artist’s Choice 
America’s finest quality amp is available at our selective dealer network, or for more 

information send $3.00 for a full line catalog to .. . 
Randall/Guild 

Distributed by EMP Canada 

18 Basaltic Rd. • Concord Ontario, Canada L4K 1G6 
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Call us. Well teil 
you all about this 
gorgeous little 
music machine. 
Comes in white and 
walnut, too. 

88 note keyboard digital piano. 
MIDI in, out and thru. 

Head phone jack, 
full octave range transposer. 

Practically plays itself. 

R.R. Loewen Distributors Ltd. 
1-1555 DUBLIN AVENUE 

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA R3E 3M8 ♦ (204) 783-7123 
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tions”, according to Szepesi, “be pre¬ 
pared for a terrible rig, because clubs 
aren’t famous for spending money to 
buy good products. Usually club systems 
are the burial ground for all the junk the 
PA companies get rid of. 

"One thing 1 would definitely carry 
would be a monitor system, because the 
clubs usually really ‘cheese’ on you 
when it comes to monitors. That’s the 
most important part of the system, be¬ 
cause if it doesn’t happen, then you blow 
your pipes and you end up having to 
cancel gigs.” 

Peter Harris suggests calling ahead to 
get a detailed account of exactly how the 
system is put together, and then aug¬ 
menting it with whatever you need, bud¬ 
get permitting. 
“The whole fly in the ointment, 

though, is no matter what they say is 
there, the condition of it is not guaran¬ 
teed. I mean, you can show up and 
it’s,‘Oh, yeah, here’s the 24-channel 
board, but only 20 channels work.’ And 
there’s really no way you can know, if 
you’ve never used the system before. 
The more detailed you can manage to 
make your intention to the person in 
charge, in advance, the more likely he is 
to be honest. If you tell him what you 
use all your channels for, by the time 
you finish rattling it off, he’s going to be 
feeling so guilty about those four chan¬ 
nels not working that he’s likely to say, 
‘Oh gee, sorry we’ve only got 20 chan¬ 
nels working.’ And then you can bring in 
an extra little board, or whatever.” 

The two simplest sounding pieces of ad¬ 
vice we heard were probably also the 
most valuable. One was, read your own¬ 
ers manuals, and the other, get the right 
packaging. 

Gabor Szepesi says that the biggest 
problem nowadays is that “technology 
has come a long, long way, and every 
piece of equipment that you buy right 
now has got a manual that’s a quarter¬ 
inch thick. People are using equipment 
to one per cent of its potential because, 
as a rule, they don’t read manuals.” 

Peter Harris believes it’s smart for a 
band to spend money in the beginning to 
ensure the safety of their equipment. 
“When something starts to break on the 
road, it gets stuck in a ‘band-aid’ fix, and 
that’s the sure way to run down 
equipment. If you spend the money 
right up front—have the stuff packaged 
in the right road cases, for example, 
then that stuff is going to stand up a lot 
longer. And the cost of doing that is a 
more scheduled, organized cost than 
something breaking down every week.” 

CM 

about our drums 

ft Tempus 
TEMPUS INSTRUMENTS INC. 
3-12320 Trites Rood, Richmond, BC, 
Corrado V7E 3R7/Tel: (604) 277-5711 

MUSIC AUCTION 'M 
PRESENTED BY 

COSMO MUSIC WAREHOUSE 
This is it • Cosmo Music Warehouse is having its annual gigantic outdoor auction of 
new and used musical instruments and accessories - your chance to get a once in a 
lifetime deal on such items as: 

• SYNTHESIZERS 
• DRUM KITS 
• ASSORTED AMPS 
• MICS 
•CLARINETS 
•MUSIC BOOKS 
•SOFTWARE 
•HOME PIANO 
•SPEAKERS 

• DRUM MACHINES 
• LIGHTING 
•SOUND SYSTBAS 
•DRUMHEADS 
•FLUTES 
•SAMPLERS 
• EFFECTS PEDALS 
•TRUMPETS 
• GUfTAR STRINGS 
AND MANY, MANY MORE 

• MULTI-TRACK GEAR 
•SAXES 
•CYMBALS 
• ELECTRIC GUITARS A BASSES 
• SEQUENCERS 
•TUNERS 
• PORTABLE KEYBOARDS 
•ACOUSTIC GUITARS 
• ELECTRONIC PIANOS 
I AND USED GOODIES! 

DATE: SAT. JUNE 9, 1990 TIME: 1 P.M. SHARP 
(VIEWING FROM 11 A.M.-1 P.M.) 

PLACE: COSMO MUSIC WAREHOUSE 
9201 Yonge Street, Richmond Hill 

TERMS: Cash, Cheque (with I.D.) 
Visa, MasterCard 

CARRVUU RO 

COSMO MUSIC 
WAREHOUSE 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL: (416) LOTS OF FREE 
PARKING 

889*6382 cd 
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CHECKOUT 
These 

Canadian Musician 

Back Issue 

Packages 

TAKING CARE OF 
BUSINESS $15.95 

(jingles, publicity, radio promo, 

record deals, musicians' money, 
overseas markets) 

J/F'86 • M/A'86 • M/J'86 
J/A'86 • J/F'87 • M/A87 

M/J'87 • J/A'87 

HONEYMOON 
SUITE $7.95 

(the climb to platinum with 
thoughts on business, 

high energy performances & 

the maturing of the H.S. sound) 

J/A'85 • S/O'87 
N/D'87 • M/J'88 

BRYAN ADAMS $9.95 
(focus on Adams' brand of 

songwriting with a special feature 
on his manager Bruce Allen) 

J/A82 • J/F'84 • M/A'86 
N/D'86 • J/A'87 • M/A'88 

RECORDING $9.95 
(studio setup, 

construction, techniques) 
M/A'79 • M/J '80 • S/O'86 
J/A'87 • J/A'88 • J/A'89 

DO IT YOURSELF 
PROJECTS $9.95 

(practice amp, fretless bass, 
p.a. mixer, percussion) 

N/D'8O • J/F/'81 • M/A'81 
M/J'81 • J/A'81 • M/J'83 

SEND ME THE FOLLOWING PACKAGES OF BACK ISSUES: 

A_ B_ C_ D_ E_ 

ENCLOSED IS MY PAYMENT FOR$_ 

CHARGE TO MY: VISA □ MASTERCARD □ AMERICAN EXPRESS □ 

CARD#_ 

EXPIRY DATE_ 

SIGNATURE_ 

NAME_ 

ADDRESS_ 

CITY_ 

PROV_CODE_ 

PHONE NUMBER ( )_ 

SEND ORDER TO: CANADIAN MUSICIAN, 
3284 YONGE ST., TORONTO, ON M4N 3M7 

CREDIT CARD HOLDERS ORDER: BY PHONE (416) 485-8284 OR BY FAX (416) 485-8924 



How To Hustle a Gig in Live Sound 
by Kiltv Cross 

When I was sixteen, I ran away 
from home to join a circus. In 
retrospect, it probably wasn’t 

the smartest thing to do. There wasn’t 
any circus when I got to town, and the 
first couple of years were real eye-
openers for a kid from the boonies loose 
in the big city. 

Eventually a band came along that 
couldn’t afford a real sound engineer, so 
they hired me. My two big selling points 
were not complaining about loading the 
truck at three in the morning, and being 
able to work cheap. The band got what 
they paid for and I got free hands-on ex¬ 
perience. 

I had been working in theatre for a 
while and figured I knew my way 
around a small system. Ha! The first gig 
was one of those nightmares that most 
musicians only imagine. The fact that 
the power supply on the mixer was 
blown and two of the four P.A. boxes had 
no speakers (it’s a long story—make 
sure you check before the stuff goes in 
the truck.) didn’t make me feel any bet¬ 
ter. I was pretty sure it was my fault that 
nothing worked. After all, I only knew 
how to load trucks. Kind of the feeling 
you get when you ride a bike for the first 
time and when you look back, your dad 
isn’t holding on to the back of the seat 
anymore. 

Anyway, that was then, this is now. 
Things have changed a bit in twelve 
years. The trend toward more high-tech 
systems is introducing formal education 
as a possibility in areas like recording 
and post production. 

So here we are in 1990. 

Okay, I think I'd like to work in the busi¬ 
ness, but I'm not sure. How can I ease 
my way in without having to give up the 
security of my day job? you ask inno¬ 
cently. 

The answer is night school. A lot of 
community colleges offer courses 
through their continuing education de¬ 
partments. This approach gives you a 
taste and will introduce you to basic ter¬ 
minology, usually from a practical point 
of view. It’s a great way to decide be¬ 
tween real estate and audio as a career. 
(A word to the wise—if you’re looking 
to get rich, pick real estate.) 

Live sound isn’t always a strong com¬ 
ponent in these courses, so if that is 
your main interest, ask to speak to the 

Kitty Cross is a freelance sound engineer who teaches (live sound) at Humber College and at 
The Harris Institute. Cross has worked with Max Webster, FM, Saga and Stan Getz. 

course instructor and check the empha¬ 
sis. 
Besides the community colleges, 

there are private schools that offer 
courses. Two in Toronto are Network 
For Learning, and Learning Annex. 
These are usually ‘mini’ courses, and 
can be found under Education in the yel¬ 
low pages of your phone book. 

Enough already! I know this is what I 
want to do. What then? 

Find a band—work cheap/free. Offer 
the skills you already have, like being 
able to drive a van or truck, the ability to 
stay up for seventy-two hours at a 
stretch, etc. Ask lots of questions. It 
helps if the first time there is someone 
there who knows more than you, but 
don’t count on it. Remember that no one 
absorbs this stuff through the pores, so 
you’re going to have to swallow your 
pride and ask if you don’t know. Women 
usually find this a little easier than men. 
Think how silly it'll look if you do some¬ 
thing dumb like put cabinets without 
speakers in the truck just because it 
didn’t occur to you to question the fact 
that they felt a bit light. 

Put a resume together and haul it 
around to all the live sound companies 
in town. As long as you don’t pretend 
you know more than you do, then it’s 
very possible to get hired in an entry 
level position. A lot has to do with being 
in the right place at the right time and, 
most importantly, having the right atti¬ 
tude. 
According to Ian Murray, account 

manager for Westbury National, “If 
someone can show me they’re motiv¬ 
ated, responsible and capable of taking 
direction, I’ll definitely consider them. 

Formal education is an asset, but not es¬ 
sential at this stage. Once you’ve got a 
little experience with how things oper¬ 
ate, then think about taking a course.” 

Speaking of education, I've heard about 
several full-time programs that are 
available. Should I look at those? 

Probably not for live sound but, as a 
lot of us have discovered, it helps to 
keep your options open. Most full-time 
courses are recording oriented, and a 
certificate from one of these establish¬ 
ments can serve as your calling card in 
the world of recording and post-produc¬ 
tion studios. 

The amount of work regularly availa¬ 
ble in the live audio field is inconsistent 
because of the small population base in 
Canada. 

If you’re planning to work as an audio 
engineer, then it helps to have another 
industry-related skill up your sleeve, 
such as lighting or being able to tune 
guitars. Some studio training might 
prove useful if there isn’t any live audio 
work. At least your foot’s still in the 
door. 

So there you go. If your aspiration is 
live sound engineering, there are a 
couple of different ways to go about it. 
The main points to remember are: 
maintain a good attitude, and know 
enough to ask questions. Learning is 
that delightful little bonus that crops up 
after a couple of years slugging gear on 
the northern Ontario bar circuit. You’re 
trying to impress some girl (or guy) in a 
high school in Sudbury with all your 
knowledge, when it suddenly dawns on 
you that you really do know your stuff. 
That’s where the adventure begins. 
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The Four-Track Studio 
PART TWO: Basic Recording Techniques 
by Brad Murphy 
Laying The Foundation 
Generally, I begin with the drum 
computer and the bass guitar or 
synthesizer. In four-track recording 
there is not the luxury of recording 
stereo drums, or even putting bass on 
its own track. I usually combine drums 
or instruments such as cymbals or 
percussion with another like instrument 
that requires similar EQ. Because less is 
more, and because I am going for quality 
vs. quantity, I stick with a basic kick, 
snare, hi-hat and crash cymbal for my 
initial drum track. 

This will be your final rhythm section 
mix, so you should do all your blending, 
EQ and effects now, and print them to 
tape. Because this process is an additive 
one, it is important at this point to have a 
clear picture of what you want to 
achieve as a final result. It is helpful to 
map out on paper which instruments 
you will combine on what tracks, and the 
necessary order of recording them. 

Various types of reverb effects may be 
used on the snare. Experiment as much 
as you can, and remember when you add 
reverb in your final mix that it may tend 
to mask the reverb on the snare, so you 
should use more reverb than you think 
you need. You should also EQ the snare 
reverb to a frequency area that you do 
not expect to use on your vocal or in¬ 
strument reverbs. 

It is nice to brighten the hi-hat to give 
it a wispy sound. One way this can be 
done is by attenuating the midrange 
frequencies and adding perhaps a 3dB/ 
octave boost at 10 or 12 kHz. 
There are many kick drum EQ 

possibilities. One of my favourites for 
hard edged pop rock is a slight boost at 
100 Hz, 250-400 Hz, and a nice +3dB 
point at 3-5 kHz. I always put light, fast¬ 
attack, fast-release compression on my 
kick drum. This gives it good punch and 
presence. I also usually compress my 
overall drum-bass track in the final mix. 
If your compressor has gates on it, use 
them on as many drum voices as you 
have gates for. Drum computers tend to 
be noisy. 

Effecting and equalizing the bass gui¬ 
tar or synth is another crucial area. For 
that snappy, punchy sound that is very 
popular today I suggest rolling off 
anything below 40-50 Hz and 
brightening at 800, 1.5, 2, 3, 5 or 10 kHz, 
and maybe add some hardness at 400 
Hz. This will create a very hard punchy 

bass sound that is not too flabby or 
undefined on the bottom end, and a nice 
clear top that will give the bass presence 
in the mix. Once again, planning is im¬ 
portant. The higher frequencies of the 
bass sound tend to get masked by other 
instruments, so sometimes a little over¬ 
emphasis is necessary to preserve the 
definition of the bass in your mix. I usu¬ 
ally send a little bass sound to the same 
reverb as my snare to give the bass a lit¬ 
tle space and to put it in the same room 
as the drums. 

If you wish to flange or chorus the 
bass it is a good idea to use an active 
crossover network. The purpose of this 
is to split the bass signal into two bands, 
low and high. Now you can run it into 
two separate channels of the mixer. 
Send just the high portion to the chorus 
or flange and combine it with the 
unaffected bottom. The reason for this is 
that choruses and other phase related 
effects create their sound by a 
continuous sweep of emphasis and can¬ 
cellation through the frequency range. If 
the bottom of the bass is processed this 
way, cancellations can cause the founda¬ 
tion of the bass sound to disappear as 
the oscillator sweeps through that area. 

Don't be afraid, when recording the 
bed track, to hit the tape fairly hard. 
Most of the time transient distortion on 
the snare won’t show up at moderately 
elevated levels, and the bass and drums 
will have lots of presence and impact. 
Let your ears be your guide. 
Instrumental Overdubs 
You have recorded the rhythm section 
on track one and now it is time for over¬ 
dubs. The order of recording these in¬ 
struments depends on your arrange¬ 
ment. (It is wise to record a ghost 
vocal— a rough working vocal not used 
in the final mix. Keep it on tape as long 
as you can before you erase it. This 
working vocal lets the instrumentalists 
know where to play or not to play.) The 
rules here are: a) Only bounce when you 
have to; if you have to combine two in¬ 
struments, record the first instrument 
and bounce it to another track while re¬ 
cording the second instrument simulta¬ 
neously. This way only the first signal 
need go through another generation of 
tape. Try to record instruments together 
that will sound good being effected the 
same way in the final mix. b) Print ef¬ 
fects on tape whenever you can. This 
gives each instrument its own ambient 

space and if you only have one reverb or 
delay, you won’t be able to effect every¬ 
thing later, especially if your instru¬ 
ments have been sub-mixed. Finally, EQ 
your instruments with the mix in mind, 
and always gate them if you can, to elim¬ 
inate noise. For example, DX7s, which 
are used a lot, are notorious for residual 
noise. 
The Vocal(s) 
It is generally the rule to lightly com¬ 
press vocals. Because there is a lot of 
dynamics in singing, compression will 
allow you to make a hotter overall re¬ 
cording. When recording vocals I shut 
off my input vocal rail between lines and 
verses of the song. Inexpensive gates 
will close up on a soft part such as the 
end of a line. I can avoid this by doing it 
manually, and this way the track is free 
from any noises that occur in the studio 
when the singer is not singing. 

Having used two tracks for the instru¬ 
ments, you have only two left. Since you 
only have one track for vocals in this 
particular configuration, it is best to rec¬ 
ord any backing vocals first by bouncing 
the harmonies or doubled vocals back 
and forth between the two open tracks. 
In this manner you can mix and layer 
the background vocals first and print 
them, together with the lead vocal, last. 
It is best not to bounce the lead vocal. 
Making it a first generation recording 
will give it the most clarity and pres¬ 
ence. I will print one or two short delays 
of perhaps 20, 47 or 79 ms. on the back¬ 
ing vocals to give them richness and 
space in the mix. Use your discretion as 
to how much of this is necessary. The 
real trick is, when printing effects, they 
generally don’t transfer to tape quite as 
much as they appear to when you’re re¬ 
cording them. A little more effect must 
be added than what sounds correct. Un¬ 
less you want a dramatic effect, the best 
way to blend them is with enough pres¬ 
ence to be effective but not strikingly 
noticeable to the listener. 
Final Overdubs 
You now have one track left to record 
solo instruments, percussion or just 
about anything. Because the four-track 
format is so small, unused portions of 
previously recorded track may be used 
to record additional programs. Careful 
consideration of EQ and processing is 
necessary. Anything goes; it’s all a mat¬ 
ter of planning. 
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Making It On The Club Circuit 
by Ben Richardson J 
Getting A Gig 
You need three things to book your 
band: a telephone, a promo pack and lots 
of patience. Your promo should be very 
simple: a black and white glossy photo 
with the band’s name on it, a short bio 
listing the band members and style of 
music and an audio cassette with three 
songs on it. 

The first thing you should do is make 
a list of clubs that would be appropriate 
for your band. Then find out who the 
club booker is. Call them, introduce 
yourself and briefly explain that you are 
a new band looking for gigs and ask if 
you could drop off a promo pack as soon 
as possible. You should give them about 
a week to look over the promo and then 
make a follow-up call. This is where the 
patience comes in. You may be asked to 
call back later. Don’t get discouraged if, 
when you call back, you are put off again. 
Be keen and friendly: be persistent, and 
don’t ever show your frustration. 

Call back every two weeks “just to 
remind them” that you still really want 
to play their club. Eventually, they’ll 
want to give you a chance. Once you are 
offered the gig, it’ll probably be a 
Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday, as the 
weekends are usually reserved for the 
top drawing bands. The club owner fig¬ 
ures that if you can bring in customers 
on a couple of slow nights, then they can 
probably afford to move you up to 
Thursday, and if you can prove yourself 
there, then you might get a chance at a 
weekend. Remember, at this point you 
need them more than they need you. 

You will probably be offered one of 
two deals: either a flat fee ($50 to $150) 
or a door deal where you charge a $2 to 
$4 cover charge. The first way has the 
advantage of people being able to see 
you without having to pay. The second 
can be good too, because if you bring lots 
of people in you’ll make more money. 

One thing that you can do is offer the 
booker an alternative. If they’re offering 
a flat fee, suggest putting on a small cov¬ 
er ($2) and handing out 500 compli¬ 
mentary (free) concert style tickets to 
the gig, and for every comp, that comes 
back, they give you $1. That way, if you 
bring in 200 people, the bar is packed 
with people drinking and you make $200 
plus whatever comes in at the door. If 
they’re offering a door deal, suggest 
printing up discount tickets that offer 

money off the regular cover charge. Try 
to get the club to pay or at least split on 
poster and ticket expenses. 

The main thing to remember is that 
above all you want to make the gig work 
both for the band and the club: Every¬ 
body loses in an empty club. 
Getting People Out To The Gig 
Photocopied posters advertising the gig 
can be printed up for between four and 
ten cents a copy. You can staple these on 
wooden telephone poles and poster 
boards around town. (Be careful, 
though: In some cities this is illegal.) 
Visit record stores, music stores, college 
campuses, etc. where, if you ask nicely, 
they’ll usually be happy to put up your 
poster. You can also reduce your poster 
to 1/4 size, thereby getting four nifty 
mini-flyers from one sheet. These you 
can distribute on tables at the club on 
the weekend before your show. You can 
also put these on car windshields out¬ 
side a big rock concert. 

Every city has some form of free club 
listings. This is usually a list of all the 
clubs and what bands are playing that 
day or week. Check entertainment 
weeklies, daily newspapers, college ra¬ 
dio stations, local TV stations and local 
cable TV stations. Make a list and be 
sure to call and let them know about the 
gig. Don’t rely on the club booker to do 
this. 

Every daily newspaper has an enter¬ 
tainment section. Find out who the re¬ 
porters are and try to get them out to 
see your band, or to mention where you 
are playing in their column. Don’t forget 
about the college papers and en¬ 
tertainment weeklies. 

College radio is great. They will play 
your demo, no matter what the quality, 

at least once; and they are usually happy 
to interview one or two band members, 
which will enable you to plug your 
upcoming gigs. 

Most record and music stores will let 
you leave a small stack of tickets at the 
front counter. Carry a stack with you at 
all times and give them away in pairs to 
everyone you meet. 

Leave a book at the door of the club 
that people can write their names and 
addresses in. Every month, or when ap¬ 
propriate, make up a one page newslet¬ 
ter listing your upcoming gigs and any¬ 
thing else of interest and send it out. 
These people could become your hard¬ 
core fans. 

Don’t forget, this is a people business: 
The personal touch is your best calling 
card. 
Doing The Gig 
Most clubs today own or lease their own 
PA and light systems, and provide a 
house tech to operate the equipment, 
but some don’t. This is something that 
you should always check with the club 
booker when you make your deal. Find 
out who the soundman is, and call him to 
see what time you should show up for 
the soundcheck. Most house techs doub¬ 
le on lights. If you want to bring your 
own lightman in, it shouldn’t be a prob¬ 
lem, but it’s wise to check with the 
house tech first. 

If you’re doing a door deal, find out 
whether the club provides a doorperson. 
If you have to provide someone, find out 
what time they should start collecting. 

If possible, try to ration out the work¬ 
load amongst band members. This way 
everybody will realize how much work 
there is to do, and by doing it your¬ 
selves, you will be better equipped to 
understand how the business end works 
when, down the road, you do have a 
manager and agent to do it for you. 

One last thing I like to do is to get to 
know other bands on the club scene and 
to put together double or triple band 
nights with the ones that I like and get 
along with. If each band has a following, 
this could double or triple attendance to 
the show, and make for a very happy 
club owner. As well, you will be 
exposing your booker to a whole new 
crowd. I don’t believe in competition 
among bands. It’s more fun to get 
together to play, and you can have a hell 
of a party after the gig. 
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New from TASCAM 
The MM-1 Keyboard Mixer 

TEAC Canada Ltd. has an¬ 
nounced the release of the new 
TASCAM MM-1 keyboard mix¬ 

er with MIDI mute automation. 
Key features include, 20 inputs (4 

stereo and 12 mono), 4 effect sends and 
4 stereo effect returns, MIDI-controllable 
mute function with an on-board 99 scene 
memory, and table top or 19" rack 
mount installation. 

For more information, contact: TEAC 
Canada Ltd., 340 Brunel Rd., Missis¬ 
sauga, ON L4Z 2C2 (416) 890-8008, FAX 
(416) 890-9888. 

Ludwig Rocker 
Outfits 

The LR-2426-RM outfit fea¬ 
tures suspended toms mounted 
on low double tom stands with 

floor tom positioning. Keeping with the 
trend of smaller toms, this outfit offers 
power toms that are 9" x 10", 11" x 12", 
13" x 14" and 14" x 15". The LR-2226-
RM, another popular six-piece configu¬ 
ration, features the traditional five-piece 
Rocker outfit with an add-on 9" x 10" 
Rocker power tom suspended with the 
new LR-255-STH add-on single tom 
holder. 

For more information, contact: H&A 
Selmer Ltd., 95 Norfinch Dr., 
Downsview, ON M3N 1W8 (416) 667-
9622, FAX (416) 667-0075. 

The Fostex 280 
The new Fostex 280 provides an 8 

channel mixer—4 basic line 
channels and 4 deluxe mic/line 

channels—with 2 auxiliary sends, sweep 
midrange, mic trim control and mute 
switch. The tape transport features ad¬ 
vanced microprocessor control with 3 
auto locate points, auto punch-in, and 
optional MTC-1 interface for computer 
control of transport functions. The inclu¬ 
sion of Dolby C and high speed opera¬ 
tion complete the package. 

For more information, contact: 
Erikson Music, 378 Isabey St., Laurent, 
PQ H4T 1W1 (514) 738-3000, FAX (514) 
737-5069. 

Imagenation 
Lighting 
Controllers 

The Imagenation series micro¬ 
processor lighting controllers 
are available as a foot controller, 

with 12 control channels, or as a 12 or 24 
channel console with MIDI. 
For more information, contact: 

RMSCO Ltd., 9 Pullman Crt., Scar¬ 
borough. ON MIX 1E4 (416) 298-7766, 
FAX (416) 298-0225 
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KING 
OF THE 
JUNGLE 

You’re face-to-face with the most magnificent beast in the Pro Sound 
Jungle—the all new Model 1200C Power Amp from AB International. 

And while many of the faces in the jungle are looking more alike every 
day, the 1200C not only looks different—it is different. 

The 1200C, a super power version of our original totally modular 1200 
Series, incorporates ABI’s exclusive dual tri-level logic gated power 
supplies. Each 1200C module also features LED metering, soft clip and 
variable limiter as you’d expect in a high-end professional amplifier. But 
what really sets the 1200C apart is its completely interchangeable output 
sections. Each of the “output tunnels” is independent of the other. And 
each output-module packs its own whisper fan to make sure your sound 
system keeps its’ cool—even when the music’s hot. 

The King of the Jungle measures a slinky 5!4" x 19" x 15", so it fits 
all standard rack-mount installations. Yet each module will pump out a 
full 1400 watts into a 4 ohm load (1200 watts into 8 ohms). And when 
you compare the slender price—it’ll bring out the beast in you too! 

The 1200C from AB International. Long live the King! 

For the name of the AB International dealer nearest you, write or call: 

Erikson Pro Audio 
MONTREAL 
378 Isabey 
Ville St. Laurent. I’Q 
H4T 1W1 
(514) 738-3000 

TORONTO 
(416) 764-6350 

VANCOUVER 
(604) 438-9212 



Lowrey Premieres 
Three Portable Keyboards 

Lowrey has introduced three com¬ 
pletely new portable keyboard 
models for 1990, the LK-5, LK-

10 and the LS-30. 
The LS-30 offers 576 voice variations. 

Sound selectable pads provide a pro¬ 
grammable, 4-pad touch percussion 
sound source. With one finger ad-lib you 

can play a variety of right hand melody 
"riffs" with just one finger. 

The LK-5, LK-10 and the LS-30 are 
portable keyboards. 
For more information, contact: 

Lowrey Canada Music, 6400 Shawson 
Dr., #1, Mississauga, ON L5T 1L8 (416) 
670-2345, FAX (416) 670-3646. 

EMG 
B/T 
Controller 

The EMG B/T control puts on¬ 
board active bass and treble 
equalization control within the 

reach of every bass player. Its concen¬ 
tric potentiometer conserves space and 
makes direct retrofitting easy in most 
basses. Approximately 12dB of cut and 
boost are available from the bass and 
treble controls. 

For more information, contact: Louis 
Musical Ltd., 529 rue DesLauriers, St. 
Laurent, PQ H4N 1W2 (514) 332-6907, 
FAX (514) 332-0255, 1-800-363-1884. 

There is something new 
under the sun. 

WHI ï N [ Y 
GRAPHICS 

DESIGN & 
CREATIVE 
SERVICES 

CDs and CASSETTES 
POSTERS 
CATALOGUES 
LOGOS 
BROCHURES 
PRINT ADVERTISING 

WELCOME TO OUR GROWING 
FAMILY OF SATISFIED CLIENTS: 
CARAS/Juno Program 
A&M Records 
Boosey & Hawkes 
Capitol Records 
Procter & Gamble 
Rhodes Canada 
Duke Street Records 
Foodland Ontario 
M.I.A.C. 
TASCAM 
Electrical Contractors Assn. 
Metalworks/Musicon 

Schenley Canada 
Canadian Music Centre 
PROCAN 
Yorkville Sound 
Yamaha “ 
Canadian Children s Opera Chorus 
Roland Canada 
CFNY-FM 
NovaTer Artists 
Toronto Arts Awards Program 
Toronto Music Awards Program 
Canadian Country Music Program 

CONTACT: CHRISTOPHER OFFEN OR 
KATHERINE WHITNEY (416) 485-8292 
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"Man, what a night. I think it's the best we've ever played.The show was 
great,the sound was great,and everybody was talking about the new 
kit. I mean everybody. Even Matt, and nothing impresses Matt. I knew they 
sounded great when I bought 'em, but I never expected this. Ya' know, 
that slogan is starting to make a lot of sense.The 
best reason to play drums huh... I guess that's what / 
I'm feeling right now, and feeling like this makes it «_ fdM*" * 
all worth it." The best reason to play drums. 

DISTRIBUTED IN CANADA EXCLUSIVELY BY: ERIKSON, 378 ISABEY, VILLE ST. LAURENT, PQ H4T 1W1 



FINE 

MUSICIANS 
PLAY ONLY 
THE BEST 

Many of the world’s premier Alto 
Saxophonists have been looking for an 
instrument to help them generate a 
heavier more powerful sound. After 10 
years of research, Yamaha has created 
the new YAS 855 and YAS 875 Custom 
Alto Saxophones: the YAS 855, for a 
clear singing tone, and the YAS 875, for a 
tightly focused sound able to project 
through any musical texture. They feature 
newly designed bores that, along with 
tone hole redistribution, and sizing, 
produce uncompromising intonation and 
tonal balance, while allowing the player 
added flexibility to achieve every nuance 
of tone production at any dynamic level. 

A redesigned key mechanism to 
facilitate easier fingering with right-hand 
side keys and little-finger keys, provides 
perfect positioning and effortless 
fingering activity. The neck receiver is 
constructed of a double-wall for durable 
strength and easy assembly. 

Yamaha has developed a completely 
new set of parts and materials for these 
instruments and adopted new techniques 
to craft them into the world’s finest Alto 
Saxophones. 

Yamaha Saxophones-

NMMMk CANADAmK^tée 
For more information, contact: 
Yamaha Canada Music Ltd. 
135 Milner Avenue 
Scarborough, ON MIS 3R1 



Ensoniq Introduces 
Music Production Synthesizer 

Combining proprietary Dynamic 
Component Synthesis technolo¬ 
gy with a 24-track sequencer, 

the VFXsd brings together synthesis, 
effects processing, sequencing and disk 
storage. 

Features include: 24-bit dynamic 
effects, 16-bit CD quality hardware, 24-

track sequencer, 41 drum and percus¬ 
sion sounds, MIDI automated mix-down 
and 3.5" disk drive. 

For more information, contact: Kay 
Sound Imports Inc., 2165 46th Ave., 
Lachine, PQ H8T 2P1 (514) 633-8877, 
FAX (514) 633-8872. 

Rane 
Equalizer/ 
Notch 
Filter 

The FPE 13 parametric equalizer 
and notch filter features three 
separate bands, each with 10-20 

kHz frequency sweep range. A patch in/ 
out enables channel inserts with a single 
stereo patch cable. Other features in¬ 
clude: balanced/unbalanced 3-pin and 
1/4" input and output, built-in RFI filter 
and defeatable subsonic filter. 

For more information, contact: Con¬ 
tact Distribution Ltd., Venture Dr., #6, 
Scarborough, ON M1B 3S4 (416) 287-
1144, FAX (416) 287-1204. 

Ask A Professional 
About Duratech 
Drumsticks! 

"I use Duratech 
drumsticks every 
day ! They play 
great, they look 
great, and they last a 
long time. Quality 
drumsticks not just 
for kids!" 

"Dr.”De Boal 
Longtime L.A. Studio & 

Session Drummer, 
Independent Producer and 
Recording Studio Owner. 

Duraiech 
MUSIC PRODUCTS 

Distributed by: B&J Music, 
469 King St. West, Toronto, ON M5V 1K4 

If You Take Music 
Seriously... 

Take Serious Training. 
K ̂INSTITUTE OF COMMUNICATION ARTS 
ONE & TWO YEAR CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS/PART-TIME STUDIES 

Commercial Muelo Performance * Audio Engineering • Music Production • Video Production • Music 
Theory and Arranging • Electronic Muele and Syntheetzera • Audio Production • Technique tor video • 
Entertamment Bueineae • Sotatd Rernlorcemant • Audio Electronica • Effectrm Commrsrcahons • 
krstrumenf Tutorials • Vocal • Plano • Guitar • Homa . Saxophone • Bass Guitar • DrorrWPetcueaon 

Eligible for Cdn. Fed. & Prov. Loans recognized by U.S. Dept, of Ed. & eligible for 
U.S. student loans 

For further information: ■ A THE INSTITUTE OF COMMUNICATION ARTS 
IC A Institute Second Floor 34 West 8th Ave Vancouver B C V5Y 1M7 (6041 876-0451 

THE INSTITUTE OF COMMUNICATION ARTS is a registered trade school under 
the apprenticeship and Training Development Act for British Columbia. 
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Ensoniq Compact Keyboard 
Personal Music Studio 

Ensoniq’s new SQ-1 is a compact 
keyboard with 24 bit effects, a 16 
track sequencer, mixdown 

capabilities and up to 180 internal 
sounds, including drum and percussion 

sounds. 
For more information, contact: 

Kaysound Imports Inc., 2165, 46e Ave., 
Lachine, PQ H8T 2P1 (514) 633-8877, 
FAX (633-8872. 

Technics 
Introduces 
Four New 
Digital Pianos 

Technics Music Canada, a 
divison of Great West Music 
(1987) Ltd., is introducing four 

new digital pianos. The top of the line 
PX66 and PX55 will incorporate Har¬ 
monics Source Sampling (HSS) to pro¬ 
duce natural grand piano sounds. 

In addition to the PX66 and PX55. 
Technics is also introducing the popu¬ 
larly priced PX44 and 76 key PX33. 
For more information, contact: 

Technics Music Canda. 3331 Jacombs 
Rd.. Richmond. BC V6V 1Z6 (604) 273-
4976. FAX (604) 273-5931. 

BESSON 
Background Brass in the Forefront 

COMPANY 
Boosey & Hawkes (Canada) Ltd 

279 Yorkland Boulevard. Willowdale, Ontario. Canada M2J 1S7 
Tel: (416) 491 1900 Fax: (416) 491 8377 
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Martin D-60 

The Martin Guitar Company has 
extended its Dreadnought line 
of acoustic guitars with the addi¬ 

tion of the model D-60, made of highly 
figured birdseye maple, and featuring 
gold Schaller tuners with large, solid eb¬ 
ony buttons; tortoise pickguard, 
endpiece, heelcap and binding; aging 
toner finish; ebony bridge; “red eye” 
bridge pins, and herringbone backstrip 
and tortoise-bound fingerboard and 
headstock. 

For more information, contact: The 
Martin Organisation Canada Ltd., 1080 
Brock Rd., #14, Pickering, ON L1W 3H3 
(416) 831-8544, FAX (416) 831-3445. 

16" AA 
Bright 
Crash 
New from 
Sabian 

With the 16" AA bright crash. 
Sabian has combined a higher 
profile and larger, rock size 

bell in a comparatively light (thin-me¬ 
dium thin) cymbal, to give a full, bright 
crash sound without added weight. 

For more information, contact: Sabian 
Ltd., Meductic, NB EOH 1L0 (506) 272-
20L9, FAX (506) 328-9697. 

INNOVATIONS IN ILLUMINATION 

■ 16 independent control channels. 
■ 16 independent momentary bump 

buttons. 
■ 12 programmable patterns or static 

scenes. 
■ Up to 400 step memory chase. 
■ Channel intensity LED indicators. 
■ Manual operation mode. 
■ Audio sync with sensitivity control. 
■ Pattern and static scene fade. 
■ Chase rate control. 

■ Chase tap button. 
■ Master level. 
B Glide button (allows slow attack of 

chase steps). 
■ MIDI in/out/thru. 
B Micro-plex microphone cable con¬ 

nect system. 
B Black out. 
B Rack mount chassis option. 
■ Non-volatile memory with lock. 
B DMX 512 digital output. 

DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVELY IN CANADA BY: 
Audionova Inc. 
2083 Chartier Ave. 

Dorval, QC H9P 1 H3 
514-631-5787 

FISHMAN 
TRANSDUCERS 

Amplifying Products 
To Make Instruments 
Sound As Great As 

They Can 

• BP-1OO BASS PICK-UP 
• V-1OO VIOLIN/VIOLA PICK-UP 
• C-1OO CELLO PICK-UP 
• M-1OO MANDOLIN PICK-UP 
• AG-125 ACOUSTIC GUITAR PICK-UP 
• AGP-2 ACOUSTIC GUITAR PRE-AMP 
• MODEL B TRANSDUCER INTERFACE 
• MODEL G TRANSDUCER INTERFACE 
• ADT-100 ACOUSTIC DRUM TRIGGER 

AVAILABLE AT ALL QUALITY CONSCIOUS 
MUSIC STORES 

EXCLUSIVE CANADIAN DISTRIBUTION 

WES-CAN MUSIC 
2314-124TH ST. 

WHITE ROCK, BC V4A 3M8 
TEL: (604) 538-6666 FAX (604) 538-9414 
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GEM PX 7 
New Portable Keyboard 

This portable keyboard features 6 
programmable drum pads, a 3-
track dynamic sequencer, full 

MIDI implementation, sampled voices, 
effects, rhythms and a pitch bend wheel. 
The PX 7 allows you to program 

rhythms, voices and accompaniment 

The VHF wireless system is avail¬ 
able in instrument, hand-held, 
and lavalier configurations. The 

bodypack transmitter offers a mute 
switch, a sensitivity control, as well as 
an on/off switch and a non-removable 
battery door cover. 

arrangements. It has 61 full-size veloci¬ 
ty-sensitive keys. 

For more information, contact: C.M.S. 
Music Inc., 8660 Jeanne-Mance, Montre¬ 
al, PQ H2P 2S6 (514) 387-7331, FAX 
(514) 383-3576. 

VLP is supplied in a choice of four¬ 
teen frequencies, all compatible for 
simultaneous use in the same location. 
For more information, contact: 

Omnimedia Corp. Ltd., 9653 Cote de 
Liesse, Dorval, PQ H9P 1A3 (514) 636-
9971. FAX (514) 636-5347. 

Yorkville 
Stage 
Models 

The 150GH head’s SFG circuitry 
provides high gain with low 
noise. Other features include: 

dual footswitchable channels, separate 
pre/post volume and tone controls for 
each channel, Accutronics reverb and 
effects loop. 
The 212C (4 x 12") and 412C (2 x 

12") speaker cabinets are loaded with 
G12M70 speakers. All 3/4" plywood 
construction, hardened steel corners, 
perforated steel speaker grills, 
Celestion speakers and Yorkville’s two-
year (even if you break it) transferrable 
warranty are standard. 
For more information, contact: 

Yorkville Sound Ltd., 80 Midwest Rd., 
Scarborough, ON M1P 4R2 (416) 751-
8481, FAX (416) 751-8746. 

Samson VLP Series 
Wireless Systems 
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SUMMER SESSION 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

MUSICIANS INSTITUTE 

1655 McCAODEN PLACE, BOX 605 

HOLLYWOOD, CA 90028 

(213)-462- 1384 
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Shure L2 
Handheld 
Transmitter 

Kahler 
Double Locking Tremolo 

Shure Brothers Incorporated have 
announced the addition of the L2 
handheld transmitter to its L 

Series line of wireless microphone prod¬ 
ucts. 

The L2 is available in three different 
versions. Model L2/58 features Shure’s 
S58 dynamic microphone element, while 
Model L2/96 incorporates the conden¬ 
ser element used in Shure’s SM96 vocal 
condenser microphone. A third version, 
L2/Beta 58, features Shure’s Beta 58 
element. The transmitter heads are in¬ 
terchangeable. 

Shure L2 transmitters are designed to 
work with Shure L Series receivers. 

For more information, contact: A.C. 
Simmonds & Sons Ltd., 975 Dillingham 
Rd., Pickering, ON L1W 3B2 (416) 839-
8041, FAX (416) 839-2667. 

The model 2710 double locking 
tremolo from Kahler is strung 
from the top - no cutting off ball 

ends of the strings - and is finger 
lockable (no wrench required). It fea¬ 
tures all steel construction and 10-way 

Highlighting a series of special 
models for 1990, the LTD-90 
all-wood dreadnaught is a lim¬ 

ited edition featuring palathetic pickups 
and a parametric preamp. 

adjustable modular saddles. 
For more information, contact: Active 

Musical Products Ltd., 24 Viceroy Rd., 
#4, Concord, ON L4K 1A9 (416) 669-
6906, FAX (416) 669-6786. 

For more information, contact: B & J 
Music Ltd., 469 King St. W., Toronto, 
ON M5V 1K4 (416) 596-8361, FAX (416) 
596-8822. 

Takamine 
Introduces LTD-90 Series 

“For information contact: Music Education Dept., 
Yamaha Canada Music Ltd. Phone: (416) 298-1311” 

gxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxi 
Create Your Own Kind Of Music 
At Yamaha Music Schools 
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Fender 
Combo Bass Amp 

The BXR 300C is a 300 watt 
combo amplifier with one Emin¬ 
ence 15" speaker. It produces 

less than .05% THD (Total Harmonic 
Distortion). 

Features include 3-band EQ with a 
sweepable midrange, high and low En¬ 
hance (boost) buttons for additional tone 
shaping, an effects loop and two inputs: 
one standard and one for high gain in¬ 
struments. 
The BXR 300C has a Delta Comp“ 

compressor which may be switched in 
or out of the circuit. The Delta Comp is 
an adaptive compression system—it 
scans the signal and adjusts the amount 
of release time for optimum low-noise 
tone production. 

For more information, contact: TMI, 
2530 Davies Ave., P.O. Box 279, Port 
Coquitlam, BC V3C 3V7 (604) 464-1341, 
FAX (604) 464-9275. 

Instructional 
Videos 
New from 
Rumark 

Rumark Video, which specializes 
in instructional videos and cas¬ 
settes, has several new products 

for 1990, including Joe Pass: Jazz Lines, 
Artie Traum: Chord Magic, Lonnie 
Mack: Rhythm and Lead Blues Guitar, 
Jerry Donahue: Country Tech, Marty 
Friedman: Exotic Metal Guitar, Steve 
Morse: Power Lines, Tommy Tedesco: 
Playing Guitar for A Living, and Rick 
Danko: Electric Bass Techniques, as 
well as Sound Choice accompaniment 
tapes. 
For more information, contact: 

Rumark Video Inc., 534 Lawrence Ave. 
W„ #215, Toronto, ON M6A 1A2 (416) 
789-7881, FAX (416) 781-4725. 

THE FIRST PORTABLE STUDIO 
THAT GUARANTEES 

LESS WORK FOR MUSICIANS. 
Our newest portable is dedicated 

to the proposition that it's better to play 
than to work. 

So the Tascam 644 is equipped with 
the kind of advanced technology that 

Tascam’s exclusive Scene Display 

eliminates much 
of the tedious, 
repetitive work 
of getting the 
music from your 
head to tape. 

Take its 
exclusive Auto¬ 
matic Mixer 

Routing system. You set the input selec¬ 
tions, channel mute settings and group 
assignments electronically, using a simple 

Scene Display. Then the system memorizes 
the "scene" for instant recall whenever you 
need it. The days of throwing a dozen 
switches to go from tracking to mixdown 
are over. 

And with its large 99-scene memory 
you can spend more time playing music 
and less time playing engineer. 

The 644 also features a built-in MTS 
MIDI Tape synchronizer for MIDI control, 4 
effect returns, a total of 16 inputs and of 
course, solid Tascam quality inside and out. 

Get hold of a 644 at your Tascam 
dealer today. You'll work less, but you'll 
enjoy it more. That's a guarantee. 

TASCAM 
TEAC CANADA LTD., 340 BRUNEL ROAD, MISSISSAUGA, ONT. L4Z 2C2 (416) 890-8008 



New Powered Monitor 

From SoundTech 
Dual Angle Floor Model 

Anew dual angle floor monitor 
speaker with a built-in power 
amp, the PM12H features a 

heavy duty 12" STS speaker and a die 
cast horn and compression driver. 

The MC100 power amp module in the 
PM12H is a 100 watt RMS power ampli¬ 
fier featuring an input level attenuator 
and a 5-band graphic equalizer. 

In addition to the line-in jack to re¬ 
ceive the incoming monitor signal, the 
MC100 also features a line-out jack for 
stacking of additional PM12H powered 
monitors or other monitor amplifiers. 
An extension speaker jack is also pres¬ 
ent to allow the use of an additional 8 
ohm passive monitor speaker. 

The PM12H is available in 110, 220 or 
240 volt versions. 
For more information, contact: 

Boosey & Hawkes (Canada) Ltd., 279 
Yorkland Blvd., Willowdale, ON M2J 1S7 
(416) 491-1900, FAX (416) 491-8377. 

G&L 
ASAT Classic 
With Single 
Coil Magnetic 
Field Design 
Pickups 

Designed and manufactured by 
Leo Fender, the ASAT Classic 
features one-piece hardrock 

maple neck, two single coil Magnetic 
Field Design pickups, chrome plate 18-
gauge steel bridge (vibrato system with 
fine tuners is optional), and an ash or 
maple body and a rosewood or maple 
fretboard. 

For more information, contact: Art 
White Music, 1020 Pony Dr., Newmar¬ 
ket, ON L3Y 7D6 (416) 836-6078, FAX 
(416) 836-6089. 



FOR SALE 
AMEK-TAC MATCH¬ 
LESS console 36x24, 
patchbay, 72 inputs 
mixdown. Call vince (514) 
254-4120 after 5:30pm. 

TURBOSOUND TMS 2, 
TMS 3, TMS 4 speakers, 
used, good condition, call 
Rob (416) 755-8666 or (416) 
444-8880. 

BEST PRICES ON 
STRINGS - D’Addario 
XL110-130 $40.95 per 10, 
XL160 (base) $64.95 per 5, 
J45 (classical) $60.95 per 10, 
80/20 (acoustic) $45.95 per 
10. Add $3.85 postage per 
box, residents of Quebec add 
9% Sales Tax per order. 
MRM, PO Box 298, Stn. H. 
Montreal, PQ H3G 2K8. 

BEAUGNIER BASS SAX¬ 
OPHONE in excellent con¬ 
dition with wooden case 
$1500 as for Pierre Dumas 
(514) 340-1033. 

NEW! ACCOUSTI-COILS 
MAKE IT EASIER! An 
acrylic insert (kit) for instru¬ 
ments, quickens acoustic re¬ 
sponse, guaranteed. 12 mod¬ 
els, $35 each. Free informa¬ 
tion: AAIIRR Air Accoustics, 
1234 South Quince Way, 
Denver, CO, 80231, (303) 
751-0673. 

PRODUCTS 
Daisy DeBolt’s “DREAMS 
COST MONEY” cassette 
now available by mail order. 
Send cheque or M.O. for 
$21.50 to: DeBolt Prod¬ 
uctions, PO Box 284, 
Sudbury, ON P3E 4P2. 

TEN CREATIVE GUITAR 
SOLOS: New and Exciting -

a must for student and pro. 
Free Info: Guitar in motion 
Co. Ltd., 48 Brock St., Barrie, 
ON UN 2L7 (705) 722-3715. 

ATTENTION COMPOS¬ 
ERS there are thousands of 
Music Publishers in North 
America who want to publish 
your songs - Get a Song-writ-
ing/Record Deal - thousands 
of contacts - send $9.00 to: 
Reckless, PO Box 303, Sta¬ 
tion ’B’, Hamilton, ON L8L 
7V7. 

FREE GUITAR MUSIC 
CATALOG - Over 50 pages 
packed with hot guitar music, 
featuring the biggest names 
in rock, jazz, classical, and 
country guitar today: Black 
Sabbath * Cinderella *Eric 
Clapton * Chick Corea * Def 
Leppard * Al Di Meola * Jimi 
Hendrix * Judas Priest * Leo 
Kottke * Yngwie Malmsteen 
* U2 * and many more. Also 
includes a wide selection of 
self-teaching books, note-for-
note transcriptions, videos 
and audio cassettes. Most 
books include standard nota¬ 
tion and tablature. Music 
Dispatch, Dept. CM2, PO Box 
13920, Milwaukee. WI 53213. 

HELP WANTED 
MALE VOCALIST needed 
for serious original band in 
Toronto. Gigs and recording. 
Modern progressive - rock 
influences. Dan (416) 737-
3122. 

SERVICES 
DOUG THOMPSON GUI¬ 
TARS: Custom building, 
restorations and repairs. 
Write: Box 841, Nelson B.C. 
VIL 6A5 Telephone (604) 
359-7724. 

BLANK TAPES - Master 
quality cassettes (normal 
chrome) open reel: 1/4 inch, 
1/2 inch, 1 inch, or 2 inch. 
SPECIAL!! Box of 10 master 
quality chrome cassettes 
$19.95 + $3.00 postage, resi¬ 
dents of Quebec add 9% 
sales tax. Send for price list. 
MRM, PO Box 298, Stn. H, 
Montreal, PQ H3G 2K8. 

DAVE SNIDER MUSIC 
CENTRE LTD. Music 
Books and Sheet Music Spe¬ 
cialists. WE HAVE IT ALL!!! 
20,000 Publications. Come in 
and browse or send $3.50 
(Cheque or Money Order) 
and receive our 150 page cat¬ 
alogue (of Music Books and 
Sheet Music) plus a $2.00 
coupon deductible on any or¬ 
der. VISA and Mastercard 
accepted by phone or mail. 
3225 Yonge St., Toronto, ON 
M4N 2L3 (416) 483-5825/ 
5332. 

PRESS-PACKAGE-MAIL 
. 3 week service, 200 stations 
serviced 1st class, your for¬ 
mat. 20 years experience. 
From $1249.00 all inclusive. 
Jennie Records (416) 939-
7900. 

All information re WILF 
CARTER NEWS, write to 
Mr. Clair S. Dezan, PO Box 
53, Ayer’s Cliff, PQ JOB ICO. 

PRESENTATION KITS -
Overviews, Career Bios, Pro¬ 
fessional Profiles, Portfolios 
and Investment Packages. 
Complete services for the 
arts. Call IMAGES - Arts 
Publications (416) 940-4784. 

MUSIC VIDEO - Get the 
Big Picture. Broadcast Quali¬ 
ty. See our demo reel or our 
work on Much. Grants ac¬ 
cepted. (416) 533-3855. 

ATTENTION MT-32 
OWNERS! Interested in 
Battery Backed up Memory? 
How about 4dB improve¬ 
ment in Background noise 
level? 50 Front Panel Reverb 
Programs? 4 Additional Out¬ 
put Jacks? We are the Au¬ 
thorized Installation Centre 
for Real World Interfaces’ 
MT-32 Modifications. For 
FREE Manual please write 
to: TECHNICAL MAGIC, 
P.O. Box 3939, Station "C”. 
Ottawa, ON KIY 4M5, (613) 
596-9114 FAX (613) 596-
3304. 

THE TWELFTH FRET 
GUITARIST’S PRO 
SHOP; repairs and restora¬ 
tions to all fretted instru¬ 
ments. Builders of fine hand¬ 
made electric and acoustic 
guitars. Repairs accepted 
from across Canada. We mail 
order Fender, Gibson, Guild, 
Ibenez, Kramer, Larrivee, 
Martin, Simon & Patrick gui¬ 
tars. Plus amps by ADA, 
Fender, Groove Tube, Mar¬ 
shall, Rexx, Rockman, 
Tubeworks; multitrack by 
Fostex; effects and sundry 
by Alesis, Boss, Digitech, 
DOD, Roland, Samson, 
Shure, etc. at low, low prices. 
We ship anywhere! Write 
920 Kingston Rd., Toronto, 
ON M4E 1S5, (416) 694-8162. 

IF YOU’RE LOOKING 
FOR AN INEXPENSIVE 
WAY TO ADVERTISE 
YOUR SMALL BUSI¬ 
NESS TO A LUCRATIVE 
MUSIC MARKET LOOK 
TO OUR CLASSIFIED 
SECTION OF CANADIAN 
MUSICIAN MAGAZINE. 
Rates: $.90 per word. Mini¬ 
mum $15.00. Frequency dis¬ 
count: 3 ads- 4%, 6 ads-8%, 
12 ads-12%. Payment In Ad¬ 
vance. Visa, MasterCard & 
American Express accepted. 
Contact Lori Laviolette, Ca¬ 
nadian Musician, 3284 Yonge 
St. Toronto, ON M4N 3M7 
(416) 485-8284 
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PUBLICATIONS 

EDUCATION 

CREATIVE 
SERVICES 

RE VOL¬ 
VOCAL 

sweeping To-
professional 
months! All 

FORMER FENDER RE¬ 
PAIRMAN now offering an 
intensive, four week course 
in guitar repairs. For more 
information write: PO Box 

VOCAL TRAINING Imme¬ 
diate improvement within 
first lesson. Benefits all sing¬ 
ing styles. Send $10 for Cas¬ 
sette to: D. Popp, PO Box 
419, Selkirk, MB, RIA 2B.3. 

SUMMER ROCK TECH¬ 
NICAL PRODUCTION: A 
3 week imersion course in 
live sound engineering, light¬ 
ing, production planning, 
stage management, etc. 14-21 
years old. July 24 - Aug IL 
Write: The Canadian Con¬ 
servatory of Music, 6055 
Cunard St., Halifax, NS B3K 
1E6 

Songwriters Workshop: 
Comprehensive courses in 
Modern Songwriting Tech¬ 
nics. Learn “Hit Song For¬ 
mats”, Hook Placement, Mel¬ 
ody and Lyric writing. Ask 
about our Song Evaluation 
Package. Info: (416) 533-
6122. 

SUMMER ROCK ’90 
MUSIC WORKSHOP - 2 
weeks in Halifax July 30 -
Aug 11. Classes in all instru¬ 
ments: MIDI, Compostition, 
Rock & Jazz, Recording, 
Jamming, Performance & 
Video. Intermediate to ad¬ 
vanced. 14-21 years. Write 
to: The Canadian Conser¬ 
vatory of Music, 6065 Cunard 
St., Halifax, NS B3K 1E6. 

UTIONARY 
TECHNIC is 
ronto! Reach 
level in just 

CD/ALBUM GRAPHICS, 
POSTERS, MEDIA KITS, 
LOGOS...Creative design 
for all music projects—no 
matter what genre of music 
you perform. 
$1000 CD Package, in¬ 

cludes design and production 
for booklet, backercard and 
label. (Price depends on your 
specific design needs.) 
Call: Katherine Whitney 

or Christopher Offen at 
Whitney Graphics (416) 485-
8292. 

55, Beachcomber, RR#1, 
Nanoose Bay, BC VOR 2R0. 

The ROYANS 

Styles! “Short term 
rates...long term results.” 
656-0028. 

THE MUSIC BOOK¬ 
STORE - MIDI tips, rock 
riffs, the music business 
“how to’s” and more! Titles 
included: THE MIDI HOME 
STUDIO, HOW TO MAKE 
AND SELL YOU OWN REC¬ 
ORD, LEAD GUITAR, and 
many others (see advertise¬ 
ment in this issue). For a free 
catalogue of exciting new 
publications, contact: CM 
Books, 3284 Yonge St., To¬ 
ronto, ON, M4N 3M7 (416) 
485-1049. VISA, Mastercard 
& American Express ac¬ 
cepted. 

RMS 
SHEDDING LIGHT 

ON THE 
ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY 

Fixtures 
Lamps 
Gels 

Stands 
Dimmers 

Controllers 
Cabling 

Followspots 
Smoke Machines 

For Stage, Theatre and Night Clubs 
- System Packages for Rentals-

- Effects for Stage and Night Clubs-

100 WATTS TO 100,000 WATTS 
Design Assistance Available 

RMSCO Ltd., 9 Pullman Ct.. Scarborough. ON MIX IE4 

(416) 298-7766 FAX (416) 298-0225 
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Masterpieces are 
Made 
not Born... 

Rhodes instruments have become legendary as 
masterpieces. And the new Rhodes pianos—the 
MK-80 and MK-60—fulfill the legacy of their 

predecessors. 
The new' Rhodes MK-80 digital stage piano, is per¬ 

formance-ready with 64 preselected tones, including a va¬ 
riety of well-loved Rhodes and acoustic piano voices, as 
well as clav and vibraphone. 

For customized sounds, the MK-80 has 56 user-memo¬ 
ry locations, to store settings for on-board chorus, tremo¬ 
lo. phaser and parametric EQ effects. Unique to the MK-
80 are such features as stretched tuning and selectable ve¬ 
locity curves. 

The MK-80 stands alone as the only 88-note, weighted-
action performance piano with pitch-bend and modula¬ 
tion. along with full MIDI implementation, allowing a 
wide range of creativity when used as a master MIDI 
controller. 

The sporty Rhodes MK-60. designed for ease ol use 
and portability, is the only 64-key weighted action piano 
to incorporate an octave shift feature to access the lull 88-
note range. The MK-60 also boasts chorus, tremolo and 
EQ effects, as well as stretched tuning selectable on any 
of the eight preset voices. 

The MK-80 and MK-60 carry on the tradition of excel¬ 
lence and expressiveness which have come to be synony¬ 
mous with the name “RHODES." Not only being worthy 
successors, but masterpieces in their own right. Join the 
prestigious group of Rhodes artists today! 
To audition the complete line of Rhodes pianos and 

synthesizers, see your nearest Rhodes dealer: 

Rhodes 
“THE BRAND EOR PERFORMERS" 

RHODES: SIMPLY THE BEST 
Ding & McQuade 
Toronto / Downsview 
Oshawa / Windsor 
Steve's Music 
Toronto / Montreal / Ottawa 
Music Mart 
London 

Musique Richard Gendreau 
Quebec City 
Centre Musical G.I). 
Jonquiere 
Mother's Music 
Vancouver / Edmonton 
Calgary / Saskatoon / Winnipeg 

Musicstop 
Halifax 
Tempo Trend 
Victoria 
Tom l^e Music 
Vancouver 
Centre Musical Italmelodie 
Montreal 

1 .akeshore Music 
Burlington 
Reggie's Music 
Hamilton 
HiFi Express 
Williams Lake. BC 

Major Minor Music 
Winnipeg 
A.I.. Collis & Son 
St. John s. NF 
Central Music 
Welland / St Catharines 
Niagara Falls 



Photography 
High quality, low cost 
photographs — Fast. 
Any quantity 
Available in glossy or matte. 
Colour or black & white. 
Ask for your free customized 
kit today. 

©G 
OALBRAITH RE PRODUCTIONS 

201 DUFFERIN STREET 
TORONTO, ONTARIO 

M6K 1Y9 
(416) 531-6913 

Services 

SCORE.' ® 

can (416) 842-9185 

EVEN 
THE 

•Professional 
MIDI Productions 
•From Fantastic 

demos to 
pnnted music! 

We also have great prices on Ataris! 

EVEN THE SCORE 
222 Lakeshore Rd. East 

Oakville L6J 1H8 
(inside 'The Music Stand') 

Music Stores 

CANADA'S ONLY RETAIL 
MUSIC WAREHOUSE 
—OPEN TILL 9:00— 

WATCH FOR OUR 
GIGANTIC 
EXPANSION 

9201 YONGE ST 19 GLEN WATFORD DR 
RICHMOND HILL. ON SCARBOROUGH. ON 

(416) 889-6382 (416) 293-7739 

(604) 684-4136 (403) 229-2582 
VANCOUVER CALGARY 

(403) 433-6070 (204) 453-3947 
EDMONTON WINNIPEG 

(416) 588-2237 
TORONTO 

Consultants 

mona coxson 
Music Career Consultant 

EXPERT GUIDANCE ON ALL 
MUSIC-RELATED CAREERS 

performing • songwriting 

alternate careers in the music 

business 

BY APPOINTMENT ONI.Y 

25 Mabelle Ave.. Suite 2615 

Islington. Ontario M9A 4Y1 

Phone: (416) 233-4700 

Record Manufacturers 
CANADA S LARGEST 

CUSTOM MANUFACTURER 
OF RECORDS, TAPES 
& COMPACT DISCS 

WHEN ONLY THE BEST 
WILL DO . . . 

El) cinram 
2255 Markham Road, Scarborough. Ont 
M1B 2W3 w (416) 298-8190 

Creative Services 

W111 11Y 
GR « P HIES 

We’ve got Designs 
on You 
Contact: 

Art Di rector-Christopher Offen 
or Katherine Whitney 
(416) 485-8284 

MARKETPLACE 

FOR MORE 
INFORMATION ON 
PLACING AN AD IN 
MARKETPLACE... 

CONTACT: 
LORI LAVIOLETTE 
(416) 485-8284. 
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bv David Henman 

As yet undiscovered, as yet unsigned, these stars of tomorrow offer a glimpse of the future of Canadian music. 

ORHAN DEMIR TRIO 

• Orhan Demir Trio • 
Style: Jazz 
Contact: Hittite Records 
9 Crescent Pl., # 1221 
Toronto, ON M4C 5L8 
Playing either a Gibson ES-347, 175 or a 
Yamaha SG-2000 through Fender tube 
amplifiers, Orhan has recorded three al¬ 
bums—The Way I See You, North West 
and Windmill—which have received 
critical acclaim from Guitar World, 
downbeat, Coda Magazine and The Ca¬ 
nadian Composer, among others. 

Starting out as a blues guitarist, 
Demir was quickly “seduced” by jazz, 
soaking up the styles of such legends as 
Miles Davis, John Coltrane, Django 
Reinhardt and Eric Dolphy. 

Originally from Turkey, this is a musi¬ 
cian who is very regrettably almost vir¬ 
tually unknown—one who, as described 
in Guitar World, “must be heard to be 
believed.” 

One day the Canadian jazz community 
will discover a wonderful concept called 
“marketing”, but until that day comes 
great artists like this will be forced to 
wander about in almost total obscurity. 
In the meantime, whatever you have to 
go through to find these albums will be 
well worth the effort. 

• U4EA • 
Style: Pop 
Contact: First Canadian Artists Inc. 
181 Carlaw Ave., #226-228 
Toronto, ON M4M 2S1 
(416) 778-7772 
U4EA is Patrick Canavan (founder, com¬ 
poser, vocals, bass, keyboards), Blair 
Waddell (guitar, b. vocals) and 
Steve Charlton (drums). Pipe major 
Sandy Dewar and saxophonist Earl Sey¬ 
mour helped out on this magical Scot¬ 
tish ballad sent to us on a 45 rpm 7" sin¬ 
gle, an endangered species. 

“Mystery” (b/w "Tragedy Trickery") 
is the second independent single release 
by U4EA, who had considerable chart 
and video success with the previously 
released “Don’t Take It Away.” It is one 
monster of a song, the kind of song that 
makes you stop what you’re doing in or¬ 
der to immerse yourself in the powerful 
throes of its huge, tidal wave move-

U4EA 

ments. It’s a song you want to hear again 
and again, for its compelling vocal melo¬ 
dy, spiritually uplifting lyrics and elo¬ 
quently stated bagpipe and guitar solos. 

THE ROBERT MINDEN ENSEMBLE 

• The Robert Minden 
Ensemble • 

Style: Storytelling, with “found” 
and traditional instruments 
Contact: 4732 West 7th Ave. 
Vancouver, BC V6T 1C6 
(604) 224-9266 
You are as liable to hear a conch shell, 
crystal jar or vacuum hose as a flute, 
trumpet or French horn during a per¬ 
formance by this brilliant and very 
unique group. 

Disturbed by the rigid and highly ex¬ 

clusive nature of studying classical mu¬ 
sic (“You have to strive to be the best, or 
get out.”) Minden took a fifteen year 
break from music, until the day heard a 
street musician outside his window 
playing a carpenter’s hand saw. This led 
to evenings of spontaneous music-mak¬ 
ing with family and friends and, in 1982, 
the creation of the Ensemble. 

The cassette we received is called 
The Boy Who Wanted To Speak To The 
Whales, and it is as magical and fascinat¬ 
ing as its title suggests. Like most great 
children’s stories, it is just as appealing 
to the adult imagination as to the child’s. 

If you are unsigned and would like to be part of SHOWCASE, send us a complete bio, glossy black and white photo (please! no half-tones, 
photostats or other “printed” materials) and a cassette of your music. Also include an address and phone number where you can be reached. 
All submissions to SHOWCASE will automatically be sent to Rock Rookies, a syndicated radio show which also features unsigned artists. 

Send your complete package to: SHOWCASE, Canadian Musician, 3284 Yonge St., Toronto, ON M4N 3M7. 
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The Electro-Voice N/D857 dynamic microphone, flagship 
of the new N/DYM" Series II microphone line, is the culmi¬ 
nation of years of engineering research, input from major 

a two-stage filter system, including the placement of 
Acoustifoam™ on the interior of the Memraflex grille and 
a secondary pop-filter on the element itself. No other 

concert sound companies and the unwavering commitment 
to produce the optimum hand-held dynamic microphone. 
Combining neodymium aligned technology with innovative 
design refinements and new damping materials, the 
N/D857 has evolved into the world’s ultimate concert vocal 
microphone. 

dynamic exhibits more resistance to P-pops. 
Furthermore, the addition of a unique acoustical path 

corrector provides increased sensitivity, more than any dy¬ 
namic microphone, and an extremely uniform supercardioid 
polar pattern with superb off-axis rejection and maximum 
gain-before-feedback. 

The N/D857 employs a revolutionary vibration-isolation 
suspension system, made possible through the utilization of 
DynaDamp™ A low-Q elastomeric material, DynaDamp 

No other dynamic microphone can deliver the overall 
sound quality, tremendous output and low-noise handling 
characteristics of the N/D857. 

substantially reduces handling and cable transmission noise. 
A switchable high-pass filter with an 80-Hz 

corner frequency, set just below the low end 
of the vocal range, provides a steep, 12-dB-
per-octave rolloff to further eliminate handling 
noise and stage rumble without compromising 
sound quality. 

P-pops are also significantly reduced by 

Step up to the N/D857 and uncover your 
vocal potential. 

ElecIroVoice 

600 Cecil St.. Buchanan. Ml 49107 616/695-6831 • Mark IV Audio Canada. Inc. 345 Herbert St., Gananoque. ON K7G2V1 613/382-2141 



Some day, they'll make a digital rack processor 
small enough to wear on your strap. 

They did. Those incredible 
engineers at Zoom have created an 
amazingly powerful, compact 
digital multi-effects processor and 
personal headphone studio that 
makes everything else obsolete. 

The tiny but powerful ZOOM 
9002 is crammed with an arsenal of 
guitar effects: Compression, 
Tube-Type Analog Distortion, EQ, 
Pitch Shift, Phaser, Flanger, Chorus, 
two Digital Delays and two 

Digital Reverbs. And each one has 
the 16 bit CD-quality sound you’d 
only expect from a digital rack 
processor at least three times bigger 
and more expensive. 

Unlike other Walkman-type 
devices, the 9002 is built with total 
mechanical integrity. Its oversized 
memory holds 20 preset programs 
and 24 customized user programs. 
You can play up to six effects at 
once. And the 9002 ’s guitar remote 

controller lets you step through 
programs on stage without 
stepping on anything. 

The 9002 easily fastens to belt, 
strap and other body parts. You can 
play along with a cassette or use it 
as a tuner/metronome. 

Yes, they really thought of 
everything. The only question 
is whether the rest of the world 
is ready to Zoom forward with the 
9002. . .rCatch us if you can. 
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